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PREFACE

The value of maps and plans for a wide range of Scottish studies has become increasingly apparent in recent years, but practically nothing has been published by way of guides to this material, apart from the Royal Scottish Geographical Society's *Early Maps of Scotland*. The present volume is the first of a series designed to provide researchers with a descriptive list of plans preserved in the Scottish Record Office.

This volume has been reproduced by H.M. Stationery Office by photo-lithography from copy typed in the Scottish Record Office. Acknowledgement is made to H.M. Stationery Office for advice on presentation and lay-out and to the Publications and Editorial Section of the Scottish Record Office for assistance in preparing the material, particularly the index of persons and subjects, which it is hoped will make the volume more useful for both general and specialist readers. Miss Ann Young of the Map Room, National Library of Scotland, kindly provided from her own research the revised date for Gordon of Rothiemay's plan of Aberdeen.

I.H. ADAMS
INTRODUCTION

The Plans

The large collection of plans preserved in the Scottish Record Office falls into two main series: Register House Plans (RHP.), which form a general series drawn from a variety of sources; and Sheriff Court Plans (SCP.), which relate mainly to railways and other nineteenth-century public utilities. The present volume is concerned only with the Register House series.

The series of Register House Plans seems to have been started about 1849 when bulky plans were withdrawn from Court of Session processes, then in course of re-arrangement, in order to be given the benefit of specialised storage. The series has been continued for this reason, and in recent years large quantities of plans have been added to it, not only from Court processes but also from such sources as records of government departments and collections of private archives, mainly family muniments, deposited in the Scottish Record Office. Today each plan receives its RHP. number on accession to the series and is also fully documented in its natural collection. Unfortunately in the early days of the series the precise provenance of the plans was not always noted and in many cases cannot now be readily determined. The editor has, however, been successful in tracing a number of plans back to their original processes, and undoubtedly more will be achieved as the work of indexing the Court records proceeds.

Most of the plans in the Register House series were executed in the century from about 1750 to 1850. Many are manuscript; others are engraved or lithographed. The series also includes some photocopies of originals preserved elsewhere, mainly in private custody. Most of the plans are of a topographical nature, but there is a liberal sprinkling of architectural, industrial and railway plans. There are also a few maps and plans relating to other parts of the United Kingdom and overseas.

The List of Plans

Certain editorial decisions had to be made in publishing a descriptive list of the Register House series, which extends at present to some 7,000 plans and is constantly growing. It was decided that the list should be issued in a number of volumes, each describing a section of the series and designed to stand independently in point of arrangement of entries. The present volume covers RHP.1 to RHP.1200, representing accessions between 1849 and 1961.

A topographical framework has been adopted for the volumes of the list. Non-topographical plans which cannot be fitted into this
framework have been omitted at this stage, but it is hoped that they may be published later. The non-Scottish maps and plans have also been omitted and maps already published by the Royal Scottish Geographical Society have only been included if the examples in the Register House series bear significant additional information. The present volume covers, to varying degrees, the whole of Scotland, but it should be remembered that the intensity of material for any given area in this and succeeding volumes is entirely fortuitous. The accessions in any section of the Register House Plans may display regional variations which are not typical of the series as a whole.

The basic topographical arrangement is by counties in alphabetical order. Within each county the entries are arranged by parishes in alphabetical order and chronologically within the parish. Cross-references have been inserted where entries relate to more than one county or parish. The modern parish, as shown on the Ordnance Survey 7th Series One-Inch maps, has been taken in every case. If no date can be attributed to a plan it has been placed at the end of the entries for the parish concerned and indicated [N.D.]. Dates supplied from secondary evidence have been placed within square brackets, circa being used to indicate editorial uncertainty of + ten years.

Each entry contains two elements: formal particulars of the plan; and remarks designed to bring out its individual characteristics. The formal element includes the title and surveyor, the grid reference, the scale and size, and the plan's number in the Register House series with a reference to its original collection where this is known. The last is most important, for the value of a plan is frequently enhanced by associated papers remaining in the collection; in some cases indeed the plan cannot be fully understood without reference to such papers.

The title is given as in the original, except for the omission of county and parish names. Original spellings of surnames and place-names have been retained, but modern usage has been adopted with regard to capitals and punctuation. A title has not been supplied where lacking, as the opening phrase of the remarks serves this purpose. The title is followed by the surveyor's name and, where applicable, by that of the engraver, lithographer or publisher. Where an unsigned plan can be attributed to a particular surveyor on grounds of distinctive style his name has been given within square brackets.

The grid reference, supplied for easy location of the plan, is based on the four figure system showing a unique reference one kilometre square. The system is explained at the foot of each Ordnance Survey One-Inch (1:63,360) sheet, to which the reader is referred. The grid reference given in this list refers to a significant point in the centre of the plan, thus accommodating those plans which are not orientated north or have some other asymmetrical features.

The scale is given first as a representative fraction, which has been reduced to a suitable round figure, and secondly in its original form, mainly in Scots or Imperial chains (i.e. 74.4 and 66 feet respectively), although the multiple scale, which gives four to seven different scales, was used occasionally, notably by Thomas Winter. The following table provides a ready guide for converting from chains to representative fractions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chains to the inch</th>
<th>Scots chains</th>
<th>Imperial chains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>true reduced</td>
<td>true reduced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1: 892</td>
<td>1: 792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1794</td>
<td>1584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2686</td>
<td>2376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3578</td>
<td>3168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4470</td>
<td>3960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5362</td>
<td>4752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6264</td>
<td>5544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7146</td>
<td>6336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8038</td>
<td>7128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8930</td>
<td>7920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>9822</td>
<td>8712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10,714</td>
<td>9504</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Undue reliance should not be placed on the accuracy of scale of many of the plans because the surveyors' techniques, as they themselves would have been first to admit, were rudimentary. Discrepancies of scale become all too obvious when a comparison is made with an Ordnance Survey Six-Inch map. Yet this does not detract from the information contained in the plans.

The size of the plan is given in centimetres, a measure chosen because of current movement towards decimalisation and because it is possible to dispense with fractions when sizes are given to the nearest centimetre to the significant border of the plan.

One of the problems of cataloguing plans is to reduce the description to a simple formula which still retains some sympathy for the
individual characteristics of documents ranging from cartographic masterpieces to the grubby scrawl of a farmer sketching his fields. It is hoped that the remarks which follow the formal particulars will overcome this difficulty by explaining the essential purpose of the plan and also noting any significant topographical or cartographic features.

The opening phrase of the remarks - estate plan, farm plan, commony plan, mining plan, and so on - makes the main purpose of the plan clear. Two cataloguing conventions have been used to achieve a proper emphasis with regard to detail appearing on the plan: "shown" or "showing" indicates functional details; further details, which although important are incidental to the main purpose, are "noted". Details are recorded as shown on the plan and no attempt has been made to collate the plan with other sources for accuracy or cartographic skill. As many place-names as possible have been included, primarily to help the reader to select plans of any particular area with the aid of an Ordnance Survey map. For this reason place-names are normally given in modern spelling, except where this has not been traced on the One-Inch sheet. The original spelling has been given within round brackets when this varies greatly from the modern rendering.

Details relating to cartographic technique have been placed at the end of the remarks because they normally have no real significance other than to illustrate the surveyor's style. Titles on Scottish plans are rarely ornamented other than by means of simple scroll-work or conventional woodland scenes. Vignettes are rare and the few known examples are very valuable in illustrating material culture. The cartouche occurs only on a few plans in the 1780s. Scales are usually unadorned, but a few examples from the early eighteenth century are found surmounted with a pair of surveyor's dividers.

Colouring is mentioned in the opening statement of the remarks where it relates to the primary function of the plan, for example to delineate an area of disputed ground. Frequently, however, colouring has been used purely for aesthetic reasons, for example the colouring of rivers blue, and in such cases it is noted with the cartographic details. Relief is, to a large extent, shown by grey brush-wash applied either solidly or in large hachures. It is so generalised that it must be

---

Development of large-scale cartography in Scotland

The map catalogue of the Essex County Record Office contains thirty-five estate plans dated earlier than 1600. This number cannot be matched in the Scottish Record Office for the whole of Scotland down to 1707. A certain amount may have been lost, but all the evidence shows that, despite some achievements in the field of smaller-scale maps, Scotland has no cartographic tradition of producing large-scale plans before the eighteenth century. And even then the early surveyors were imported from England; in 1718, for example, the Duke of Buccleuch employed an Englishman called Laud to make a comprehensive survey of his lands in Liddesdale. Again in 1726 Thomas Winter, an English surveyor, was brought to Scotland by Sir Archibald Grant of Monymusk to help in the consolidation of the runrig lands on his estate.

This absence of large-scale plans is, to a large extent, accounted for by the rudimentary nature of the Scottish economy up to and immediately after the Union. The primitive agricultural system provided no stimulus for making of plans, and the seventeenth-century Acts of the Scottish Parliament for the straightening of marches and enclosing of grounds (1669) and the division of commonty and runrig (1695) had rather a delayed-action effect in this direction. The initial stirrings can be seen in the 1720s when surveyors like Charles Mercer, a Dumfries schoolmaster and mathematician, began to turn their hands increasingly to surveying commonties prior to their division and enclosure.

The movement for the division of commonties appeared first in the lowland counties and Dumfriesshire and spread northwards throughout Scotland over the next 150 years. The procedure was by way of an action in the Court of Session, which appointed a commissioner to supervise the division. In turn he appointed a surveyor to make a plan showing the boundary of the commonty, as well as the different qualities of ground

---

pointed out by the valuators. Commony plans, of which a large number have survived, provide a striking record of a cultural landscape at the moment of change. Moreover, these plans are supplemented by extremely detailed documentary evidence in the Court processes. Plans showing lands cultivated in runrig are less common but this former agricultural landscape is vividly illustrated on several plans; one of the finest, by John Ainslie, is used for the cover of this volume. Another great surveyor of the pre-enclosure landscape was Thomas Winter, a member of a large family of surveyors. His plans, mostly surveyed in the 1750s, recorded runrig lands from areas as far apart as Midlothian and Inverness. The care with which each rig is delineated, noting acreage and tenant's name, reflects Winter's capacity for detailed observation.

Roy's military survey, made between 1747 and 1755, appears to have had comparatively little influence on the production of large-scale plans in Scotland. Although his surveyors were Scots, with the exception of David Dundas, who produced a plan of Arniston House in March 1752, they do not seem to have left any large-scale plans in Scotland. It was not until Arrowsmith published his Map of Scotland in 1807, based largely on Roy's survey half a century earlier, that this material was generally available.

For some estates more or less complete collections of plans have survived, which illustrate the changes of landscape in the latter half of the eighteenth century. Runrig survived, although in a considerably debased form, up to mid-century, but thereafter it rapidly disappeared in the face of the Agricultural Revolution. The tempo of change was felt by even casual observers of the scene. The Rev. Andrew Murray, minister of Auchterderran parish, Fife, wrote in 1791: "Agriculture has advanced greatly within these few years; and the face of the country begins to change rapidly." Stone wall, thorn hedge, rectangular field, plantation and isolated farmstead all created a new landscape which has come down to us at the present day as the familiar rural scene. The bulk of the plans record the new rather than the old; it was the exception for a conscious effort to be made to survey the lands about to be consolidated and enclosed.

1 RHP.5246/2 (Photocopy of original preserved at Arniston House).
2 E.g., in the Abercairny, Breadalbane and Morton muniments in the Scottish Record Office.
4 Old Statistical Account, i, 451.
This rather pragmatic evolution of Scottish large-scale plans produced a school of cartographers who had little time for the traditional cartographic embellishments, although not unmindful of artistic presentation. The plans themselves are inherently simple, as their design and use was nearly always functional. This type of plan is seen from the hands of William Anderson, John Home, George Brown, the Winter family, Thomas Milne and, greatest of them all, John Ainslie.

Born in Jedburgh on 22nd April 1745, Ainslie produced a plan of his birthplace in 1770. Thereafter this prolific surveyor and engraver produced a great variety of maps and plans. Ainslie was as much at home with a hydrological chart as with a detailed estate plan, and his success in achieving a balance between artistic presentation and scientific precision could only have stemmed from dedication to cartography. Even in the midst of all his work on the national scale, which included many county maps, town plans, charts, canal projects, port plans and travelling maps, Ainslie found time to do magnificent books of estate plans. The present volume contains a fine example in the Eglinton Plan Book of 1791, each page of which includes a miniature perspective view of the farm concerned.

The expansion of plan production at the end of the eighteenth century, due to the Agrarian Revolution, increased in momentum in the nineteenth century, now partly under the stimulus of the developing Industrial Revolution. Technology was being applied to agriculture, industry and mining; the country town was being transformed into the industrial city with an appetite for rural fringe land; distance was being broken down by improved communications. All these developments are reflected in the plans of the time.

In the countryside better equipment and increasing confidence allowed projects, once dreams, to be pursued. Great areas of marsh, such as Flanders, Blairdrummond and Boquhapple mosses in the carselands of the Upper Forth valley, were drained at the beginning of the nineteenth century. These operations are recorded in detail on plans and documents which give an insight into the confident optimism alive at this time. Reclamation of a similar nature but on a smaller scale had been accomplished earlier with the draining of Loch Spynie in Drainie parish, Moray.

1 RHP.67.

2 RHP.3. See pages 29, 31-5 and 141.
Application of the steam engine to mining allowed a more flexible exploitation of the carboniferous lowlands. Quarrying of outcrop and shallow seam virtually gave way to deep-mining, which had up to this time been bedevilled by drainage problems. The increased production of coal overloaded the rudimentary transport system and stimulated the construction of horse-drawn wagonways, as at Cockenzie, Musselburgh, Bo'ness, Kirkintilloch, Gorbals and Fordell. The canal had a brief era in Scotland in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century but was soon to be overshadowed by the railways.

It was the building of the railways that marked the significant point in the history of the surveying profession. Surveyors were not only surveying but also effectively planning complex engineering projects, and this foreshadowed an essential change in the profession. The end of the private surveyor came with the establishment of the first Ordnance Survey teams in Scotland after 1840, when six counties - Midlothian, Fife, East Lothian, Kinross, Kirkcudbright and Wigtown - and the Island of Lewis were surveyed at the Six-Inch scale before disagreement over scales brought the survey to a halt in 1852. After that date it was agreed that cultivated areas be surveyed at 25-Inch scale and the rest at Six-Inch. Little scope was left to the highly individualistic cartographic craftsman. The public found the new maps and plans more easily obtainable, more accurate and, most important of all, less expensive. The topographical surveyor, now a member of a redundant profession, was forced to make the rapid transition to civil engineer or architect. It is hoped that these professions gained the qualities of design and artistic presentation that the last great surveyors - James Forbes Beattie, William Blackadder, Thomas Carfrae and others - displayed in their plans.

The bulk of the manuscript plans in this catalogue were produced in the century 1750 to 1850, which marks the rise of Scotland from an underdeveloped country to a highly industrialised society. The cartographic revolution, no less than the social revolution, reflected the increasing prosperity of the Scottish nation. If economic wellbeing does not depend on maps, at least the production of maps depends on the economic health of a nation.
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ABERDEENSHIRE

Aberdour

1816 The lands of Aberdour. By George Robertson.
NJ8760 [1:10,700] 1 in. = 12 Sc.chs. .67 x 123 cm.
Plan of village and lands of New Aberdour with boundaries of estate in colour. Farm buildings shown at Poukburn, Quarryhead, Ironhill, Egypt, Crossgates, Quarryburn, Coburty, Bridgend, Mains of Aberdour, Auchlin, Mossgerrie, Dundargue, Lean-end, Bonnytonhill, Martinsmuir, Sauchentree, Killyquharn, Ardlawhill, Cowfords, Windyheads, Nether Glasslaw, Conarhall, Bracklamore, Todholes and Cowbog. Some field boundaries, plantations, church, manse., glebe, proposed site of new church, and mills of Auchlin and Aberdour noted. Relief by grey wash.
RHP.86

Auchindoir and Kearn

[c.1771] That part of the lands of Forbes comprehending the parish of Kearn. [By John Home.]
NJ4823 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 143 x 222 cm.
Detailed runrig plan of the lands east of the Water of Bogie. Farm boundaries coloured including Castlehill, Bogieside, Mains of Castle Forbes, Castle Croft, Barslit, Stone Dyke and Cairn Baird, Mill of Barslit, Cushnie, Windseye, Westhills and Marchmar with tenants named. Field boundaries shown with field-names and description of soil and numbered to correspond with table of contents giving acreages of infield, outfield, meadow grass, wood and grass, pasture, moor and moss. Castle Forbes, parks, gardens, farm buildings, Barslit mill and lead, roads and adjacent owners noted. Relief by grey brush hachures. Title within ornamental scroll-work. Illustrated key. Coats of arms of Lord Forbes and Forbes of Newe. View of Castle Forbes (15 x 13 cm.) with hunting scene.
RHP.260/1 (in three sections)

Clatt

[c.1771] That part of the lands of Forbes lying in the parish of Clatt. [By John Home.]
NJ5226 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 72 x 104 cm.
Detailed runrig plan with farm boundaries coloured. Farm buildings shown at East and Wester Tayloch (Tailliach), Blairindinny, Bogend, Towie, Stony Field, Bankhead, Percylie and Braeside. Tenants named with table of contents giving
Clatt - contd.

acreages of infield, outfield, pasturage and moor. Field boundaries shown with field-names and description of soil. Township of Towie, old stances, wells and roads noted. Names of adjacent lands and owners. Relief by grey hachures and wash. Illustrated key. Ornamental cartouche. Scale with ornamental border. Inset south view of Craighall.
RHP.260/2

Cluny

1834 See Tough parish.

Crathie and Braemar

1826 Part of Mar Forest with the woods divided into lots. Lithographed by Forrester and Company, Edinburgh.
N00889 [c.1:13,000] No scale 73 x 52 cm.
Plan of lands north of River Dee at Inverey. Mar Lodge, Inverey village, sawmill, and ruins of dam and sawmill noted. Thirty-seven lots of woodland shown.
RHP.811 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

Crimond

1774 Mains and policie about the House of Logie, the property of the Hon. Vice Admiral Duff. [By John Home.]
NK0356 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 70 x 50 cm.
Estate plan showing house, parks and gardens. Field boundaries shown with field-names and acreages of arable, pasture and plantations given in table of contents. Dam, mill, kiln, peat yard and pigeon house noted. Names of adjacent lands. Pictorial title which includes a partial view of naval vessel.
South view of House.
RHP.881 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

Culsalmond

[c.1780] Mains and policie of Newton with the farms of Ladyingham, the seat of Captain Alexander Davidson, Esq. [By John Home.]
NJ6629 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 85 x 130 cm.
Detailed estate plan showing house, parks, gardens and farms including Little and South Ledikin, Brankanentum, Glenniston, Mellenside and Gateside. Farm and field boundaries with field-names and acreages given. Some runrig, plantings and enclosures shown. Newton mill, limekiln, pigeon-loft, wells, road and ford noted.
RHP.985

Drumoak

1807 Hill of Coldstream.
N07899 [1:2200] 1 in. = 2½ Sc.chs. 49 x 57 cm.
Farm plan coloured to show land use - pasture and arable. Infield, enclosures, cornland, folds and faughs noted. Names of adjacent farms include Tersets, Coldstream, Broomfield and Leys. Roads and march stones shown.
RHP.802 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers
Dyce

[1748] The lands of Balgossy.
NJ8512 [c.1:6300] No scale 40 x 33 cm.
Lands of Balgosie showing marches and disputed area. Some land use indicated - arable, moss, parks and enclosure. Farm buildings at Balgosie, Sleepy Hillock and Standingstones.
Deer dykes, stone circle, old and new roads and Burn of Bogenjoss (Bogingoss) noted. Relief by green wash.
Detailed explanation attached to plan. RHP.263

Echt

1739 See Banchory Ternan parish (Kincardineshire).

1803 Plan No. 2 of the estate of Echt, the property of William Forbes, Esq., of Echt. By William Ireland.
NJ7506 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 177 x 138 cm.
Plan of part of the lands of Echt including Echt village, Tillioch, Upper Mains, Tilliboy, Hillside, North Mains, Culfosie, Meanecht and Springfield with farm boundaries coloured. Field boundaries and acreages given. Steadings, mill, roads, Hill of Fare and hill-fort noted. Relief by grey wash. RHP.1129 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1803 Plan No. 3 of the estate of Echt, the property of William Forbes of Echt. By William Ireland.
NJ7504 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 136 x 82 cm.
Plan of part of the lands of Echt including South Kirktown, Mill of Finnarcy, Tillishogle and Little Finnarcy with farm boundaries coloured. Field boundaries and acreages given. Steadings, dam, roads and glebe noted. RHP.1130 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

NJ7305 [1:7100] 1 in. = 10 Imp.chs. 105 x 107 cm.
Detailed estate plan showing nearly all of Echt parish. Buildings with tenants' names shown. Village of Echt, school, church, manse, mills, mill dams, hill-fort and plantations noted. Field boundaries and acreages given. All farms named. Inset map of part of Aberdeenshire coloured to show location of Echt estate. RHP.1131, 4103 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

Ellon

NJ9838 [1:8000] 1 in. = 9 [Sc.]chs. 51 x 34 cm.
Commonty plan with disputed boundaries coloured. Land use shown - arable, pasture and moor. Arable lands annotated with details of burning, ploughing and tenants. Buildings at township of Backhill of Dudwick, Whiteburn, Backhill of Fortree, Cairntown, Drakemyre and Coldwells. Peat banks, roads and fords noted. Table of contents. RHP.665

EP. Dur. 4/7/1781
Fintry

1811
Wester Fintray, the property of George Skene of Skene, Esq.
By David Walker.
NJ8116 [1:3600]  1 in. = 4 [Sc.]chs.  54 x 84 cm.
Farm plan coloured to show land use - arable, pasture, moor and
plantation. Field boundaries, acreages and quality of land
given. Buildings include steading, offices and cattle sheds.
Dams, wells, roads and part of River Don noted. Names of
adjacent lands.
RHP.796/1  J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

1848
Farm of Nether Suttie.
NJ8116 [c.1:8000]  No scale  20 x 33 cm.
Sketch of farm showing field boundaries with field-names and
acreages. Buildings, plantations and roads noted. Names of
adjacent farms.
RHP.796/2  J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

1856
Wester Fintray woods.  By James Morrison.
NJ8117 [1:3200]  1 in. = 4 Imp.chs.  71 x 67 cm.
Plan of woodlands north of Wester Fintray farm giving names,
acreages and land use. Table of contents.
RHP.796/3  J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

Forgue

1851
See Inverkeithny parish (Banffshire).

Fyvie

1768
The waterside lands of Fyvie and lands of Ardlogie, Woodhead and
Fetterletter, with the lands of Gight lying upon the west side
of the Moss of Black-hillock and the Little Water, together with
the contraverted marches upon the Mosses of Windyhill between
the Hon. Col. William Gordon of Fyvie and George Gordon of
NJ7939 [1:8900]  1 in. = 10 Sc.chs.  96 x 50 cm.
Detailed estate plan including farms of Mains of Fyvie, Lewes,
Tifty, Parkburn, Peterwell, Kirktun, Ardlogie, Woodhead, Fetter-
letter, Petts, Monkshill, Lenthenty, Oldmoss, Moss-side, Gight,
Stonehouse, Blackhillock and Little Gight. Buildings, farm
and field boundaries with some indication of land use including
runrigs and quality of land. Mills of Ardlogie, Tifty, Fetter-
letter and Gight, plantations, roads and dykes noted. Names of
adjacent properties and owners. Relief by fine hachures.
Title in scroll-work flanked by two small farming scenes.
Engraved copy of this plan - RHP.71.
RHP.11

Gartly

1844
The ground in dispute betwixt His Grace the Duke of Richmond
NJ5632 [1:6300]  1 in. = 8 Imp.chs.  60 x 73 cm.
Plan of Wishach Hill and Malsach Moss showing disputed boundary
coloured. George Kelman's and Jessiemans Crofts shown.
Slate quarries, sheep cots, turnpike, Tallyford, milestone, well
and Tally Cairn noted. Relief by fine hachures. Names of
adjacent lands and owners.
RHP.1128  Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers
Glenuick, Tullich and Glengairn

1808 The new intended village of Ballater, the property of William Farquharson, Esq.

Feuing plan showing proposed layout of new village of Ballater including street plan, market place, inn, church and schoolmaster's house. Some land use indicated - arable, pasture and moor. Names of feuers. Table of contents. Title flanked by two trees.

Inverurie

1847 Plan and sections for forming a new channel to the River Ury from the bridge at Mill of Keithhall to the bridge at Howford.

Plan of River Urie and adjacent lands from Howford to confluence with River Don with proposed straightened channel shown in colour. Outline of part of Inverurie with burgage strips, gasworks and manse noted. Farms shown include Home Farm, Lofthillock, Souterford, Urieside and Howford. Mill of Keithhall, turnpike road and centre line of Great North of Scotland Railway noted. Longitudinal and cross-sections of river. Part of Keithhall and Kinkell parish included.

Keig

1771 The lands and policies of Putachie, the property of the Rt Hon. James, Lord Forbes. [By John Home.]


Keithhall and Kinkell

1847 See Inverurie parish.

Kincardine O'Neil

1739 See Banchory-Ternan parish (Kincardineshire).

1834 See Tough parish.

Monquhitter

1846 The march between the lands of Teuchar and Auchry. By William Brooke, Edinburgh. Lithographed by W.H. Lizars,
Monquhitter - contd.

Edinburgh.
NJ8050 [1:1600] 1 in. = 2 [Imp.]chs. 160 x 47 cm.
Plan showing boundary coloured. Village of Cuminestown, Mill of Pot, Free Church, quarry and Rashypans noted. Some land use indicated - arable, woodland and improvements. Names of adjacent owners.
RHP.800 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

1846

The marches between the lands of Delgaty belonging to the trustees of the late James, Earl of Fife, and the estate of Auchry, the property of James Lumsden, Esq. By G. Campbell Smith.
NJ7950 [1:950] 1 in. = 1 Imp.ch., 20 links 274 x 55 cm.
Details along the boundary of Auchry and Delgaty estates shown including Teuchar Shank Burn, moss road and dykes. Heavily annotated. Village of Cuminestown noted with brewery and Free Church. Cross and longitudinal sections of Teuchar Shank. Improvements noted including Rashypans, Aulten of Greens Moss, Red Moss and Northburn Moss. Relief by black cross hachures.
RHP.920 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

Monymusk

1799

NJ6416 [1:8000] 1 in. = 9 Sc.chs. 63 x 79 cm.
Plan of Pitfichie forest coloured to show boundary of commonty and disputed marches. Farms shown include Tillyfourie, Pitmunie,Cornabo, Rorandle, Overton, Netherton, Boginthorth, Dishburn and Broomfold. Field boundaries and land use indicated - arable, pasture, peat bog and plantations. Many features named including wells, ruins, stone circle, hills and roads. Relief in bold hachures. Table of contents. Parts of Tough and Keig parishes included.
RHP.245

Newhills

1807

See Peterculter parish.

Old Machar

1796

See city of Aberdeen.

1817

Persley and Grandholm flax works, bleachfields and spinning mills, also Woodside printfield, cotton works and spinning mills with the River Don and adjoining grounds. By John Innes.
NJ9009 [1:2400] 1 in. = 200 ft. 140 x 60 cm.
Riverside industries of River Don shown including flour and paper mills, bleachfields and foundry. Dams, leads, sluices, offices, workers' houses and Aberdeenshire Canal noted. Field boundaries shown with land use indicated - cornland, gardens and plantations. Adjacent owners named. Longitudinal and cross-section of River Don. Also two plans of dam dykes 1:240. Engraved by W. and D. Lizars, Edinburgh.
RHP.144/1-4, 392 Dr Skene's papers
Peterculter

1807

The lands of Pitfodels north of the Deeside turnpike road with part of the adjoining lands of Cults, Countesswells, Towns Park, Hazelhead, Springfield, Rubieslaw and Ruthrieston.

NJ8903  [1:5400]  1 in. = 6 Sc.chs.  73 x 52 cm.

Plan of enclosures showing boundaries of divisions. Existing land use shown - ploughed land, cornland, enclosure, bog, moor and plantation. Buildings, quarry, dams, wells, large stone and roads noted. Relief by brushed hachures. References. Part of Newhills parish included.

RHP.286

1866

That part of Deeside Railway and of the road and tramway to Culter paper mills which were taken from the estate of Culter.

By David Gordon.

NJ8501  [1:2400]  1 in. = 3 [Imp.]chs.  143 x 57 cm.

Railway plan showing line and adjacent lands between Culter and Milltimber stations. Parts of Glasterberry, Milltimber and Pittengullies farms shown including buildings, field boundaries and plantations. Peterculter church, glebe and manse, road and tramway to Culter mills, Tait's and Craighton crofts noted. Coloured. Table of contents. Notes.

RHP.832

J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

Rathen

1737


NK0365  [1:2200]  1 in. = 60 yards  42 x 54 cm.

Moss of Cairnbulg with boundary in colour. Annotations with details of moss, cornland and boundaries. Mosses of Innernorth and Inverallochy noted.

RHP.429

EP. Dur. 10/7/1741

1741

The controverted ground betwixt Mr Thomas Buchan of Cairnbulg and Mr William Moir of Longmay.  By William Anderson.

NK0363  [1:1800]  1 in. = 2 Sc.chs.  46 x 34 cm.

Lands north of Whitecairn shown. Buildings in perspective and plan. Some land use indicated - cornland, green pasture, moss and enclosure. Notes relating to ownership of land and rights to peat. Parts of Cairnglass, Inverallochy and Cairnbulg Mosses shown.

RHP.428

EP. Dur. 10/7/1741

Skene

1922


NJ8307  [1:2500]  25 ins. = 1 mile  65 x 96 cm.

Plan of Kinmundy estate coloured to show farms including Mains of Kinmundy, Burnhead, Easter Mains, Northside, Wellside, Craigston and Sclattiebrae. Field boundaries and acreages given. Pump, dovecot, wells, plantations and steadings noted. Names of adjacent lands. Table of contents giving acreages of arable, pasture and plantings.

RHP.1135

Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1923

Estate of Fiddy.

NJ8306  [1:2500]  25 ins. = 1 mile  67 x 90 cm.

Plan of Fiddie estate coloured to show farms including Mains of Fiddie, Wormiewell (East Fiddie), Burnside and Damhead. Field
boundaries and acreages given. Fiddie Toll and mill dam noted. Names of adjacent lands.
RHP.1132 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

The new terraces and ground round Skene House.
NJ7609 [1:360] 1 in. = 30 ft. 98 x 65 cm.
Plan of ornamental garden and drive of Skene House. [19th cent.]
RHP.825 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

The estate of Strichen. By J. Boulton.
NJ9455 [1:10,700] 1 in. = 12 So.chs. 112 x 82 cm.
Detailed estate plan coloured to show farm and croft boundaries with acreages given. Mormond village (Strichen), New Leeds, Strichen House with parks, gardens and plantations, and farm steadings shown. Church, manse, glebe, lime quarry, carding mill, Auchorthie mill, mill dam, market place, roads, plantations, moors and mosses noted. Names of adjacent lands.
Table of contents. References. Relief by grey wash.
Undated copy lithographed by A. Forrester, Edinburgh - RHP.1137.
Another undated copy lithographed by A. Forrester and Company. Edinburgh, coloured and marked in lots - RHP.1138.
RHP.1136 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

Kincaigie.
NJ6013 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 Sc.chs. 144 x 111 cm.
Plan showing runrig lands in the north of the parish. Coloured to show boundaries of townships including Torries, Mains, Kirkton, Blackpool, Nether and Upper Edindurno, Hole, Seats and Tillikerrie. Infield, outfield, rigs with owners' names and land use noted - arable, pasture, wood, moor and gardens. Buildings shown with occupants' names. Roads, ruins and church noted. Relief by grey wash.
RHP.232

See Monymusk parish.

The Forest or Commonty of Corrennie. By George Stephen.
NJ6209 [1:4800] 1 in. = 6 Imp.chs. 214 x 133 cm.
Commonty plan with boundaries as defined in 1849 and 1851 coloured. Adjacent lands shown including Tillyfourie, Burnside, Keils, Fordmouth, Ordhill, Tillyfro, Ewens Croft, Dagie, Tullochvenus, Tillyfour, Tillykerrie and Broomfold farms. Field boundaries and owners' names given. Turnpike, Tillyfourie toll bar, old and new roads, standing stones, Old Kirk of Tough, milestones and Gowk Stone noted. Parts of Kincardine O'Neil and Cluny parishes included.
RHP.235, 982
ABERDEEN

LIST OF PLANS

(The county of the city of Aberdeen incorporates the former City parish and parts of the present civil parishes of Newhills, Nigg and Old Machar.)

[1661] Abredonia Novae et Veteris Descriptio. By Gordon of Rothiemay. NJ9306 [c.1:7200] 1 in. = 200 walking paces 60 x 62 cm. Copy of Gordon of Rothiemay's plan of Aberdeen, circa 1661, made in 1750. Lacks perspective view of King's College and references and insignia of Aberdeen which appeared on original. Town blocked in with three buildings shown in perspective view. Some land use indicated - cornfields, marsh and pasture. Ruins of sick house, bishop's dovecot, Spittal Church, roads, tracks, gibbet, windmill, Gordon's and Keithak's Mills, farms of Sunnyside, Cottoun of Ferryhill and Upper Torry noted. Harbour shown with fishers' shiels, fishers' haven, blockhouse and six small drawings of sailing vessels. Relief by perspective hill drawing. Inset plan of east Aberdeenshire: scale [1 in. = 1.5 Sc.mls.]. Published in Spalding Club, 1842. RHP.324

1768 No title. By William Law. NJ9406 [1:120] 1 in. = 10 ft. 20 x 37 cm. Engraved urban plan showing entry to Marischal College and Sandiland's house. Stance of old well, college church and boundary of engine house noted. Coloured. Explanation. RHP.692

1773 The city of Aberdeen and adjacent country. [By G. Taylor.] NJ9306 [1:7100] 1 in. = 8 Sc.chs. 87 x 94 cm. Detailed plan of town and lands between Rivers Dee and Don from the sea to Rubislaw and Persley mills. Functions of buildings shown include churches, markets, Marischal College etc. Harbour including crane, pier, sandbanks, channels and fishing. Farms named with field boundaries and some land use indicated. Kilns, wind and water mills, pottery, ropery, brewery, bleachfields, brick and tile works, bowling green, playhouse, gibbet, roads, bridges and fords noted. Vignette showing coastal scene. RHP.814, 3390

[1780] The whole areas upon which the houses in the Mason Lodge Wynd are built. NJ9406 [1:450] 1 in. = 37 ft. 35 x 24 cm. Engraved plan of passage off Castle Street giving names of owners and functions of buildings including tolbooth, New Inn, stables, kitchen, meal market and charity workhouse yard. Explanation. RHP.693

1796 Mouth of River Don with soundings taken about time of high water on the 14th and 28th days of October 1796. By Andrew Mackay. NJ9409 [c.1:2000] No scale 95 x 26 cm. Chart of river with depths in feet. Banks, island and channel
City of Aberdeen - contd.

shown. Part of Bridge of Don in Old Machar parish noted.
Coloured. RHP.781 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

1800 Part of the River Don between Ketocksmills and Seaton with the grains and islands adjoining. Copied by Colin Innes from surveys by George Brown (1776) and Thomas Fletcher (1799). NJ9309 [1:2400] 1 in. = 5 Imp.chs. 26 x 42 cm.
River Don showing dams, mill lead and canal. Oil mill, washing house and Seaton House noted. Coloured. RHP.129

1811 Parts of the properties of Cherry Vale, belonging to John Jamieson, and adjoining properties belonging to Robert Mackie and Professor Glennie. By Colin Innes. NJ9306 [1:290] 1 in. = c.24 ft. 74 x 51 cm.
Houses shown with owners' names. Roads, wells, bleach green and Den Burn noted. Coloured. Explanation. RHP.122

1817 See Old Machar parish (Aberdeenshire).

1822 Midd Chingle fishings with the adjoining grounds upon the south side of the River Dee. By John Innes. NJ9405 [1:1800] 1 in. = 150 ft. 45 x 94 cm.
Plan showing roads serving fishermen's huts on Torry farm. Farm buildings, garden, cornland, ford and land flooded at high tide noted. Coloured. Explanation. Also condescension for Charles Bannerman giving detailed explanation of plan - RHP.867/2.
RHP.867/1 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

1837 Bannermill, the property of Thomas Bannerman, designed by Messrs Hewes and Wren, Manchester. By W. Clerihew. NJ9408 [1:300] 1 in. = 26 ft. 54 x 89 cm.
Industrial plan showing mill north of Albion Street and west of Links. Plan of ground floor and section. Pictorial view from north. RHP.842 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

1854 New and Old Aberdeen corrected to 1848 with the projected improvements, railway and harbours. NJ9306 [1:8000] 1 in. = 650 ft. 50 x 64 cm.
Detailed town plan published by J. Gellatly of Edinburgh, based on John Smith's survey of 1809, having been corrected to 1848 by Alexander Ogg, land surveyor; the railways and approaches by Alexander Gibb, C.E. and the harbour improvements by James Abernethy, harbour engineer. MS. addition showing the Great North of Scotland Railway Canal Branch to the north side of Victoria Dock. Detailed plans of this line - RHP.804/1.
RHP.804/2 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

1875 Aberdeen Harbour - plan and sections of proposed alteration of part of slope of left bank of River Dee at Midchingle salmon fishings near the Wellington suspension bridge. By William D. Cay. NJ9405 [1:1200] 1 in. = 100 ft. 90 x 64 cm.
ABERDEEN

LIST OF PLANS
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Plan of River Dee coloured to show proposed alterations to bank. Midchingle, and Pot and Fold salmon fishings, Ferryhill foundry and Caledonian Railway noted. Three cross-sections of river. Note.

RHP.1127 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

Seaton

NJ9409 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 [Sc.]chs. 53 x 42 cm.
Plan of lands of Seaton showing enclosures divided into lots with boundaries coloured. Field boundaries, acreages and field-names given. Land use indicated - arable, pasture and yards. Corf House, Hillhead, Iron and Seatongates, brickworks, roads, Bridge of Don, Tyle Burn and River Don noted. Table of contents giving acreages of lots. [Late 18th cent.],

RHP.830 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

ANGUS

Aberlemno

1814 See Brechin parish.
1815 See Forfar parish.

Airlie

[Q.1780] See Kingoldrum parish.

Arbroath and St Vigeans

1819 The estate of Peebles, the property of John Hay, Esq.
By William Blackadder.

NO6144 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 Sc.chs. 77 x 58 cm.
Estate plan with boundaries of Muirheads, Mid Peebles, Hecklar's Park and Birkside farms coloured. Field boundaries shown with table of contents giving acreages and land use - arable, pasture, gardens and plantations. Steadings, dam and roads noted. Names of adjacent lands.

RHP.1184 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers
Arbroath and St Vigeans - contd.

1819 The estates of Letham, Peebles and Newgrange, the property of John Hay, Esq. By William Blackadder.
N06244 [1:5400] 1 in. = 6 Sc.chs. 70 x 127 cm.
Estate plan showing farms north of St Vigeans village including Upper and Nether Newbigging, Letham Mains, Mountain, Howyards, Birkside, Muirheads, Denhead, Whitehall, Peebles, Letham Grange (New Grange) and Firhills. Steadings, field boundaries, smithy, St Ninian's Well, quarry, waulk and spinning mills, plantations and roads noted. Table of contents giving acreages of arable, pasture and wood by farms. Names of adjacent lands. Architectural plan of Letham Mill farm steadings (1838) showing additions and alterations - RHP.1177.
RHP.1176 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1849 Hospitalfield remit. Plan and section of new and old line of railway at the point of divergence referred to in report to the Lord Ordinary. By James Leslie.
N06240 [1:120] 1 in. = 10 ft. 167 x 50 cm.
Railway plan showing junction, signals and points of Dundee and Arbroath Railway at Hospitalfield. New and old turnpike roads and old toll house noted. Coloured. RHP.130

N06546 [c.1:2500] No scale 58 x 43 cm.
Estate plan showing house, parks, garden and farm. Acreages of fields given with field-names pencilled in. Mill dam, gate, wells, quarry and turnpike noted. Table of contents.
RHP.1049

1907 Letham Grange. By J. Stirling.
N05245 [1:2500] No scale 53 x 75 cm.
Plan of meadows west of Letham Grange showing burn and ditches. Windmills, waulk mill, dairy and line of Arbroath and Forfar Railway noted. Coloured. Also plan of flooded ground north-east of Colliston station - RHP.1178/1.
RHP.1178/2. Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

Barry

1767 The farms of Dyehouse and Greenhall, the property of the Earl of Panmure. By John Holden.
N05312 [1:7100] 1 in. = 8 [Sc.]chs. 73 x 52 cm.
Plan of farms between Barry Burn and Buddon Ness showing boundaries of infield and outfield lands coloured. Land use indicated - arable, pasture, benty hillocks and sand dunes. Buildings shown in perspective. North and South lighthouses noted. Inset elevation of North lighthouse [1:240]. Title with ornamental border. Table of contents.
RHP.1158 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1767 The farm of Buddon, the property of the Earl of Panmure. By John Holden.
N05232 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 [Sc.]chs. 52 x 74 cm.
Farm plan showing boundaries of outfield, pasture and sand dunes in colour. Buildings shown in perspective. Names of adjacent lands and commonies. Table of contents.
RHP.1156 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers
Barry — contd.

1794  
Commony in the Links of Barry. By William Ireland.  
N05432 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc, chs. 47 x 80 cm.  
Division of commony plan with boundaries of scheme of division coloured. Acreages of park, links and area in dispute. Buildings at Pitskelly (Balskelly), Ravensby and Crookhill, roads and new drain noted.  
RHP.84  
EP. Dur. 6/3/1801

1808  
The possessions of Andrew Airth and Mary Scott.  
N05334 [c.1:3600] No scale 24 x 38 cm.  
Sketch showing plots of land including meadows, glebe and some buildings in Barry.  
RHP.478

1810  
Part of the Links of Barry, the property of Alexander G. Hunter, Esq. By James Webster, land surveyor, Muirdrum.  
N05332 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 [Sc.]chs. 63 x 83 cm.  
Farm plan coloured to show land use - cornland, rough pasture and plantation. Steading, lighthouse, Gaw Well and road to Dundee noted. Reference.  
RHP.1142  
Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1811  
Lands of Balskelly with part of the Links of Barry, the property of Alexander Gibson Hunter, Esq. By J. Webster.  
N05435 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 [Sc.]chs. 56 x 84 cm.  
Plan of Pitskelly farm coloured to show land use - arable, pasture and plantation. Greenlawhill crofts, roads and Burn of Barry noted. Two cartouches enclosing title and table of contents.  
RHP.1141  
Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1836  
Lot IV of the proposed Dundee and Arbroath Railway. By Grainger and Miller, engineers.  
N04831 [1:2400] 1 in. = 200 ft. 219 x 50 cm.  
Railway plan showing line from Monifieth to Barry Links station. Cowbyres farm, Buddon stable, field boundaries, plantations and roads noted. Coloured. Section along line and two cross-sections of rail-bed. Part of Monifieth parish included.  
RHP.206/1

1836  
Lot V of the proposed Dundee and Arbroath Railway. By Grainger and Miller, engineers.  
N05634 [1:2400] 1 in. = 200 ft. 218 x 47 cm.  
Railway plan showing line from Barry Links station to one mile east of Carnoustie. Only jail at Carnoustie noted. Buildings outlined at West Haven. Section along line and two cross-sections of rail-bed. Part of Panbride parish included.  
RHP.206/2

1842  
N05334 [1:6500] 1 in. = 8 Imp.chs. 56 x 92 cm.  
Estate plan showing lands of Pitskelly from Pitskelly farm to Buddon Ness with estate boundary coloured. Upper Moston, Gutterend, Balwindrie, Shannel, Lochside, Cotside, West Cotside and Cowbyres Pendicles (Buddon) farms shown. Field
Barry - contd.

boundaries with acreages given. Quarry with engine and private railway to Carnoustie, chemical works, Barry mills, net and cobble salmon fishing station with fisherman's hut and ice house, High and Low lighthouses, Barry village, church, manse, glebe, school, Dundee and Arbroath Railway, turnpike and public roads noted. Sand dunes shown by hachures. Table of contents giving names of feuars. Names of adjacent lands and owners. Uncoloured copy - RHP.1186/2.

RHP.1186/1 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

Brechin

1814

Roads leading from Blaikiemill ferry. By George Robertson.
NO5759 [1:2400] 1 in. = 3 Imp.chs. 94 x 61 cm.
Estate plan showing Maulesden House, Blakie Mill, Eastmains of Kintrockat, Stannochy and Haugtmuir farms. Field boundaries, plantations, ferry, roads, toll bar and quarry noted.
Coloured.
RHP.249

1842

Eskmount estate. Lithographed by W. Forrester, Edinburgh.
NO5759 [1:4800] 1 in. = 6 Imp.chs. 62 x 46 cm.
Estate plan with boundary coloured showing house, gardens, pleasure grounds, plantations, Kintrockat, West Mains and Home farms. Field boundaries shown with acreages given in table of contents. River South Esk, lodge and turnpike noted.
RHP.1165 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1854

Building lots on the south part of the lands of Caldhame. Copied by Mr Fettes, architect, Brechin, from original by David H. Halkett.
NO6060 [1:800] 1 in. = 1 Imp.ch. 45 x 34 cm.
Feuing plan showing lots south of Brechin station. Names of adjacent lands.
RHP.1157/2 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1864

The lands of Caldhame. Copy by Mr Fettes, architect, Brechin.
NO6060 [1:1600] 1 in. = 2 Imp.chs. 54 x 50 cm.
Plan showing layout of Brechin station (Brechin Branch of Aberdeen Railway) on lands of Caldhame. Fields with acreages and land use given in table of contents. Roads and station buildings noted. Names of adjacent lands.
RHP.1157/1 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

Careston

1775

Farm of Nether Careston.
NO5258 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 [Sc.]chs. 54 x 75 cm.
Farm plan with boundary coloured. Field boundaries with acreages given. Steadings, lint mill, road from Kirriemuir to Brechin, and Rushie bog noted. Table of contents.
MS. addition: "Brechin 16th August, 1831. Referred to in the deposition of David Hillocks of this date".
RHP.780 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers
Careston - contd.

1775

Farm of Gateside.

N05358 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 [Sc.]chs. 53 x 74 cm.
Farm plan with boundaries of plots coloured and showing new enclosures with acreages. Buildings, Water of Esk and roads noted. Table of contents. MS. addition: "Brechin 16th August, 1831. Referred to in the deposition of David Hillocks of this date".
RHP.845/1 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

1832

Part of the estate of Carraldstone. By W. Corsar, Dundee.

N05359 [1:7500] 1 in. = 9½ Imp.chs. 59 x 76 cm.
Estate plan showing Careston Castle, parks, orchards, gardens and farms including Waterston, Hillhead, Bracklaw Burn, Peathill, Whiteside Crofts, Craigend, Braidmire and Gateside. Field boundaries given with field-names and acreages. Mill, turnpike road and River South Esk noted. Names of tenants and adjacent lands and owners. Relief by grey wash hachures. Table of contents giving acreages of arable, pasture, wood etc. by farms.
RHP.903 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

Fern

1806

Fearn. By John Walker.

N04764 No scale 94 x 75 cm.
Rough tracing showing boundaries of the estate of Fearn. Farm steadings shown at Auchnacree, Ledenhendrie, Afflochie, Trusta and Shielhill. Note.
RHP.1166 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1879


N04863 [1:10,700] 1 in. = 6.13½ [Imp.]chs. 59 x 87 cm.
Estate plan showing nearly all of Fearn parish with farms coloured including Vayne, Hilton of Fearn, Windsor, Balmadity, Bogie, Balquhadly, Balquharin, Sandford, Trusta and Afflochic. Field boundaries shown with land use - arable, pasture, hill pasture, and plantation. MS. additions giving crops in some fields. Vayne Castle, standing stone, St Ninian's Well, school, church, manse, smithy, mill, dams, gamekeeper's house and ruins of Shielhill, Rivenreed and Hole noted. Table of contents.
RHP.1167 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

Forfar

1782


N04851 [1:900] No scale 47 x 34 cm.
RHP.621/1

[1782]

The grounds in dispute betwixt Alex. Wattson, Esq., of Turin and David and James Dickson of Clocksbridge. By John Holden. Engraved by A. Bell.

N04951 [1:2900] 1 in. = 3½ Sc.chs. 43 x 29 cm.
Forfar - contd.

Plan showing mills and mill leads on the lands of Murton and Clocksbridge including Mill Hill, Pitscandly, Mill of Rescobie, washing mill and corn mill of Murton. Washing mill dam (Loch Fithie), Murton mill dam, mill dam of Rescobie and Loch of Restenneth shown. Mill leads, bridges, el ark and roads noted. Explanation. Part of Rescobie parish included. RHP.620

1790

The ground disputed by David Gray, brewer in Forfar, and John Barry, manufacturer there, and others. By Thomas Allan and William Bell.
NO4550 [1:120] 1 in. = 10 ft. 55 x 34 cm.
Urban plan showing houses east of High Street. Names of owners and unfinished malt kiln noted. RHP.622

1815

The estate of Carsegray, the property of Charles Gray, Esq. By William Blackadder.
NO4653 [1:6000] 1 in. = 6\frac{2}{4} Sc.chs. 165 x 67 cm.
Detailed estate plan with farms coloured. Field boundaries shown with acreages of arable, pasture, gardens, woods and roads given for each farm in table of contents. Mills, mill leads, quarries, barracks, brewery, windmill, botanic garden, ancient camp, fosse and standing stones noted. Roads, turnpike, toll, paths, and part of Forfar, including church, school and Castle Hill, noted. MS. addition showing line of Scottish Midland Railway. RHP.505 EP. 26/10/1893

1815

The farm of Garth possessed by Mr Thomas Spence. [By William Blackadder and Son].
NO4350 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 Sc.chs. 55 x 73 cm.
Farm plan showing steading, plantations and well. Field boundaries and acreages given. Kirriemuir to Forfar road and part of Loch of Forfar noted. Coloured. Title with fine scroll-work. RHP.108

Fowlis Easter

1799

A plan of roads in dispute in the united parishes of Fowlis and Lundie. By James Stobie.
NO3054 [1:15,800] 1 in. = 20 Imp.chs. 48 x 72 cm.
Plan showing disputed roads between Lundie and Fowlis. Farm names given. Woodland, mills, Lundie and Fowlis Castles, churches, toll bar, Lundie market and outline of Longforgan village noted. Relief by bold hachures. Detailed notes on dispute. Parts of Lundie parish and Longforgan parish (Perthshire) included. RHP.14/1-2

Glenisla

1788

Roads about Mains of Kilry preceding the alterations of consent. NO2555 [c.1:2600] No scale 34 x 41 cm.
Farm plan showing roads coloured. Buildings at Broomhall, Kilry and Loanhead shown. Field boundaries and garden of Mains of Kilry shown. RHP.647
Inverarity

1811 Baronies of Kincaldrum and Kincreich, the property of Graham Bower, Esq. By John Blackadder and Son.
N04344 [1:5400] 1 in. = 6 Sc.chs. 50 x 70 cm.
Estate plan showing farms of Mains, Mill, Kincreich, Washingdales and Govals. Field boundaries with acreages given.
Mill, mill leads, dam, wells, plantations and roads noted.
Names of adjacent owners. Inset plan of Meathie (Methie) Chapel.
RHP.110

1815 The barony of Kincreich. [By John Blackadder and Son.]
N04344 [1:2700] 1 in. = 5 Sc.chs. 54 x 81 cm.
Farm plan showing field boundaries with fields numbered and acreages of arable, pasture, wood and gardens given in table of contents. Buildings, plantations and roads noted.
Related to this plan and RHP.110 is a table of contents giving acreages of arable, pasture, wood etc. of Mains, Kincreich, Mill Farm, Washingdales, Govals and Chapel of Meathie - RHP.119/1,
RHP.119/2

Kettins

1789 The controverted march between the estate of Pitcur, the property of the Right Honourable the Earl and Countess of Abonye, and the lands of West Baldoury, the property of William Giekie, Esq. By William Panton, M.A., Alyth.
N02638 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 [Sc.]chs. 44 x 64 cm.
Plan of boundary dispute showing arable lands and Ballunie (Balliency) outfield. Marker pits, old and new roads, plantations, pasture and stones noted. Names of adjacent owners.
RHP.51

Kingoldrum

N03454 [c.1:9000] No scale 32 x 41 cm.
Plan of lands between Balfour Mains and Egnomoss showing part of Loch of Kinnordy drained and enclosures at Lochside. Buildings shown include Balfour House, Muirtown and Lochside. Outfield of Muirtown, plantations and roads noted. Adjacent parts of Airlie and Kirriemuir parishes included.
RHP.624

1790 See Lintrathen parish.

Kinnell

1857 Freeland farm at Muirside. By John Mason, surveyor, Dunbar.
N09591 [1:4800] 1 in. = 6 Imp.chs. 57 x 37 cm.
Farm plan of Freeland showing steading, field boundaries and ditches. Land use indicated - arable and yard. Forfar and Aberdeen Railway station, turnpike and Friockheim Moor market place noted. Coloured. Table of contents.
RHP.1168 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers
Kinnell - contd.

[1858] 

Muirside of Kinnell.  

N06051 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 Sc.chs. 78 x 105 cm.  
Plan of Muirside of Kinnell showing fields and field boundaries coloured with owners' names and acreages given in table of contents. Steadings, roads and line of railway noted.  
RHP.1174 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

Kirkden

1865

N05347 [1:6700] 1 in. = 8½ [Imp.]chs. 50 x 65 cm.  
Estate plan coloured to show farms including East and West Idvies, Gask, Bractullo, Bractullo Mill, Hillhead, Ascurry, Ascurry Mill, Ascurrybank, Idvies Hill and Newtown. Old quarries, mill dams, the Law [tumulus], field boundaries, plantations, wells, Idvies and Curden sawmills, ruins of West Mill, church and Idvies House noted. Table of contents. Also four architectural plans of Gask farm steading - RHP.1172/1-4.  
RHP.1171 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1890

Weir on Vinny at Pressock.  
N05649 No scale 73 x 48 cm.  
Sketch of Vinny Water showing weir and pipeline. Two cross-sections of weir.  
RHP.1187 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1891

Marsh fields at Pressock.  
N05649 [c:1:2500] No scale 72 x 56 cm.  
Sketch showing proposed drainage of marsh east of Pressock farm steading. Mill dam, Vinny Water and road noted.  
RHP.1188 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

Kirriemuir

[c.1780]  See Kingoldrum parish.

Lintrathen

1790

The estate of Oldallan. [By Panton].  
N03159 [1:9300] 1 in. = 10½ [Sc.]chs. 72 x 48 cm.  
Division of commonty plan showing the common of Cat Law with part of boundary coloured. Farms of Auldallan and East, West and Midd Brae shown. Cottages, Auldallan mill, Gallow Knowe and hill road noted. Names of adjacent lands. Part of Kingoldrum parish included.  
RHP.1048 UP. 2 Drysdale K/1/2

Logie Pert

1824

The farm of Mains of Galleray. By William Blackadder.  
N06765 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 66 x 78 cm.  
Farm plan showing Gallery House and Mains. Farm and field boundaries shown. Dovecot, dam dyke, roads, bridges and part of River North Esk noted. Coloured. Detailed explanation of boundaries and disputed area. Inset plan of disputed area on river bank.  
RHP.208
**Lunan**


NO6849 \[1:4800\] 1 in. = 6 Imp.chs. 105 x 83 cm.

Estate plan coloured to show Redcastle, West Mains, Ironhill, Kirkton, Newbarns and Inchock farms. Fields marked with acreages and land use - arable, pasture, plantations, waste and links. Steadings, ruins of Red Castle, Coast Guard houses, smithy, parish school, Anninston mill, Old Chance inn, roads, mouth of Lunan Water, coastline and high water mark noted.

Table of contents giving acreages of farms.

RHP.1180 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1855 Lunan Water estate. Middle division. By John Mason, surveyor, Dunbar.

NO6449 \[1:4800\] 1 in. = 6 Imp.chs. 106 x 83 cm.

Estate plan coloured to show Waulkmill, Millfield, Hodgeton, Bandoch, Balmullie Mill, Kirkton Mill, Fallaw and Hilton farms. Fields marked with acreages and land use - arable, pasture and moor pasture. Steadings, yards, mills, leads, weir, quarry and roads noted. Names of adjacent lands. Table of contents giving acreages of farms.

RHP.1179 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

**Lundie**

1799 See Fowlis Easter parish.

**Mennmuir**

1784 Farm of Brathens.

NO5864 \[1:3600\] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 51 x 62 cm.

Farm plan of Brathinch showing infield and outfield with enclosures superimposed. Acreages given with arable land coloured. Steadings, barnyard, garden, tracks and roads noted. Adjacent lands named. Table of contents.

RHP.823 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

1815 Western portion of plan of part of the lands of Balnamoon. By George Robertson.

NO5662 \[1:2700\] 1 in. = 3 [Sc.]chs. 54 x 68 cm.

Plan of farms of Belliehill, Gungeon, Mill of Cruick and Langhaugh showing new cuts for Cruick Water. Field boundaries and acreages given. Steadings, ditches, mill, lead, dam, roads and plantations noted. Names of adjacent lands. Coloured.

RHP.1139/6 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1832 Farm of Bratinsli. By William Corsar, Dundee.

NO5864 \[1:2400\] 1 in. = 3 Imp.chs. 55 x 77 cm.

Farm plan coloured to show land use - arable, pasture and moor. Field boundaries and acreages given. Steading, garden, road, tracks and Cruick Water noted. Names of adjacent lands and owners. Relief by grey wash. Table of contents.

RHP.957 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

**Monifieth**

1836 See Barry parish.
Monifieth - contd.

1845 See city of Dundee.

1849 See city of Dundee.

Montrose

1800 No title. By J. and J. Rutherford.
N07157 [1:140] 1 in. = 11.5 ft. 53 x 37 cm.
Book of plans, elevations and sections of Montrose dry dock designed by J. and J. Rutherford, builders, Ayr. Coloured. Full notes on design and construction.
RHP.71

N07156 [1:1200] 1 in. = 100 ft. 46 x 29 cm. 
Book of four plans showing general layout, detailed plan and cross-sections of dry dock on Inchbraoch (Rossie Island).
RHP.61

1869 No title.
N07157 [1:200] 1 in. = 16 ft. 73 x 49 cm.
Plan of Town House and church east of High Street showing location of vault. Houses, church yard and fountain noted.
RHP.1182/1 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

Panbride

1836 See Barry parish.

Rescobie

1782 See Forfar parish.

1815 See Forfar parish.

Stracathro

1792 Stracathro, the seat and property of Patrick Cruickshank, Esq.
N06265 [1:5400] 1 in. = 6 Sc.chs. 93 x 68 cm.
Estate plan showing house, parks, gardens and farms including Clearbank, Westerton, Easterton, Blackdikes, Syde, Cairntown and Ardo. Field boundaries, some field-names, acreages and land use shown - arable, pasture and plantation. Mill of Syde and Miliden, quarries, glebe, Stracathro church and manse noted.
Coloured. Table of contents.
RHP.83
Tannadice

1736

The contravered ground and marches, betwixt Mr Lindsay's of Glenquich and Mr Lyon of Wester Ogill, on the hills on the westside of the Glen of Norin. By James Murray, mathematician, Blairingon.

N04362 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 Sc.chs. 58 x 47 cm.

Plan of disputed boundary drawn by remit of the Lords of Council and Session, attested by William Dickson, sheriff substitute of Forfar. Buildings in perspective shown at Wester Ogil, Glenquich, Drummechie and Baikies (Batarnachs laboured land). Detailed notes. Relief by grey wash.

RHP.1170/1-2

Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

[1:790]

Wester Ogil estate.

N04462 [1:2100] 1 in. = 2½ [Sc.]chs. 47 x 59 cm.

Plan showing estate of Wester Ogil prior to improvement.

Boundaries of infield, outfield, pasture, bog and moor noted with acreages given in table of contents. Buildings shown only at Mains and Haughead.

RHP.1189

Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1832

Farms of Nether Balgillo and Muirton. By W. Corsar, Dundee.

N04859 [1:2400] 1 in. = 3 Imp.chs. 132 x 64 cm.

Farm plan coloured to show land use - arable, pasture, moor and plantation. Field boundaries and acreages given. Steadings, roads, mill dam and Noran Water noted. Names of adjacent lands and owners. Relief by grey wash. Table of contents. Undated copy lithographed by Forrester and Nichol, Edinburgh - RHP.1183 (Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers).

RHP.855

J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

N.D.

The estate of Glenogil. Lithographed by Forrester and Nichol, Edinburgh.

N04465 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 Sc.chs. 52 x 111 cm.

Estate plan coloured to show farm boundaries including Soutra, Milton, Mains, Wester Ogil (Glenogil House), Goynd, Hunchar, Drummechie, Haughead, Glenley and Redheugh. Hill farms named - Flobberts, Mochrie (Mochra), Eddiedown, Burn Root, Whobble, Whirrich and Craigmore. Field boundaries and acreages given. Steadings, school, smithy, Mill of Downies, wells and plantations noted. Many relief and drainage features named. Names of adjacent lands and owners. Table of contents giving acreages of arable, pasture and wood.

RHP.1169

Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

ARGYLL

Ardchattan and Muckairn

1868

Part of the River Awe. By David Stevenson, Edinburgh.


NN0330 [1:2400] 1 in. = 200 ft. 273 x 69 cm.

Plan of River Awe between Brander bridge and lands of Inverawe
Ardchattan and Muckairn - contd.

showing rocks, cairns and bothy with pools in river named. Buildings noted at Chruindachie and Craig-an-munie. Part of Glenorchy and Inishail parish included.

RHP.718 Breadalbane muniments

Ardgour

1858


NN0073 [1:41,000] 1 in. = 1170 yards 56 x 66 cm.


Table of contents.

RHP.747/1 Morton muniments

Ardnamurchan

1806

Ardnamurchan and Sunart, the property of Sir James Milles Riddell, Bt. By William Bald.

NN6565 [1:11,600] 1 in. = 13 Sc.chs. 432 x 228 cm.

Very detailed plan of Ardnamurchan peninsula and Sunart showing land use in colour. Field boundaries with fields numbered to correspond to book of reference (AF 49/1) which notes acreages of arable plough, arable spade, pasture, lochs and moor. Townships and crofts include Carnoch, Drumatorran, Ariundle, Scotstown, Scotstown Croft, Wauk Mill Croft, Lower and Upper Anaheilt, Strontian Parks, Inn Croft, Ardnamastang, Ranachanmore, Ranachanstrone, Camusachoirce (Camus in Chork), Campsine, Respil, Derrydaff, Claish, Achnanellen, Glenhurich, Polloch, Corstanvorran, Scamedale, Glasferr, Salen, Tarbert, Campasines, Laga, Glenborrodale, Glenbeg, Glenmore, Ardslignish, Camphouse (Camusangala), Tornamoany, Bourblaige, Coiremhuilinn (Corrivuline), Skinad, Mingary, Kilchoan, Glebe, Mill Croft, Ormsaigmore, Ormsaigbeg, Grigadale, Achosnish, Achnaha, Glendrian (Glen Dryden), Achateny, Branault, Kilmory, Swordlechorrach, Swordlemore, Swordlehuil, Ockle (Ochkill), Gortenfern, Corteneorn, Ardtoe, Shielfoot, Arevegaig and Acharacle. Relief by grey wash. MS. addition: "Edinburgh 25th April 1837. This is the plan referred to in the lease executed between us of this date. Jo. Riddell. J.A. Borrow." Published in Scottish Studies, v, 112-17.

RHP.72 Riddell papers (AF 49)

N.D.

Ordnance Survey plan (1:10,560) of above estate with M.S. additions showing boundary marked in colour.

RHP.99 Riddell papers (AF 49)

Campbeltown

1757

The estate of Machrihanish. By Alexander Rowatt.

NR6421 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 108 x 84 cm.

Machrihanish and Trodial showing buildings in perspective. Kiln, salt pans, roads and field boundaries noted. Table of contents giving acreages.

RHP.282
Glenorchy and Inishail

1748  Auchnacrieve and Barbreck contiguous, being part of the estate of Major Duncan Campbell of Invara. By Stephen McDougall.  
NN0523 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 Sc. chs. 64 x 83 cm.  
Estate plan showing field boundaries coloured with acreages and land use given in table of contents. Houses and woodland noted. A colourful plan with prominent compass rose and scale. Title has decorative border. Letters applied by individual stamping. Part of Kilchrenan and Dalavich parish north of Annat included.
RHP.962/1  Breadalbane muniments

1807  Scroll of the crofts of Barbreck as laid off by James Smyth with a view of the enclosed pasture of that farm as taken from Stephen McDougall's plan dated 1748. By James Smyth.  
NN0522 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc. chs. 69 x 50 cm.  
Plan of township with new croft boundaries superimposed. Crofts numbered and acreages, value and ownership of cows given. Names of adjacent owners.
RHP.962/2  Breadalbane muniments

1808  Barbreck crofts. By Duncan Campbell.  
NN0522 [c.1:3600] No scale 67 x 49 cm.  
Plan of township with new croft boundaries in colour and buildings of old townships and crofts shown. Wood, horse and cow pasture noted.
RHP.962/3  Breadalbane muniments

1868  See Ardchattan and Muckairn parish.

Kilbrandon and Kilchattan

1787  The lands of Seil, Luing and Nether Lorn, the property of the Rt Honourable the Marquis of Breadalbane. By George Langlands.  
NM7514 [1:8640] 1 in. = 240 yards 42 x 112 cm.  
RHP.975/1  Breadalbane muniments

1796  Robertson's report of Netherlorn. By Robert Robertson, land surveyor.
This is a detailed report on farms and townships belonging to the Marquis of Breadalbane.
RHP.972/5  Breadalbane muniments

1841  Ardincaple belonging to Coll McDougal, Esq.  
NM7718 [1:3200] 1 in. = 4 [Imp.] chs. 129 x 106 cm.  
Estate plan showing farm and field boundaries with land use in colour - arable, pasture, meadow and plantations. Table of contents giving farm and tenants' names. Ardencaple House in elevation, ancient camps, slate quarry and roads noted.
RHP.892  J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers
Kilbrandon and Kilchattan - contd.

1847
The island of Luing, belonging to the Most Noble the Marquis of Breadalbane. By Allan Stevenson.
NM7510  [1:2400]  1 in. = 200 ft.  395 x 115 cm.
Detailed plan showing farm boundaries coloured. Field boundaries with acreages given. Buildings, roads, school house, churchyard, quays and quarries noted. Table of contents giving names of farms and acreages of arable, arable with pasture, pasture, hilly pasture, mossy pasture and gardens. Pencilled notes.
RHP.571
Breadalbane muniments

N.D.
Netherloans.
NM8418  No scale  80 x 91 cm.
A very rough sketch showing boundaries of townships from isle of Shuna to Loch Scamadale.
RHP.964/4
Breadalbane muniments

Kilchoman

1876
Plan of ground at Bruichladdich showing site of proposed pier. By D. and T. Stevenson, civil engineers, Edinburgh.
NR2660  [1:480]  1 in. = 40 ft.  99 x 63 cm.
Plan of proposed pier at Bruichladdich showing coastline at low water. Coloured. Another plan giving details of construction of pier - RHP.1190/1.
RHP.1190/2
Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

Kilchrenan and Dalavich

1748
See Glenorchy and Inishail parish.

1806
NM9812  [1:3000]  No scale  102 x 67 cm.
Plan of Ardchonnell estate showing field boundaries and enclosures. Land use indicated - arable, meadow and plantations. Buildings, piers and ruins of Ardchonnell Castle noted. Inset large scale plan of Ardchonnell House and parks.
RHP.189

Killeen and Kilkenzie

[1770]
The grounds in dispute between His Grace the Duke of Argyll and Greenwich and John McDonald of Largie. By David Dowie.
NR7146  [1:5400]  1 in. = 6 Sc.chs.  37 x 130 cm.
Plan showing cairns and stones marking disputed area. Lochs Dirigadale, Glenbeg and Loch a'Chromain noted. Names of adjacent owners. Many Gaelic place-names.
RHP.174

Kilmichael Glassary

1816
Kilmory estate, the property of P. Campbell, Esq., Junior. By Hugh Brown.
NR8686  [1:4700]  1 in. = 2.54 Sc.chs.  84 x 52 cm.
Estate plan showing house and policy with land use coloured. Field boundaries shown with some field-names and acreages of arable, pasture, woods, heath and moss given in table of contents. Kilmory village, kiln, pier, roads and ground in
Kilmichael Glassary - contd.


RHP.1193/1 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1839

The estate of Minard. By John Sang, Kirkcaldy. Lithographed by Maclure and Macdonald, Glasgow.

LE9694 (1:11,500) 1 in. = c. 990 ft. 79 x 57 cm.

Estate plan showing Minard House, policies, farms and townships including Brainport, Woodhouse, Achagoyle, Barr, Teynaglach, Burleanahesil, Birdfield, Kilmichael Beg, Blackmill, Tunnis, Craigans, Moninernoch and Barrachuil. Land use indicated - arable, pasture, and plantation. Steadings, dykes and limestone quarry noted. Two vignettes showing views of Minard House. Another copy engraved by W. and A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh - RHP.1194/3.

RHP.1194/1 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

Kilmore and Kilbride

[c.1840] No title.

LE8630 No scale 40 x 34 cm.

Plan of part of Oban showing lands adjacent to George and Tweedale Streets. Bridge and Mr Stevenson's park and garden noted.

RHP.965/2 Breadalbane muniments

1843

Park at Easdale House.

LE8630 (1:1800) 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 23 x 19 cm.

Sketch showing wood, pasture and garden. Line of sinking of the Easdale and Ellenabrich quarries noted. Table of contents.

RHP.968/3 Breadalbane muniments

1843

Ground at Kilninver church.

LE8322 (1:1200) 1 in. = 100 ft. 23 x 19 cm.

Sketch showing church, old school and public house east of River Euchar. Roads, wood, wet land and rocks noted. Relief by hachures.

RHP.968/2 Breadalbane muniments

1844

Proposed feus at the town of Oban. By William Corsar.

LE8630 (1:1600) 1 in. = 2 Imp.chs. 47 x 63 cm.

Part of Oban showing Dalrioch House and tannery. Feus with acreages noted. Relief by hachures. Table of contents.

RHP.431

1844

Various encroachments made by feuars in the town of Oban. By William Corsar.

LE8630 (1:800) No scale 26 x 42 cm.

Sketch of buildings and gardens adjacent to Comby and Stafford Streets. Feuars' names given.

RHP.965/1 Breadalbane muniments
Kilmore and Kilbride — contd.

1846
Ground at Oban Free Church.
NM8630 [1:1200] 1 in. = 100 ft. 37 x 25 cm.
Plan of church and surrounding grounds. Quarry, Bogle Hall and market stance noted. Coloured.
RHP.965/4 Basketball

1847
Part of Oban showing various proposed improvements.
NM8630 [c.1:800] No scale 42 x 52 cm.
Urban plan showing layout of streets east of George Street. Caledonian Hotel, bank, distillery and Free Church noted. Proposed new roads and water course indicated.
RHP.965/3 Basketball

1858
Property situated in the burgh of Oban, prepared in terms of remit from Second Division of the Court of Session. By Henry J. Wylie. Lithographed by W.H. Lizars, Edinburgh.
NM8650 [1:1600] 1 in. = 2 Imp. chs. 97 x 66 cm.
Plan of junction of George and Stafford Streets showing property coloured. Owners' names noted. Two sections of disputed area.
RHP.162

1861
General plan of pier and proposed extension at Oban for the Most Honourable the Marquis of Breadalbane. By Bruce and Cunningham, C.E., Edinburgh.
NM8630 [1:1200] 1 in. = 10 ft. 97 x 65 cm.
Book of plans, working drawings and specifications for extension of pier.
RHP.966 Basketball

1862
Proposed harbour extension at Oban.
NM8630 [1:1200] 1 in. = 100 ft. 54 x 39 cm.
Proposed tidal basin shown with goods shed and pier. Bank, chapel ground and barracks noted. Coloured.
RHP.967/6 Basketball

1862
No title. By J. Stafford.
NM8630 [1:1200] 1 in. = 100 ft. 91 x 34 cm.
Urban plan showing buildings adjacent to George Street from Argyll Square to Columbia Terrace. Quay, sunken hulk and proposed extension shown. Coloured.
RHP.967/7 Basketball

1878
Island of Kerrera, the property of the Right Honourable the Earl of Breadalbane.
NM3420 [1:2500] 25,334 ins. = 1 mile 85 x 70 cm.
Lithographed feuing plan based on O.S. 25 in. showing feus and houses at the north of Kerrera. Ardantrive farm stead ing and part of Oban noted.
RHP.576 Basketball

Kilninian and Kilmore

1866
Mornish estate. Based partly on Admiralty survey and partly on a survey by Archibald Sutter, C.E., Edinburgh.
NM3851 [1:25,000] 1 in. = 2100 ft. 97 x 49 cm.
Estate plan coloured to show farms including Sunipol, Cillchristosd (Kilchrist), Calgary, Frachadil, Ensay, Tresnish, Haunn,
Kilninian and Kilmore — contd.
Crackaig, Glackgugary, Reudle, Burg, Arduh and Druimgigha.
Calgary Castle, burial ground, school, Free Church, Parish
Church and mill noted. Relief by hachures. Inset
pictorial view of Calgary Castle.
RHP.979

Kilninver and Kilmelford

1809 Part of the estate of Nether Lorn belonging to the Rt
Honourable the Earl of Breadalbane. By Alexander Langlands,
NM8322 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 Sc.chs. 153 x 84 cm.
Detailed estate plan showing crofts, field boundaries and
state of cultivation in colour - arable, mixed arable,
pasture, meadow, moss, wood and heath. Roads, waulk mill,
boat house and Clachan Bridge noted. Table of contents
giving acreages and names of farms. Relief by hachures.
RHP.720
Breadalbane muniments

Jura

1787 See Kilbrandon and Kilchattan parish.

1794 Kenuachtrach in the Island of Jura belonging to His Grace the
Duke of Argyll. By George Langlands and Son.
NR6899 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 Sc.chs. 51 x 74 cm.
Plan of Kenuachdrach showing farm and field boundaries, with
land use in colour - arable, mixed, pasture and heath.
Buildings, old shielings and anchorages noted. Names of
adjacent lands. Relief by hachures. Illustrated key.
Signed by Duke of Argyll, 19th October 1795.
Copy lithographed by Forrester and Nicoll - RHP.1192.
RHP.283/2 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1835 The south march of Kenuachdrach farm, the property of
Archibald Campbell of Jura, exhibiting the disputed ground
and march claimed. By James Thomson.
NR6899 [1:4800] 1 in. = 6 Imp.chs. 116 x 56 cm.
Plan showing ribbon of ground between Atlantic coast at Bagh
Uamh nan Giall and Kenuachdrach harbour including Lochs nan
Eilean, a' Bhuirra and na Conaire. Disputed ground shown in
colour. School house, woodland, and Speckled Shieling noted.
Relief by grey wash. Table of contents.
RHP.283/1

Lismore and Appin

NN0146 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 [Sc.]chs. 90 x 73 cm.
Farm plan coloured to show land use - arable, pasture for
hay, rough green pasture, moss and woods. Buildings in
Glasdrum township and Glasdrum House shown. Field
boundaries, roads and River Creran noted. Illustrated key.
Coloured border. Relief by black wash.
RHP.475
EP. Dal. 19/2/1801

1799 Corven. By John Brooks.
NN0851 [1:7100] 1 in. = 8 [Sc.]chs. 65 x 36 cm.
Farm plan of Corbhainn (Corven) coloured to show land use -
arable, green pasture, rough green pasture, moor and
Lismore and Appin - contd.

Lismore forest, Steading, field boundaries and River Creran shown. Names of adjacent lands. Relief by black wash. Illustrated key. Coloured border.
RHP 476
EP. Dal. 19/2/1801

Norvern

1881
NM 6744 [1:480] 1 in. = 40 ft. 74 x 67 cm.
Plan of coast showing site of proposed pier with high and low water marks. Lochaline inn and existing pier noted.
RHP 755
Inveraray S.C. papers

North Knapdale

1855
NR 8092 [1:120] 1 in. = 10 ft. 142 x 59 cm.
Plan and section of canal south of Crinan Ferry bridge. Also section of Maid of Lorn.
RHP 333

[1879]
Cranin Canal at Oakfield bridge.
NR 8586 [1:600] 1 in. = 50 ft. 53 x 32 cm.
Canal plan showing bridge, tracking path, jetty and store at Oakfield. Coloured.
RHP 1124
Ministry of Transport records

N.D.
Cranin pier proposed improvements.
NR 7993 [1:120] 1 in. = 10 ft. 61 x 51 cm.
Plan of proposed new facing to stone quay at Cranin. Course of Chevalier shown.
RHP 1120
Ministry of Transport records

South Knapdale

[1877-8]
Cranin Canal proposed new steamboat pier in Ardrishaig Harbour.
NR 8585 [1:600] 1 in. = 50 ft. 69 x 61 cm.
Harbour plan showing proposed new pier coloured. Basin with first and second locks, workshops, smithy, swing bridge, gasworks and harbour office noted. High and low water marks given. Another plan showing new pier proposed by Commander E.J. Bedford, R.N. - RHP 1123.
RHP 1125, 1119
Ministry of Transport records

Torosay

1787
NM 6535 [c.1:50,000] No scale 42 x 47 cm.
Plan of parish showing road from Salen to Kinlochspelve with township lands coloured including Callachally, Pennygown with old kirk, Letter, Corgynachenny, Fishnish, Leth Thorcaill, Balfeardoch, Garmony, Seallastle, Craignaun, Forgoimais, Kilipatrick, Ardchoirk, Aird a'Chrotha, Auchmackraig, Glannan, Ardchoill, Achdabeg, Killeen, Gualachaulish, Barachandroman and Kinlochspelve. Place-names greatly distorted. Acreages of townships, quality of land, forest, heath, Salen church and
Torosay – contd.

Kinlochspelve smithy noted. Separate table of references by William Crawford, dated 1788 - RHP.664/2.
RHP.664/1

AYRSHIRE

Ardrossan

1789

NS2443 [1:15,400] 1 in. = 15 Sc.chs. 47 x 32 cm.
General plan of the barony of Ardrossan showing Eglinton estates including harbour and town of Saltcoats, farms, mills and Ardrossan Castle. Boundaries and land use coloured - arable, pasture, town lands and plantations. Relief by grey wash. Table of contents giving names and acreages of farms. Also following farm plans - details as above.
Scale [1:6500]: Bushbie (3/76) and Girthill (3/82).
Scale [1:7200]: Haupland and Bushbie Moor (3/81). Each has inset coloured view of farm.
RHP.3/61 Eglinton muniments

The houses and yards in Saltcoats. By John Ainslie.
NS2440 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 47 x 32 cm.
Town plan of Saltcoats coloured to show houses, yards and roads. Harbour, quay, saltpans, dockyard, windmill, lime-kiln, well and churchyard noted. Street names given. Details of harbour approaches shown including foul ground, Reid Rock and Outer Nebock. Table of contents.
RHP.3/62 Eglinton muniments

The enclosures about the town of Saltcoats. By John Ainslie.
NS2440 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 47 x 32 cm.
Town plan of Saltcoats and adjacent lands coloured to show land use - arable, pasture, and town's lands. Glebe, manse, old saltpans and harbour noted. Names of adjacent property and owners. Table of contents. Inset coloured view of Saltcoats from the north showing old saltpans, windmill and town-houses.
RHP.3/63 Eglinton muniments

Horse Island. By John Ainslie.
NS2142 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 47 x 32 cm.
Plan of island showing rocks and harbour. Coloured. Table of contents.
RHP.3/88 Eglinton muniments
Ardrossan - contd.

1811 Harbour at Saltcoats and part of the adjacent coast. By James Jardine.
NS2440 [1:1200] 1 in. = 100 ft. 82 x 53 cm.
Plan of part of Saltcoats showing harbour with depth of water in feet, piers, building dock, quays, sternfast paws and sea wall. Old and working salt pans, girnel, old windmill, wood yard, saw pits and smithy noted. Owners of some properties named.
RHP.55
UP. 1 Potts E/2/79 (Inventory only)

N.D. The old Bradshaw roading of Saltcoats with the tenements and yards adjacent.
NS2441 [1:270] 1 in. = 7½ yds. 36 x 54 cm.
Urban plan showing buildings in Saltcoats with owners' names. Some functions given including smithy and brewhouse.
RHP.608

Ayr

[c.1780] See Maybole parish.

N.D. The Citadel of Ayr.
NS3322 [1:720] 1 in. = 60 ft. 70 x 47 cm.
Outline of citadel showing brewery, stables, coach house, and My Lady's house. River Ayr, shore and salt pans noted.
RHP.261

N.D. Die Stadt und das Fort zu Ayre.
NS3322 [1:2700] 1 in. = 15 Ruten 1 38 x 48 cm.
Detailed 18th century plan showing fort and part of Ayr, with twenty-three items numbered and explained in key [in German]. Few buildings in town noted. Photostat copy of original in Krigsarkivet, Stockholm.
RHP.1095

N.D. Estate of Blackhouse.
NS3622 [1:4800] 1 in. = 6 [Imp.]chs. 79 x 48 cm.
Estate plan coloured to show farms including Hawkhill, Dalmelling, High and Laigh Thornyflat, Braehead and Whitletts Lands. Feuars' school, post office, wells and names of adjacent lands and owners noted. [Late 19th century.]
RHP.940

N.D. Estate plan [early 19th cent.] showing boundary coloured. Farm and field boundaries shown including High and Laigh Lagan, Garleffin, Holm and Coling Mill farms. Old course of River Stinchar noted. Names of adjacent owners. Table of contents giving acreages of arable, meadow and pasture. Relief by grey wash.
RHP.92

Ballantrae

N.D. No title.
NX0982 [c.1:9000] No scale 73 x 61 cm.
Estate plan [early 19th cent.] showing boundary coloured. Farm and field boundaries shown including High and Laigh Lagan, Garleffin, Holm and Coling Mill farms. Old course of River Stinchar noted. Names of adjacent owners. Table of contents giving acreages of arable, meadow and pasture. Relief by grey wash.
RHP.92

1 1 Ruten = c.15 ft.
Ballaotrac - contd.

1848

Subjects connected with process in causa, Kerr against the Earl of Orkney, under a remit from the sheriff of Ayrshire. NX0878 [1:1560] 1 in. = 150 ft. 140 x 105 cm. Plan of Ballochdowan mill showing mill dam, lead, byewash, Ballochdooan Burn, Kilantringan Loch and embankment. Buildings, turnpike, toll house, plantations and some field boundaries noted. Names of adjacent owners. Also 21 sections pertaining to loch, burn and mill lead.
RHP.238

UP. 2 Inglis K/5/8

Barr

1770

Farm of Knocknunchrouch and Mark belonging to the Rt Honourable the Earl of Cassillis. By Hugh Rodger. NX2389 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 Sc,chs. 69 x 48 cm. Plan of Knocknunshoch on River Stinchar between Pinclantry and Balligmorrie, and Mark on Muck Water, showing farm boundaries in colour. Annotations giving land use and state of ground. Table of contents giving acreages of arable, meadow, moss and pasture. Names of adjacent farms and owners.
RHP.1034

Presented by Sir James Fergusson of Kilkerran, Bt

Dalry

1789

[Part of Eglinton estate.] Since the survey the four farms of Munnock, Gill, Blackstone and Ladyside are let in one farm. By John Ainslie. NS2549 [1:4650] 1 in. = 6 1/2 Sc,chs. 47 x 32 cm. Farm plan of Munnock, Gill, Blackstone and Ladyside coloured to show land use - arable, pasture and yards. Field boundaries, steadings and roads noted. Relief by grey wash. Contents of farms pencilled on edge of plan with MS. note "Blackstone belongs to Lady Jane Hamilton". Another plan of Blackstone [1:3600] - RHP.3/60.
RHP.3/38

Eglinton muniments

1822

RHP.146

Dreghorn

1789

RHP.3/17

Eglinton muniments
Dreghorn – contd.

1789

Town of Dreghorn. By John Ainslie.
NS3538 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 47 x 32 cm.
Village plan showing houses, church, manse and glebe. Some
 tenants named. Land use shown in colour – arable, pasture,
common green, gardens and woodland. Relief by grey wash.
Table of contents. Inset coloured view of township showing
church and cottages.
RHP.3/18

Enclosures south of Dreghorn. By John Ainslie.
NS3537 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 47 x 32 cm.
Plan of enclosures on north bank of River Irvine showing land
use in colour – arable and pasture. Field boundaries shown
with some fields named. Names of adjacent lands and owners.
Relief by grey wash. Table of contents.
RHP.3/19

Dunlop

1793

The farm of Gabroch Hill. By James Gregg.
NS4550 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 [Sc.]ch. 57 x 44 cm.
Farm plan of Gabroch Hill showing runrig. Land use indicated
– arable, pasture, yards and moss. Limestone quarry noted.
Table of contents showing scheme of division. Explanation.
Inset plan of farm steadings including cart house, barn yard,
ruins and well.
RHP.474/1

1800

The houses of Gabroch Hill. By Alexander Knox.
NS4550 [1:360] 1 in. = 12 ft. 29 x 43 cm.
Plan of East and West Steadings with buildings and yards
coloured. Table of contents and description of buildings.
RHP.474/2

Fenwick

1780

Plan and measurement of the roads in dispute between Colonel
John Walkinshaw of Crawfordland and John Anderson. By William
Garden.
NS4642 [1:18,100] 3½ in. = 1 mile 51 x 41 cm.
Plan of parish with roads coloured. Villages, farms and
Fenwick Kirktown shown. Crawfordland Castle, Sandbed Mill,
milestones, gates and toll bars noted. Detailed explanation
of roads giving distances. Part of Kilmarnock parish included.
RHP.24

1780

The roads in dispute between Colonel John Walkinshaw-Crawford of
Crawfordland and John Anderson. By William Bell. Engraved
by William Dell.
NS4641 [1:18,100] 3½ in. = 1 mile 52 x 40 cm.
Plan of parish with roads and boundary coloured. Tolls, gates,
bridges and Sandbed, Harshaw and Raith mills noted. Farms
shown include Dalmusternock, Green Walls, Fenwick Kirktown, West
Wyllie Land, Skerrieland (Sirlayland), Loanfoot, Aikenhead,
Birkenhall, Midland, Bruntland, Low and High Arness, Blackbyre,
Hareshaw, Brae, Horsehill, Raith, Beancroft, Darwhilling,
Grassyards, Blackwood and Berryhill. Detailed explanation
giving distances along roads. Part of Kilmarnock parish included.
RHP.605
Fenwick - contd.

[c.1780] No title.

NS4641 [1:18,100] 3½ in. = 1 mile 24 x 21 cm.
Plan showing disputed road and gate. Fenwick church, Sandbed and Raith's Mills, Craufurdland and Fenwick bridges, Loanfoot, Aikenhead, Brunland and Rose Fenwick Farms noted. Part of Kilmarnock parish included.
RHP.602

Irvine

1789 Seagate yard. By John Ainslie.
NS3139 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 47 x 32 cm.
Plan of ruins of Seagate Castle. Coloured. Table of contents. Inset coloured view of Seagate.
RHP.3/40

NS3339 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 Sc.chs. 47 x 32 cm.
General plan of barony of Stone including Stane Castle, Little and Mickle Stone, Stone Moor and Lawthorn. Annick Water, toll, roads, Pierston bridge, old engine and Hawthorn Mount noted. Coloured to show land use - arable, pasture, yards and plantations. Adjacent property and owners named. Relief by grey wash. Table of contents. Also following farm plans [1:3600]: Stane Castle (3/42), Stone Moor (3/43), Lawthorn and Mickle Stone (3/44), Littlestone and part of Newton (3/45) and Snodgrass (3/39). Each has inset a coloured view.
RHP.3/41

NS3238 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 59 x 34 cm.
RHP.1031

Presented by Capt. J. Houston

Kilbirnie

N.D. Kilbirnie parish.
NS3154 [1:31,680] 1 in. = ½ mile 39 x 50 cm.
Copy of old map presented to kirk session of the parish church of Kilbirnie, 1907. Parish plan showing roads and farms, Limeworks, Glengarnock and Blair ironworks, tolls, and Glasgow Paisley and Ayrshire Railway noted. Notes giving details of parish.
RHP.1032

Presented by Capt. J. Houston
Kilmarnock

1780
See Fenwick parish.

[1780]
See Fenwick parish.

N.D.
No title.

NS4237 [1:200] 1 in. = 16 ft. 32 x 24 cm.
Urban plan showing buildings west of Strand Street, Kilmarnock.
Names of occupants and some functions noted including brewhouse and stables. [Late 18th cent.]
RHP, 606

N.D.
See Riccarton parish.

Kilmarnocks

1789
Barony of Robertson. By John Ainslie.

NS5837 [1:8100] 1 in. = 10 [Sc.]ch. 47 x 68 cm.
General plan showing 16 farms by colour, named and numbered and with acreages given in table of contents. Field boundaries shown with steadings, woods, roads and parts of the Irvine and Carmel Waters noted. Adjacent property and owners named. Relief by pale grey wash. Also following farm plans
RHP, 3/1

1840
The lands of New Bogside. By P. Sturrock, Kilmarnock.

NS3936 [1:900] 1 in. = 1 Sc.ch. 69 x 101 cm.
Mining plan coloured to show stoop and room workings in Major and Tourha Seams, 1840-1848. Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and Mount Pits noted. Position of face at various dates, waste, levels, drawing road, slip and whim dykes shown. Kilmarnock and Troon Railway, private line to No. 1 Pit, turnpike and Cochrane inn noted.
RHP, 396

1851
Workings in Major coal in the lands of New Bogside. By P. Sturrock, Kilmarnock.

NS3936 [1:900] 1 in. = 1 Sc.ch. 70 x 98 cm.
Mining plan coloured to show workings (stoop and room) in Major and Tourha Seams, 1845-51, but lacks detail of mining adjacent to Cochrane inn. Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and Old Tourha Pits shown. Position of face at various dates, whin dyke, foul coal, Kilmarnock and Troon Railway, private railway and turnpike noted. Adjacent lands and owners named.
RHP, 395

Kilwinning

1789
Town of Kilwinning. By John Ainslie.

NS2943 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 [Sc.]ch. 47 x 32 cm.
Town plan coloured to show individual houses. The Green, water mills, Belman's, Chamber's and Bridgend yards, damhead and River
Kilwinning - contd.

Garnock noted. Table of references giving function of buildings. Inset coloured view of town.

RHP.3/52

Eglinton muniments

1789

The lands adjoining the town of Kilwinning. By John Ainslie.

NS2943 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 [Sc.].chs. 47 x 32 cm.

General plan of town and adjacent lands including Byres Town Head, Bells Fauld, Byres Meadow, Coopers Acres, Byres-Lane croft, Town Head, Oxeneward, old glebe, glebe and Dovecote park. Buildings shown individually including church and manse. Table of contents giving tenants' names and acreages of arable, pasture and yards.

RHP.3/53

Eglinton muniments

1789

Barony of Kilwinning. By John Ainslie.

NS141 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 [Sc.].chs. 66 x 45 cm.

General plan of barony including Eglinton Castle, pleasure gardens and farms. River Carnock and Red Burn noted. Coloured to show land use - arable, pasture, yards and plantations. Table of contents. Relief by grey wash. Also following farm plans [1:3600]: Achenwinsey (3/26), South Milnburn (3/27), North Milnburn (3/28), Bainsley (3/29), Laigh Moncur (3/30), Mid Moncur (3/31), High Moncur (3/32), Brotherwell (3/33), Dykehead Lugton Mill and part of Redburn (3/34), Delgaw (3/49) and Moorside (3/50). Inset coloured view of each farm.

RHP.3/37

Eglinton muniments

1790

The pleasure ground of Eglinton. By John Ainslie.

NS3242 [1:7100] 1 in. = 8 Sc.chs. 49 x 35 cm.

Detailed plan of estate, parks and gardens of Eglinton Castle. Ninety-five features numbered with names and acreages given in table of contents. Inset two coloured views of castle from south and west.

RHP.3/25

Eglinton muniments

Kirkoswald

1776

The coal workings in the lands of Craigoch and Tradunoch, By James Landers. Engraved by A. Bell.

NS2904 [1:3150] 1 in. = 4 1/2 Sc.chs. 39 x 53 cm.

Mining plan showing Burning Hill and underground fire with boundaries of coal seams in colour. Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, Glen, Whin and Spear's Pits shown. Levels, level mouths, Tradunnoch, Burdy and Prior Acre Houses noted. Names of
Kirkoswald - contd.

adjacent lands. Explanation. Also two sections showing seams and levels through lands of Craigoch and Tradunnock - RHP.1024/3, RHP.1024/1

1776 Part of the planted enclosure on Craigoch Hill destroyed by fire. NS2904 No scale 32 x 41 cm. Rough sketch of ground burnt by underground fire in coal seams on march between Craigoch and Tradunnock. Detailed explanation. RHP.1024/2

Largs

1834 Part of the channel of the River Gogo with sections. By George Buchan, C.E., Edinburgh. Lithographed by W.H. Lizars. NS2059 [1:800] 1 in. = 1 Imp.ch. 122 x 58 cm. Plan of lands adjacent to Gogo Water east of Largs showing Hawkhill House, old carding mill, dye mill, Gogomill, distillery, and Gogoside. Mill, leads, sluices, ponds, dams and wasters noted. Also longitudinal section of river and lead. Coloured. RHP.456

1834 A part of Gogo Water. By Peter Macquisten. NS2159 [1:960] 1 in. = 80 ft. 70 x 36 cm. Carding and dye mills, old and new mill leads and dam shown. Roads, bridge, plantations, part of lands of Hawkhill and Mr Scott's house noted. Plan of section referred to in the ground plan - RHP.280/1. RHP.280/2

Maybole

[c.1780] The lands of Doonside and Blairston with the roads which are controverted between John Crawford and Robert Moore of Blairston. Engraved by George Cameron. NS3317 [1:11,600] 1 in. = 15 Sc.chs. 28 x 41 cm. Estate plan with boundaries coloured. Field boundaries, enclosures, meadows, gardens, plantations and sheep parks noted. Buildings shown include Doonside, Mirielhill, Roadighead, Three Mile and Achendrane Houses, Achendrane and Craig mills. Part of Ayr parish included showing Doonholm lands, Moot, church, Cathcart's, Young's and Smith's houses and Rozelle. RHP.604/1

Monkton and Prestwick

[c.1780] The town of Prestwick. NS3525 [1:3900] 1 in. = 325 ft. 22 x 32 cm. Town plan of Prestwick showing buildings with names of occupants and some functions given in explanation. Kiln, townhead, cross, church and manse noted. Also plan showing distances of Monkton, Monktonmiln, Fairfield and Orangefield from Townhead. RHP.607

Riccarton

1782 The farms of Brighouse, Bellsland and Braeside, the property of William Cunninghame of Lainshaw, Esq. By William Crawford. NS4236 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 84 x 54 cm. Four plans, three shown on separate cartouches, in vicinity of
Riccarton - contd.

Riccarton. Buildings in perspective including Corse House, Dykehead, Bellsland, Riccarton Holm, Gateside, Mickle Brig-house and Braeside. Land use indicated - arable, meadow, yards and plantations. Field boundaries with field-names and acreages given. Lime quarry, limekilns, roads and River Irvine noted. Table of contents on cartouche. Coloured. Copy by Thomas Strachan, Edinburgh, 1850 - RHP.1196. RHP.1195 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1920

Farm of Bellsland. By J.J. Railton, architect, Kilmarnock. NS4236 [1:2400] 1 in. = 200 ft. 48 x 53 cm. Plan of Bellsland and Bellsland Holm showing farms coloured. Glenfield engineering works, Netherton ironworks, Victoria Bridge, Queen's Drive, railway and River Irvine noted. Table of contents giving acreages of fields. RHP.1198 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1920

N.D.

Bellsland and Riccarton Holm, the property of John Cuninghame, Esq., of Lainshaw. NS4236 [1:1600] 1 in. = 2 Imp.chs. 94 x 66 cm. Farm plan [19th cent.] showing boundary coloured. Steadings in perspective including Riccarton village. Fields marked with acreages. Mr Dean's property, Riccarton church and River Irvine noted. Part of Kilmarnock parish included showing Paxton's brewery, printworks, hospital and Kilmarnock mill. MS. addition: "Bore completed in March, 1856. Seventy-seven fathoms to the Towerhall seam of coal. Thickness of coal 4 ft. 6 ins.". RHP.1197 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

Stevenston

1799

Coal workings of Stevenston Colliery. NS2641 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 73 x 52 cm. A book of mining plans showing Five Quarter, Parot, Little and Stevenston Turf coal workings. Old and new pits, with engines noted. Canal system with drawing of small horse-drawn barge, Ardeer House and plantation shown. Coloured. Table of contents giving pit names. RHP.27/1

1799

Sketch of the New East Pit. NS2741 No scale 32 x 20 cm. Mining plan showing underground workings, shaft, levels, and engine house in profile. Full measurements and description of pit. RHP.27/2

1799

Sketch of Stevenston Colliery. NS2641 No scale 39 x 25 cm. Mining plan coloured to show Cunningham's coal. Pits, engine houses, Ardeer House and canal system noted. Also cross-section showing shafts, seams and engines. Measurements of shafts and seams - RHP.27/4. RHP.27/3
Stewarton

1779


NS4045 [1:7100] 1 in. = 8 Sc.chs. 81 x 74 cm.

Detailed estate plan showing farms coloured including High Peacockbank, Laigh and High Castleton, Parkside, Gillmill, Kirkmuir, High Cross, North, South and High Kilbraid, Magbiehill, Gameshill, Gouknest, Gunshill, Kirkwood, Townend, East and West Bloakhillhead, Irvinchill, Law and Wardlaw. Land use indicated - arable, pleasure parks, meadow, plantation and moss. Field boundaries marked with field-names and acreages. Stewarton with church in elevation, manse, glebe and New Inn, Law Mount, Kennox Moss, cattlesalt, wells, tolls, waulk mill, mill dam and leads, limestone quarries, limekiln, freestone quarry, brick-clay pit and sites of old coal pits noted.

Table of contents. Inset plan of Sandylands and Bankend.

Vignette showing coloured view of Lainshaw Castle.

RHP.1199 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

[1851]

Moor of Hairshaw commonly called Glenouther.

NS4748 [1:4000] 1 in. = 5 [Imp.]chs. 56 x 69 cm.

Plan of Glenouther Moor showing boundary. Peat bink [bank], stone dyke and Swinzie Burn noted. Table of contents. MS. addition: "Received in Mr Mackie's letter of 1st November, 1851".

RHP.1200 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

N.D.

The roads in the parish of Stewarton. Engraved by Kirkwood and Son.

NS6145 [1:34,500] No scale 47 x 36 cm.

Parish plan showing roads and toll bars. Names of buildings and limekilns noted. [Early 19th cent.]

RHP.184

Tarbolton

[c.1780]

Annbank farm. Only the different fields claimed by Crawfordston.

NS4023 [c.1:900] No scale 30 x 30 cm.

Estate plan showing disputed fields coloured. House, garden, stables, stack-yard, barns, kiln, plantings and field boundaries noted.

RHP.603/1

BANFFSHIRE

Alvah

1782

See Banff parish.

Banff

1772

The present course of the south of the River Dovern at high and low water, also of the sea between the rocks of Banff and Down. By G. Taylor.

NJ6965 [1:5600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 42 x 44 cm.

Plan of coastline showing new and old harbours, bar, rocks and channel. Houses, castle and malt barn of Banff in perspective.
Banff - contd.

Duff and Hurnly Houses, limekilns at Gelly Burn and ruins of two houses noted. Drawings of nine sailing vessels. Explanation. Title with decorative border. RHP.864/1

1774

Report of the works on Doveran River with sketch of Earl of Fife's flour and barley mill lead and part of Doveran adjacent. By William Garden, land surveyor, Laurencekirk.

NJ5762 [1:2250] 1 in. = 2 1/2 Sc.chs. 35 x 46 cm.
Plan of mill showing mill lead, watch house, remains of cruve dyke and stone quarry. Plan occupies only small part of sheet (19 x 15 cm.). Rest contains longitudinal section along lead, detailed explanation and ornamental scroll-work. RHP.12

1782

The cruve dyke upon Dovern. By William Urquhart. Engraved by D. Lizars.

NJ6862 [1:1200] 1 in. = 100 ft. 28 x 50 cm.
Plan of part of River Deveron showing cruve dyke, mill leads, Backmill, Mill of Banff, dam dyke, intake, lintmill head lead and haugh. Former course of river at Kirkside shown with island. Roads, walks and land use noted including arable, pasture and parkland. Inset sections of cruve dyke. Small part of Alvah parish included at Kirkeide.

1862

Lands of Colleonard, Culbeuchly and part of Mill of Boyndie and Gerries Lots. Copy of plan made by John Murray of Portsoy.

NJ5652 [1:10,700] 1 in. = 13 1/2 Imp.chs. 41 x 78 cm. 
Estate plan showing farm boundaries coloured including Wester and Easter Culbeuchly, Whiteoutie, Upper and Lower Denhead, Fiskaidly, Crofts, Mains, Mid and South Colleonard, Gerries Lots and Mill of Boyndie. Field boundaries with acreages given. Names of tenants, wells, steadings, roads, quarries and woodland noted. Relief by hachures. Notes. Plan relates to minute of agreement for sale of lands between Earl of Seafield and Earl of Fife in 1862. RHP.864/2

1867

Mains of Inchdrucer.

NJ5660 [1:4000] 1 in. = 5 Imp.chs. 52 x 68 cm.
Farm plan of Inchdrucer with boundary coloured. Field boundaries with acreages of arable, pasture and waste given in table of contents. Names of adjacent lands. Notes relating to contract of excambion. RHP.879/2

Boharm

1868

See Rothes parish, Moray.

Fordyce

1819

The estate of Glassaugh, the property of Thomas Abercromby. By John McKenzie, land surveyor, Aberchirder.

NJ5662 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 Sc.chs. 141 x 157 cm.
Estate plan coloured to show farm and field boundaries with
Fordyce - contd.
acreages, quality of land and land use - arable, pasture, gardens and moor. Some runrig shown with infield and outfield noted. Village of Fordyce, steadings with some tenants' names, church and roads shown. Names of adjacent lands and owners. Relief by grey wash. Decorative scale.
RHP.889  J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

Gamrie
NJ7064  [1:600]  1 in. = 50 ft,  51 x 45 cm.
Plan of proposed addition to East Pier Head shown in colour.
West Pier with head to be removed and inner basin noted.
RHP.826  J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

Inverkeithyn
NJ5144  [1:4000]  1 in. = 5 Imp.chs.  93 x 67 cm.
Plan showing disputed roads in colour. Bridges, ferry, ford, paths, chapel, church, manses, parish school, post office, sawmill, mill and gravel pit noted. Field boundaries and plantations shown. Relief by grey hachures.
RHP.109

BERWICKSHIRE

Ayton
1786  The farm of Redhall, the property of Mr Crow of Netherbyres, By John Roughhead.
NT9462  [1:3200]  1 in. = 4 Imp.chs.  45 x 34 cm.
Farm plan with field boundaries coloured. Fields numbered with acreages and land use shown in table of contents. Steadings, paper mill, dam head, roads, new ditches and old fence noted. Rents given in contents.
RHP.644

Cockburnspath
NT7766  [1:7100]  1 in. = c.9 Imp.chs.  68 x 57 cm.
Estate plan showing Blackburn House, Rig and Mill. Land use indicated - arable, plantation and moor with acreages by farms given in table of contents. Field boundaries, roads, Eye Water, North British Railway and part of boundary of Chirnside Common noted. Also report and valuation - RHP.1035/2.
RHP.1035/1
Coldingham

1759

A part of the lands of Auchencrow belonging to the feuars and to Patrick Home of Wedderburn, Esq. Copy by John Blackadder from a plan by William Cockburn dated 1759. Engraved by R. Scott.

NT8560 [1:7100] 1 in. = 8 Sc.chs. 37 x 45 cm.
Village of Auchencrow showing boundaries of infields, outfields, meadow and moss. Roads and Billie Castle noted.
Relief by hachures.
RHP.178

Coldingham common moor taken for a division before the Court of Session. By William Cockburn.

NT8568 [1:6300] 1 in. = 8 Imp.chs. 147 x 101 cm.
Division of commony plan coloured to show scheme of division. Roads, moor and moss noted. Names of adjacent owners.
Relief by hachures. Explanation.
RHP.62

1772

The common or commony of Coldingham. By Alexander Low.
Lithographed by A. Forrester, Edinburgh, 1828.

NT9065 [1:5500] 1 in. = 12 Imp.chs. 128 x 52 cm.
Division of commony plan coloured to show scheme of division. Coldingham village, houses, post road and some farms noted.
Names of adjacent owners. Relief by hachures. Explanation.
RHP.155

1783

The proposed road across Coldinghamlaw's allotment of the common.

NT9065 No scale 18 x 30 cm.
Rough sketch of part of common showing road fixed by decreet of division of Coldingham Common. Coldinghamlaw House noted.
RHP.556

1837

Templehall, the property of William McIntyre, Esq.

NT8965 [1:4000] 1 in. = 5 Imp.chs. 54 x 39 cm.
Estate plan showing house, parks and gardens. Field boundaries with names and acreages given in table of contents. Part of Coldingham village, church in perspective, St Andrew's Well, quarry and roads noted. Names of adjacent owners. Coloured. Also a description of estate dated c.1850 -
RHP.847/2
RHP.837 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

Eccles

1807

The estate of Eccles, the property of Nicholas Brown, Esq.

By John Blackadder.

NT7641 [1:2400] 1 in. = 5 Imp.chs. 126 x 73 cm.
Estate plan showing Eccles House, policies, village and farm. Field boundaries, plantations, roads and Wurmerlaw noted.
Table of contents giving acreages of arable, pasture and wood. Relief by grey wash. Coloured. Names of adjacent lands and owners.
RHP.1027 Presented by Royal Scottish Geographical Society
Plan of the roads in dispute between Archibald Swinton, Esq., of Kimerghame and Mrs Margaret Carre of Nisbet including some of the great public roads in the neighbourhood into which the disputed roads lead.

Plan of roads around Kimerghame House, Mount Pleasant, Mungo's Walls, Sheriff Hall, Nisbetmill and quarries noted. Coloured. Table of distances.

UP 1 Potts S/10/74

Grinley Moore and Pollwart Moore belonging to the Rt Honourable the Earl of Marchmont.

Plan of Greenlaw and Polwarth Commons. Greenlaw outfield, Whiteside, Polwarth mill haugh, Woodheads and road from Greenlaw to Dunbar noted. Table of contents giving acreages of moor. Part of Polworth parish included.

RHP 224/2

The position, extent and boundaries of the lands called the commonty of Greenlaw and Dogden Moss. By James Cunningham. Division of commonty plan with Dogden and Greenlaw moors and Wester Row common coloured. Greenlaw village, church, mill, lead, Blackadder Water, roads and tracks noted. Some land use given - arable, moor, moss and plantation. Table of contents.

RHP 339

Part of the main drainage of Easter Howlands and Gordonbank and how part of said lands is watered. By George Bruce, engineer. Estate plan showing boundary between Easter Howlaws and Gordonbank. Field-names, acreages and boundaries, plantations, site of old reservoir, mill pond, wells, drainage, buildings and roads noted. Names of adjacent lands. Relief by hachures.

EP 12/11/1869

Part of the River Tweed disputed by Sir Francis Blake and James Couts, Esq. By John Ainslie.

Plan of River Tweed showing ringnet fishing, fords, dam dyke and boat landing. Upper and Lower Hallywell, Westford, Upsetlington and Sand shield, Norham town with church and castle (Northumberland) noted. Coloured. Pictorial cartouche.

RHP 67

Title badly damaged.

Plan of part of road between Swinton and River Tweed. Upsetlington farm buildings noted. Explanation giving distances along alternative routes. Small part of Swinton parish at Simprim included.

RHP 645
Nordington

1847

Part of the estate of Lamberton intersected by the North British Railway.

NT9659 [1:600] 1 in. = 50 ft. 296 x 66 cm.

Railway plan showing cutting. Drains, fences, Lamberton Shields Burn and turnpike noted. Relief by hachures. Also section along line - RHP.795/5.

1849

Ground permanently occupied and damaged on Lamberton by the North British Railway. By T. Carfrae.

NT9659 [1:2400] 1 in. = 5 Imp.chs. 160 x 40 cm.

Railway plan showing line through Lamberton estate. Coastline and Edinburgh road noted. Table of contents giving acreages of ground occupied by railway.

RHP.795/1-3

Polwarth

1731

See Greenlaw parish.

Swinton


BUTESHIRE

Cumbrae

1789


NS1451 [1:7100] 1 in. = 8 [Sc.]chs. 47 x 32 cm.

General plan of island with land use coloured. Village, castle, lighthouses, track, St. Thomas's Stone, and St. Vies's, John Anderson's and Miss Witherow's burying places noted. Relief by grey wash. Table of contents. Inset coloured view of island.

RHP.3/89 Eglinton muniments

CAITHNESS

Canisbay

[c.1770]

The controverted ground betwixt the lands of Cloyock, Knockbie and Stemster with the conterminous lands. By D. Key. Engraved by Patrick Begbie, Edinburgh.

ND3771 [1:16,000] 1 in. = 18 [Sc.]chs. 64 x 39 cm.

March dispute plan showing boundaries of townships in colour with buildings numbered and tenants' names given in table of contents. Hill pasture, dykes, peat banks, pigeon house and standing stones noted.

RHP.667/1-3
Canisbay - contd.

ND 3577 [1:2400] 1 in. = 3 Imp.chs. 100 x 66 cm.
Book of six plans covering island of Stroma and lands of Seater,
Duncansby, Gills, Nessiter, Holland Mey and Crackers Field. 
Steading, field boundaries with acreages, Mill of Mey, Barrogill
Castle, Longgoe, Kirk of Canisbay, manse, Trestle and Robie's
Shieling noted. Coloured. RHP.873
J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

1817 The lands of Duncansby including Stemster. By William Matheson.
ND3671 [1:4500] 1 in. = 5 Sc.chs. 97 x 63 cm.
Division of commony plan. Farms with tenants' names, field
boundaries, mill, mill dam, peat banks, roads and John Groat's
house noted. Coloured. Also lithographed copy - RHP.75/2.
RHP.75/1 UP. 2 Potts C/1/1, EP. B.D.R. 24/2/1820

Halkirk

1802 The estate of Scotscalder, the property of the heirs of the late
Col. Thomas Balfour. By William Matheson.
ND0955 [1:5400] 1 in. = 6 Sc.chs. 112 x 307 cm.
Estate plan showing land use by colour - arable, pasture and moss.
Farms with tenants' names, steadings, field boundaries with
acreages, shielings, roads, and deposits of lime and marl noted.
Table of contents. RHP.417

1864 Line of march as determined by the judicial referee.
By George Cunningham.
ND0555 [1:6000] 1 in. = 500 ft. 199 x 67 cm.
Boundary dispute plan with march line shown in colour. Old
house, dyke, meal pots, moor and part of Loch Olginsey noted.
RHP.528 EP. 102/2/1864

CLACKMANNANSHIRE

Alloa

1777 A plan of James Galloway's Wester Farm of Blackgrange. By
Robert Sconce.
NS8492 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 43 x 49 cm.
Engraved farm plan showing field boundaries with field-names
and acreages. Steadings and roads, including old road to
Cambus, noted. Detailed descriptions of hedges and ditches.
Tables of contents. RHP.696

1799 Sauchie colliery.
NS9195 [1:2400] 1 in. = 200 ft. 64 x 48 cm.
Mining plan showing barriers of coal left to dam back water
from old workings. Pits named include Fire Engine, Bye,
Horse, Jacob's, Hunter's, Thompson's, Intended Engine and
Alloa - contd.

Back Bank. Levers, coal seams and outcrops shown. Farms, crofts, mill lead and field boundaries noted. Coloured. RHP.221

1845

The line of railway from the Alloa and North Sauchie collieries to the harbour of Alloa, also the turnpike and statute labour roads. By Joseph Mackie. NS8993 [1:3200] 1 in. = 4 Imp.chs. 137 x 67 cm. Communications plan showing railway and roads north-east of Alloa. Pits named include No. 1, Howton, Holm Engine, Crop Hill, Burneye and Brandy Hill. Tolls, village of New Sauchie, Hutton Park brewery and part of Alloa noted. RHP.221

1853

Carse Bridge and adjoining lands. By J.M. Craig. NS9093 [1:1140] 1 in. = 95 ft. 59 x 88 cm. Industrial plan showing Carse Bridge distillery, factory, Nos. 1 and 2 Holton and Water Mill Pits, Archibald's shaft and site of Old Pump Mill Pit. Colliers' houses, Alloa Coal Company's school, turnpike, toll bar, mill leads, wagonway, and Stirling and Dunfermline Railway Tillicoultry Branch noted. Carse Bridge House, parks and gardens included. Coloured. RHP.151/1

[1853]


1853

Carsbridge House. By James Clark, land surveyor, Clackmannan. NS9093 [1:960] 1 in. = 80 ft. 55 x 69 cm. House plan with front and side elevations showing damage due to subsidence. Coloured. Also plan of garden wall - RHP.151/5. RHP.151/4

Clackmannan

1850

Farms of Shanbody and Meadowend on the estate of Kennet, the property of Robert Bruce, Esq. By Hector McLean, Stirling. NS9290 [1:3200] 1 in. = 4 [Imp.]chs. 80 x 47 cm. Farm plan coloured to differentiate Shanbody and Meadowend. Field boundaries with land use and acreages given in table of contents. Steadings, Kennet village, Kilbagie distillery and tollhouse noted. RHR 871 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

1859

Part of Meadowend and Shanbody. By Archibald Sutter, C.E. NS9390 [1:3200] 1 in. = 4 Imp.chs. 61 x 75 cm. Plan showing drainage in dispute between the lands of Tulliallan and Meadowend. Steadings at Kilbagie and Meadowend, Kennet village, ruins of Shanbody, tollhouse and field boundaries with some field-names noted. Coloured. Relief by grey brush hachures. Longitudinal and cross-sections of ditches.
Clackmannan - contd.

Boundary of Tulliallan parish (Fife) included.
RHP.393,959 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

Dollar

1819

The estates of Harviestoun and Castle Campbell.
NS9497 [1:5400] 1 in. = 6 Sc.chs. 110 x 212 cm.
Detailed estate plan showing farm and field boundaries with acreages. Steadings, plantations, roads, quarries, engine pit, collieries and lime quarry noted. Dollar shown including Academy, water mill, inn, toll, church and manse. Relief by fine hachures.
RHP.135

1831

Plan of Castle Campbell estate divided into lots. Lithographed by Ballantine, Edinburgh.
NS9895 [1:8000] 1 in. = 9 Sc.chs. 43 x 72 cm.
Estate plan showing land divided into eight lots. Craiginnan, Middle Bank, Dollar Mains, Dollarfield and Knowhead farms shown. Castle Campbell, Academy, school, church, manse, glebe, Hay's and Cauldwell's cottages, smithy, water wheel, Dollar mill, limekiln, turnpike, plantations, head dyke, Maddie Moss and White Stone of Tam Baird noted. Feuars and adjacent owners named. Relief by hachures.
RHP.1234

Tillicoultry

1769

The common hills of Tillicoultry. Engraved by [Patrick] Begbie.
NN9201 [1:17,800] 1 in. = 20 Sc.chs. 36 x 46 cm.
Division of commony plan showing lands between Glen Devon and Tillicoultry with the intervening area left clear, as it was not in dispute. Steadings at Rives, Skirl Naked, Broich and Frandy (Farnie Hall) shown. Enclosures, corn dykes, peat roads and White Stone of Tombaird noted. Relief by hachures.
RHP.688, 1239

1819

See Dollar parish.

1820

No. 1 plan of Burnfoot and Whiteley coalfield, the property of Craufurd Tait, Esq. By Robert Maxton.
NS9096 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 62 x 97 cm.
Mining plan showing levels from Furnacebank to Hunter's Pits towards River Devon with boundaries of land coloured. Crankie Gin, Air, Woodlands, Engine, Old Mill and Old Pits shown. Whiteley and Glenfoot farms with field boundaries noted. Names of adjacent owners. Limits of underground workings on 7th November 1832 added.
RHP.291

1832

Plan of part of the village of Westertown of Tillicoultry on the east side of the burn showing line of the Old Town Loan. By John Drysdale.
NS9197 [1:400] 1 in. = ½ [Imp.].ch. 49 x 76 cm.
Part of Tillicoultry coloured to show streets, houses and Old Town Loan. School, Meeting House, bridges and owners' names noted. Explanation.
RHP.766

Whitehill muniments
DUMFRISHIRE

Annan

1759

The roads from Annan to Dalton. NY1469 [c.1:10,000] No scale 33 x 43 cm. Road map showing principal routes connecting Dumfries, Lochmaben, Dalton, Ecclefewan and Annan. Woodcock, Ruthwell and Kelhead Houses, Hayberry mill, Hoddom Castle, Murraythwaite Common and Cummertrees manse noted. Notes. Table of distances between Dalton and Annan. Part of Dalton parish included. RHP 264

1774

See Dornock parish.

1780

Part of the Solway Firth exhibiting the boundary and meiths thereof between the fishing belonging to the Rt Hon. the Viscount of Stormont and William Pultney, Esq., of Solwaybank. By James Tait. NY2164 [1:17,800] 1 in. = 20 Sc.chs. 43 x 37 cm. Engraved plan of sandbanks and channels at low water. Few landward details shown - Battlehill and Seafield Houses, Dornock Church, Greenstone and Torduff Thorn. Parts of Dornock and Cummertrees parishes included. RHP 579/1

[c.1780]

Part of the Solway Firth. By William Bell. NY2064 [1:47,500] 1 in. = 3/4 ml. 56 x 37 cm. Engraved plan of Solway Firth from Dornock to Caerlaverock Castle showing sandbanks and channels at low tide. Sandbanks named. Landward details of Dornock, Ruthwell, Annan, Cummertrees and Caerlaverock parishes consist only of house names - Cockpool, Comlongon, Bron, Brum, Upper Priestside, Honourcreek, Riddindyke, Storehouse, Rychill, Cummertrees church, Killing Wynd, Newbie Castle, Millabie, Redgate Head, Milnfield and Seafield. RHP 579/8

1781

Plan of the new enclosures made upon the commonty of Annan by the magistrates and council of that burgh ... By James Tait. NY2066 [1:5400] 1 in. = 6 Sc.chs. 92 x 71 cm. Division of commonty plan showing boundaries of new enclosures in colour. Lacks detail in areas adjacent to Annan. Brick and gravel pits, mill, three piked stones near Sandy Gill, buildings, roads and dykes noted. Heavily annotated. Relief by grey wash hachures. Ornamental title. Table of acreages with coloured key for new enclosures - RHP 1a. RHP 1

[1801]

Reduced plan of the commonty of Annan. Surveyed and engraved by William Bell. NY2069 [1:10,700] 1 in. = 12 Sc.chs. 48 x 70 cm. Commonty plan with boundary coloured showing land feu'd out "not 40 years before" and remaining commonty. Some adjacent farms shown including Allalee, Corsehill, Gullielands, Seafield
Annan — contd.

and Battlehill. Some land use indicated — arable, pasture and moss. Watchhill tower, Sword Well, three piked stones, Belted Stone and rough outline of Annan noted. Names of adjacent lands and owners including parts of Dornock and Creca commonties.

RHP.630

[1801] Plan of the commonty of Annan and sketch of the dominant tenements on the south and west side of the commonty. Surveyed and engraved by William Bell.
NY2069 [1:10,700] 1 in. = 12 Sc.chs. 49 x 73 cm.
Common plan with boundary and rigs of Annan crofts shown in colour. Same details as RHP.630, but in addition shows rigs of Annan crofts and fields north of the town. Cleughhead estate noted with steadings and field boundaries. Relief by fine crossed hachures. Ornamental title.

RHP.651

Applegarth

1765 A measured plan of the commonty of Sibbaldie exhibiting the controverted marches and a sketch of the several farms pretending interest on said commonty. By John Tait.
NY1687 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 [Sc.]chs. 76 x 60 cm.
Division of commonty plan with boundaries coloured. Farms shown include Sibbaldie, Cleuchheads, Balgray, Rockhillflat (Brockleflatt), Kirkcrofts, Nether and Upper Hallhills, Hewk, Nether Hutton, Liverknowe, Carnwath, Stobahill, Gillenbie and Cumstone. Roads, dykes and names of adjacent lands noted including northern boundary of late commonty of Dryfesdale (Drysdale). Relief by black wash. Crudely coloured.

RHP.25/2 EP. Mack. 11/8/1774

1770 The commonty of Sibbaldie. By William Bell.
NY1687 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 160 x 74 cm.
Division of commonty plan with boundaries coloured. Scheme of division with acreages and valuation given in table of contents. Road to Langholm and adjacent owners noted.

RHP.25/1 EP. Mack 11/8/1774

Caerlaverock

[g.1780] See Annan parish.

[g.1805] See Dumfries parish.

Cummertrees

1781 The commonty of Skyrescleugh. Surveyed and engraved by William Bell.
NY1266 [1:7100] 1 in. = 8 Sc.chs. 64 x 32 cm.
Division of commonty plan with boundaries marked in colour. New intakes noted with occupier's name. Steadings shown at Nethertown, Ballocks Neuk, Howcreek, Ryehill and Netherfield storehouse. Priestside Flow with boundary dykes and pits noted. Names of adjacent owners. Title bordered with single-line scroll-work.

RHP.426/2 EP. Dur. 24/1/1784
Cummertrees – contd.

1782 The common of Skyrescleugh. By William Bell.
NY1266 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 175 x 72 cm.
Division of commony plan with scheme of division in colour. New march lines, peat roads and some buildings noted. Detailed tables of contents giving acreages, valuation and scheme of division between Viscount Stormont and Colonel Douglas.
RHP 426/1 EP. Dur. 24/1/1784

[Dumfries]

1782 The commony of Skyrescleugh. Surveyed and engraved by William Bell.
NY1266 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 66 x 53 cm.
Division of commony plan with boundaries of common and intakes in colour. Buildings noted include Howcreek, Nethertown, Ballocks Neuk and Riddindyke. Names of adjacent owners and lands. Relief by hachures.
RHP 636 EP. Dur. 24/1/1784

Dalton

1759 See Annan parish.

Dornock

1774 Excerpt from the plan in 1774 by W. Bell.
NY2865 [1:36,000] 1 in. = 1000 yds. 44 x 18 cm.
Plan of foreshore of Annan, Dornock and Gretna parishes showing sandbanks, channels and location of Pock, Crabtree, Bowhouse, Baurchhill and Scales raise-nets.
RHP 579/2 UP. 1 Inglis A/1/81

1780 See Annan parish.

[c.1780] See Annan parish.

1784 The Stocks raise-net as presently possessed by Mr. James Graham. By James Tait. Engraved by H. Gavin.
NY2464 [1:1350] 1 in. = 1½ Sc.chs. 47 x 36 cm.
Plan of disputed foreshore between Mr Pulteny's lands and Lord Stormont's lands of Stocks. Raise-net and lake noted, Explanation.
RHP 579/5 UP. 1 Inglis A/1/81

1784 Plan for explaining certain parts of the proof in the process between William Pulteney, Esq., and James Graham and Sons. By James Tait. Engraved by H. Gavin.
NY2464 [1:5400] 1 in. = 6 Sc.chs. 48 x 37 cm.
Plan of disputed foreshore between the lands of Lord Stormont and Mr Pulteney. Fish house, green stone, East Chick Butterdales yett and R. Dickson's house noted.
RHP 579/7 UP. 1 Inglis A/1/81

Dryfesdale

1793 Torwood common. By Joseph Udney.
NY1282 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 107 x 53 cm.
Division of commony plan showing scheme of division. Roads,
Dryfesdale - contd.

hedges, dykes and manse noted. Names of adjacent owners.
Detailed explanation attached.
RHP.203

Dumfries

[2, 1805] Draught of the River Nith from Dumfries to Carsethorn.
NX9871 [1:17,600] No scale 53 x 80 cm.
River plan showing how far vessels proceeded before unloading.
Sandbanks and channels coloured. Glencairn quay, Kelton Scar,
Laghal, Lower and Upper Kingholm, town quarry, Glover's sand-
pits and outline of Dumfries noted. Inset enlarged plan of
Dumfries showing old and new bridges, waulk mill, mills, short-
ridges and infirmary. Part of Caerlaverock parish included.
RHP.469

1815 An improvement upon the English, Edinburgh and Lochmaben roads
in approaching the town of Dumfries by English Street, as
suggested by the magistrates and town council of Dumfries.
By Samuel Cowan.
NX9876 [1:520] 1 in. = 45 ft. 92 x 58 cm.
Plan showing road and three houses on outskirts of Dumfries.
Table of contents giving owners' names and acreages. Inset
coloured drawing of Mr. Hood's house. Section along line of
road.
RHP.55

Gretna

1774 See Dornock parish.

1780 See Dornock parish.

1792 Springfield village and lands adjoining, the property of Sir
William Maxwell of Springkell, Bart.
NY3268 [1:1600] 1 in. = 2 Imp.chs. 142 x 64 cm.
Village plan showing buildings, gardens, streets, enclosures
and field boundaries. Turnpike and River Sark noted. Plan
signed by all tenants on 19-year leases. Decorative title.
Perspective view of village.
RHP.220

Hoddom

NY1871 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 35 x 49 cm.
Engraved plan showing boundaries of pasture in colour. Owner-
ship of other parcels of land noted. River Annan, old glebe
and Luce steadings shown. Table of contents giving acreages
of pasture.
RHP.632

Holywood

[1768] No title. [By John Tait].
NX9581 No scale 48 x 68 cm.
A badly damaged plan of Killylung farm showing north and east
Holywood - contd.

boundaries along River Nith. Land shown prior to enclosure but with some plantations established.
RHP.323/1

[1787]

Estate of Killilung, belonging to David Hunter, Esq. This is a copy by John Bell of original by William MacCartney dated 1787.
NX9581 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 [Sc.]chs. 48 x 62 cm.
Farm plan of Killilung coloured to show land use – arable, pasture, moss and plantations. Field boundaries, steadings, roads and River Nith noted. Table of contents.
RHP.323/2

Hutton and Corrie

1763
Hutton commonty. By John and James Tait.
NY1789 [1:3600] No scale 57 x 46 cm.
Division of commonty plan with areas in dispute coloured. Mosses and names of adjacent owners noted.
RHP.40

1770
The commonty of Hutton. By William Bell.
NY1789 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 159 x 74 cm.
Division of commonty plan showing scheme of division coloured. Description, value and acreages given in table of contents. Roads, glebe and manse noted. Names of adjacent owners.
RHP.17

Kirkmahoe

[1766]

A plan of the contraverted marches and disputed ground betwixt Dalswinton and Bishoptoun and betwixt Maxwell of Nithsdale and Dalswinton.
NX9684 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 89 x 54 cm.
RHP.6

Kirkmichael

1814
Farm of Kirkland Kirkmichael. By John Lewars.
NY0389 [1:5400] 1 in. = 6 Sc.chs. 54 x 69 cm.
Farm plan coloured to show farm and field boundaries with acreages. Garrel churchyard, steadings, ruins of Wreaths tower, coal houses and road noted.
RHP.216

Kirkpatrick-Fleming

1796
Estate of Wiseby. By John Lewars.
NY2472 [1:4500] 1 in. = 5 Sc.chs. 98 x 50 cm.
Estate plan coloured to show farm boundaries including Dykehead, Cothouse, Turfrig, Graystones, Burnhead, Reidmyre and Gillshaws. Land use indicated – arable, improvable, meadow, moss and wood. Field boundaries with detailed description in table of contents. Names of adjacent owners.
RHP.78
Kirkpatrick-Fleming (contd.)

[1847]

No title.
NY2670 [c.1:2500] No scale 89 x 52 cm.
Estate plan of Cove showing line of railway coloured. Mansion
house, garden, parks, offices, lodge and some fields shown.
Railway workmen's houses, watchmen's box, level crossings,
quarries and ford noted. Also inset view of Cove House and
garden.
RHP.791/2

J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

1847

Part of the lands of Cove, the property of George Ogilvie, Esq.,
showing the quantity of ground acquired by the Caledonian Railway
NY2670 [1:1200] 1 in. = 100 ft. 88 x 52 cm.
Plan of road junction at Newton showing houses and gardens.
Section of road.
RHP.791/1

J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

Lochmaben

1734

Part of the South Common of Lochmaben. By Charles Mercer.
NY0679 [1:6500] 1 in. = 7 Sc.chs. 71 x 51 cm.
Commonty plan coloured to show scheme of division. Farms shown
include Barlouth, Thorniethwaite, Broadchapped, Hunterhall and
Nichols-year. References. Scale surmounted by a pair of
surveyor's dividers. Easterly part of Torthorwald parish
included.
RHP.218

1742

The commonty of Heckbog. By Charles Mercer, mathematician,
Dumfries.
NY0980 [1:1350] 1 in. = 1½ Sc.chs. 148 x 72 cm.
Commonty plan with boundaries of divisions coloured. Greenhill,
Priestdykes and Parkend farms shown. Names of adjacent owners.
Table of acreages.
RHP.200
EP. Del. 21/7/1741 C. and E. (Rob. Alison) H.

1766

A plan of Broomhills Common divided conform to the commissioner's
interlocutor, 17th May 1766. By John Tait, land measurer,
Lockerbie.
NY0884 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 89 x 64 cm.
Commonty plan with boundaries of scheme of division coloured.
Roads and ownership of adjacent lands noted. Relief by brushed
grey hachures. Table of contents showing acreages, valuations
and scheme of division. Title within single-line scroll-work.
RHP.5
EP. Mack. 27/7/1774

1812

Copy plan of Carthat and Rockhallhead ... from the survey of
W. and D. Crawford.
NY0577 [1:7100] 1 in. = 8 Sc.chs. 47 x 38 cm.
Estate plan coloured to show farm and field boundaries.
Steadings, moss and pasture noted. Table of contents giving
acreages of arable, pasture, moss and yards. Lithographed copy
by A. Forrester, Edinburgh, with farms named - RHP.115/2.
RHP.115/1
Middlebie

1785
The mosses of Middleby. Engraved by John Ainslie.
NY2178 [1:5400] 1 in. = 6 [Sc.]chs. 47 x 23 cm.
Plan of Longtether, White, Rotten, Knox, Scotsbrig and Craig-house Mosses. Peat road, streams and boundary between the Marquis of Annandale's and Sir John Clerk's properties shown. Table of references giving acreages and valuation of mosses. RHP.634

Mouswald

[1771]
Sketch of the north part of Mouswald commonty. By Jo[hn] T[aith].
NY0776 [c.1:3600] No scale 43 x 56 cm.
A very rough sketch showing boundaries of common coloured. Todhillrig and Herdhill dam noted. Names of adjacent owners. RHP.635 EP. Mack 5/3/1771

1812
Copy plan of the barony of Mouswald ... from the survey of W. and D. Crawford.
NY0672 [1:9800] 1 in. = 11 Sc.chs. 58 x 88 cm.
Estate plan showing farm and field boundaries coloured. Village of Mouswald, steadings, roads and land use noted - arable, pasture, moss and meadow. Table of contents giving acreages of farms. Man's face drawn above title. Lithographed copy by A. Forrester, Edinburgh - RHP.113/2. RHP.113/1

Penpont

1765
A plan of the estate of Eccles .... By James Wells.
NX8494 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 Sc.chs. 65 x 43 cm.
Estate plan coloured to show boundaries of townships including Fardin Allan, Craig, Meikle and Little Grennan, Corsetown, Clauchen Holm and Eccles Mains. Runrig noted with infield and outfield lettered. Land use shown - arable, pasture, wood and moss. Common Hill, steadings, Penpont village, Cairnmill, post road and bridge noted. Names of adjacent lands. Table of contents and explanation. RHP.810 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

Tinwald

1799
Plan of the farm of New Mains of Tinwald .... By John Lewars, Dumfries.
NY0180 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 Sc.chs. 51 x 72 cm.
Estate plan showing land use in colour - arable in crop or fallow, pasture, moss, lawn, orchards and plantations. Farm and field boundaries with acreages in table of contents. Ponds, roads and old course of Lochar Water noted. Names of adjacent properties. Relief by grey brush hachures. Contemporary explanation of farm. RHP.30

1812
Copy plan of part of the barony of Tinwald, the property of the Most Noble the Marquis of Queensberry, from the survey of W. and D. Crawford.
NY0182 [1:9800] 1 in. = 11 Sc.chs. 87 x 58 cm.
Estate plan showing farm and field boundaries coloured. Farms shown include Barshill, Bruntshields, Low Town of Auchename,
Tinwald - contd.

Fernycleuch, Skipmyre, Belzies, Hunter House, Cowrig and Ryemuir. Land use indicated - arable, pasture, moss, meadow and wood. Table of contents giving acreages of farms.
RHP.114/1

Torthorwald

1734 See Lochmaben parish.

DUNBARTONSHIRE

Arrochar

1853 Arrochar wharf.
NN2904 [1:96] 1 in. = 8 ft. 74 x 46 cm.
Working plan and section of wharf and wharfhead showing construction.
RHP.258/4

Bonhill

1824 See Dunbarton parish.

Cardross

1824 See Dunbarton parish.

1853 Proposed feuing plan of part of the estate of Ardoch. Lithographed by Maclure and Macdonald, Glasgow.
NS3676 [1:6900] 1 in. = 575 ft. 87 x 39 cm.
Plan coloured to show estate, field and feu boundaries. Free Church, Cardross mill, Wester Ardoch, Clyde Cottage, Havoch and Braehead noted. Town of Dumbarton with turnpike, toll, roads and Loch Lomond Railway shown. Relief by hachures.
RHP.150

Cumbernauld

1775 The Water of Luggy from Chappleton bridge downward to Condorrat ford with the several lines of road contiguous thereto. By William Benny, schoolmaster in Kirkintilloch.
NS7472 [c.1:4500] No scale 48 x 42 cm.
Roads in colour with Pondrait, Magiscroft and Chappleton bridges noted. Buildings at Carnhiblock, Chappleton, Auchenkilns and Condorrat shown. Detailed explanation of features lettered on plan. Part of New Monkland parish (Lanarkshire) included.
RHP.643/1

Dunbarton

1824 River Leven showing the improvements proposed by H. Baird, C.E. Engraved by W.H. Lizars.
Dunbarton - contd.

River Leven from Dunbarton to Loch Lomond coloured to show proposed improvements. Dunbarton with gasworks, quay and bridge, toll, lineworks, Mains and Dalquharn works, village of Renton with Smollett's monument, Levenside House, Cordel works, Kirkland Cottage, Brock's bleachworks, Bonhill church, ferry, McArthur's works, Dalmuchoch House and works, Alexandria village with Turnbull's bleachfield, Stewart's works, Balloch inn and ferry noted. Longitudinal section along river bed. Parts of Cardross and Bonhill parishes adjacent to River Leven included.

1853

See Cardross parish.

1856

Plan of ground proposed to be feued at Catter mill, the property of the Duke of Montrose. By Henry J. Wylie.

Plan of site of flaxworks beside Catter Burn showing weir, lead and dam. The works themselves are not shown. Roads, woodland and names of adjacent owners noted.

Kirkintilloch

1823

The proposed railway from Monkland coalfield to the Forth and Clyde Canal near Kirkintilloch. By Thomas Grainger.

Plan for a horse-drawn railway with lands coloured to show various landowners adjacent to the line. Houses and farms named. Some field boundaries, canal feeder, mills, limestone pit, limekilns, quarries, coal pits and engine noted. Part of Kirkintilloch and Coatbridge shown with Forth and Clyde and Monkland Canals. Relief by grey wash. Part of Cadder and Old Monkland parishes (Lanarkshire) included.

Old Kilpatrick

The land belonging to Robert Lang, merchant in Glasgow, comprehending the Lugsit Glen lead to the mills etc., from the Sandyford bridge to the River Clyde, lying near Old Kilpatrick. By M. Stobie. Engraved by H. Gavin.

Industrial plan showing Dalnottor corn and grinding mill with lead and ponds coloured. Forth and Clyde Canal, roads, granary, drawbridge, Meeting House, fields and part of Old Kilpatrick noted. Names of property owners. Table of contents giving acreages and levels.

1833

Part of the course of the Duntocher Burn. By Thomas Kyle.

Detailed plan of reservoirs, dams, tailraces, sluices, mills, factories alongside Duntocher Burn. "Roman bridge", houses, chapel, glebe, roads, field boundaries, and names of property owners noted. Notes on buildings.
Old Kilpatrick - contd.

1850  No title. By Thomas Kyle.  
NS4573  [1:900]  1 in. = 75 ft.  75 x 47 cm.  
Plan of basin of Forth and Clyde Canal at Bowling showing existing and proposed wharves, collector's and lock-keeper's houses, toll, and Caledonian and Dunbartonshire Railway. Names of property owners. Coloured.  
RHP.105

1851  Plan of Feuars' Muir of Kilpatrick .... By Henry J. Wylie, Edinburgh.  
NS4875  [1:4000]  1 in. = 5 Imp.chs.  57 x 90 cm.  
Division of commony plan showing strip of moor from Duntocher village to Duncolm coloured to show scheme of division. Boundary march stones, line of common road and footpath, and quality of ground noted. Names of adjacent lands and owners. Relief by brush hachures. Table of contents. Two other plans showing alterations in the scheme of division - RHP.518/3-4.  
RHP.518/1  EP. 6/5/1860

1851  See Renfrew parish (Renfrewshire).

1853  See Renfrew parish (Renfrewshire).

Rhu

1853  No title. By William Gale.  
NS2783  [1:2400]  1 in. = 20 ft.  55 x 75 cm.  
A book of plans and elevations of piers at Rhu, Rowmore and Garelochhead. Details of construction given.  
RHP.258

CITY OF DUNDEE

(The county of the city of Dundee incorporates the former Dundee parish and parts of the present civil parishes of Liff and Benvie, Mains and Strathmartine, Monifeith, and Murroes.)

1779  The estate of Blackness, belonging to David Hunter, Esq. By William Crawford, land surveyor.  
N03830  [1:2700]  1 in. = 3 Sc.chs.  88 x 63 cm.  
Estate plan showing detailed layout of house, parks and gardens. Field boundaries with field-names and acreages given. West Port of Dundee, houses flanking Perth Road, Magdalen Yard, quarries, pond and nursery noted. Names of feuars. Table of contents [damaged]. Title decorated with trees. Four small drawings of sailing vessels.  
RHP.1143  Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers
1787
NO4030 [1:144] 1 in. = 12 ft. 57 x 45 cm.
Urban plan showing some houses west of Hilltown Road.
Owners' names given. Table of references giving distances between buildings.
RHP.580/8, 691

[c.1790]
David Brown's property with the snuff and barley mills adjoining. Engraved by Samuel Bell.
NO40232 [c.1:900] No scale 47 x 47 cm.
Industrial plan of mills south of Dighty Water showing snuff, barley, waulk and washing mills. Lead, house, stable and byres noted. Section along lead showing water-wheels.
RHP.623

1797
No title.
NO4030 [1:240] 1 in. = 20 ft. 57 x 44 cm.
Sketch of new foundry site with houses and yards flanking Seagate and St Andrews Street. Sugar houses, foundry and woodyard noted. Names of owners given. Shoreline shown.
RHP.558

1802
No title.
NO4030 [c.1:100] No scale 37 x 30 cm.
Urban sketch showing Whitehall's Close and adjacent buildings south of Nethergate. Tenements and plumber's business noted.
RHP.562/1 B.C. 75,592

1813
Magdalene Yard and lands adjoining. By David Neave.
NO3829 [1:1080] 1 in. = 90 ft. 124 x 71 cm.
RHP.37

1813
Part of the town streets and harbour of Dundee. By David Neave.
NO4030 [1:1300] 1 in. = 110 ft. 76 x 61 cm.
Detailed town plan showing buildings between Meadow Road and harbour. Functions of buildings given in table of reference.
RHP.64

1820
The estate of Blackness. By William Blackadder.
NO3830 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 73 x 48 cm.
Estate plan showing Blackness north of Perth Road. Field boundaries with field-names and acreages given. Quarry, toll, offices and lodge noted. Table of contents giving acreages of arable, pasture, wood and roads.
RHP.1144 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1821
The lands and feus of Blackness. By David Maul.
NO3830 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 Sc.chs. 92 x 59 cm.
Plan of Blackness estate showing feus serially numbered to correspond to names given in table of contents. Buildings, toll and Magdalen Yard noted.
RHP.1145 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers
1822
The lands and feus of Blackness.
N03850 [1:2700] No scale 91 x 57 cm.
Estate plan coloured to show feus and arable land. Feus
serially numbered to correspond to names given in table of
contents. Buildings, toll, turnpike, quarries, cemetery,
Magdalene Yard, and Line of Dundee and Perth Railway noted.
RHP.1146
Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1825
Plan for feuing part of the lands of Blackness. By W. Burn.
N03850 [1:720] 1 in. = 60 ft. 89 x 63 cm.
Plan showing houses and gardens west of Blackness House and
farm steading. Garden, barn, yard and Perth Road noted.
Coloured.
RHP.1147
Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1828
A stair and door to a workshop in Butchart's Close, Murraygate.
N04050 [1:48] 1 in. = 4 ft. 40 x 36 cm.
Urban plan showing entrance to workshop. Detailed notes.
Also plan showing stairway - RHP.562/21.
RHP.562/5

1829
Part of the lands of Blackness intended to be feued in lots.
By David Maul.
N03850 [1:1800] 1 in. = 150 ft. 67 x 54 cm.
Plan showing feus coloured. Roads, buildings, quarry, farm
steading and Blackness House noted.
RHP.1148
Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1829
No title. By William Corsar, land surveyor, Dundee.
N04050 [1:180] 1 in. = 15 ft. 59 x 116 cm.
Urban plan showing buildings adjacent to Trades Lane,
Seagate and St. Andrews Street. Warehouses, wooden shed,
brickhouse, coal-yard, tenements and ship on stocks noted.
Names of some owners given. Coloured. References.
RHP.253

1836
The Magdalene Yard on the estate of Blackness. By Robert
Matherson.
N03829 [1:720] 1 in. = 60 ft. 131 x 52 cm.
Urban plan showing streets and ground beside River Tay.
Battery Point, quarry, flagstaff, and ground to be embanked
noted. Coloured.
RHP.98

1836
No title.
N03829 [1:720] 1 in. = 60 ft. 126 x 50 cm.
Urban plan showing Magdalen Yard, quarry, rocks and high and
low water marks. Magdalen Road, owners' names and march
stones of 1619 and 1749 noted. Coloured.
RHP.138/2

1838
Magdalene Yard and intended sea-wall. By James Jardine,
engineer, assisted by James Horne, surveyor.
N03829 [1:800] 1 in. = 1 Imp.ch. 116 x 53 cm.
Urban plan of part of Dundee from Earl Grey's Dock to
Magdalen Yard showing intended sea-wall. Buildings shown
include ropeworks, machine-works and St. Mary's Church.
Whinstone quarry, ruins of Magdalen Chapel and high water
mark in 1799 [copied from William Crawford's plan of Blackness
Map or plan of the harbour of Dundee showing the works now in progress and those authorised by the act 6 William Cap. 61 and showing also the projected harbour pier or jetty at Broughty Ferry and the projected river wall or embankment from the Craig Pier to the Magdalene Yard and other improvements, for all of which authority is intended to be applied for to Parliament. By James Leslie, engineer. Engraved by J. Fenton, Dundee.

1842

RHP.526

1843

The properties of the defenders in the action of declarator at the instance of the magistrates and town council of Dundee against the Trustees of George Gray, Esq., and others, situated along the shore of the Tay between the Craig or Ferry harbour and the western extremity of the ancient royalty of Dundee. By James Leslie.

1843

RHP.225/2

Copy of part of Crawford's plan of Dundee of 1776 extending from the Craig shore to the western extremity of the ancient royalty, enlarged to the scale of the plan of 1843 of the defenders' properties in the action of declarator at the instance of the magistrates and town council of Dundee against the trustees of George Gray and others. By James Leslie.

1843

RHP.225/1


1845

No title.

1845

EP. 111/6/1849

EP. 111/6/1849
LIST OF PLANS

DUNDEE

1849

The landing places which exist or are claimed and which are included in the general plan of the River Tay from Ferry-Port-on-Craig and Broughty Castle to Balmerino and Invercourie Burn. By James Leslie, C.E.

[Various] [1:4600] 1 in. = 380 ft. 169 x 67 cm.
Five plans including Dundee in 1793 [after Crawford] and 1849, Woodhaven, Newport, Ferry-Port-on-Craig and Broughty Ferry. Glasswork, lines of Dundee and Arbroath Railway and Edinburgh and Northern Railway, slip and harbours at Dundee noted. Another plan - RHP.522. Parts of Monifieth (Angus) and Forgan and Ferry-Port-on-Craig parishes included.

RHP.521

1858

Proposed feuing plan of part of Blackness.

N03830 No scale 125 x 81 cm.
A very fine low oblique pictorial view north from Perth Road showing Blackness House and gardens. Layout of streets and houses westwards from junction with Hawkhill given. Toll bar and gate noted. Coloured.

RHP.1149 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1868

No title. By Patrick Findlater, civil engineer.

N03830 [1:520] 1 in. = 44 ft. 43 x 68 cm.
Plan of ornamental garden at Western Cemetery showing layout of paths and shrubbery. Note for David Hunter of Blackness by Patrick Findlater - RHP.1163/2.

RHP.1163/1 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1873

Sketch plan for feuing part of the lands of Blackness, the property of David Hunter, Esq.

N03830 [1:500] 1 in. = c.42 ft. 50 x 66 cm.
Feuing plan showing tenements, streets and back greens south of Blackness Road including Peddie Street and Annfield Row. Lodge to Liff and Benvie poorhouse noted. Coloured. Sections of streets - RHP.1150
RHP.1151-3 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1875

Hawkhill public school. By David Maclean, architect, Dundee.

N03930 [1:240] 1 in. = 20 ft. 50 x 66 cm.
Plan of school showing schoolrooms, playgrounds and caretaker's residence. Coloured.

RHP.1164 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

EAST LOTHIAN

Dirleton

[1785]

Sketch of the lands of Wester Chappel produced for Sir James Murray of Hillhead, Bt, pursuer in process at his instance against Miss Syderseff of Ruchlaw and Miss Reid, tenant of Easter Chappel ....

N05380 [c.1:1900] No scale 34 x 25 cm.
Engraved plan of lands south of Chapel showing field boundaries of Congalton Farm. Buildings at East Fenton, West Chapel, Sydersef, Burnside, Congalton Mains, Rockville, Little Congleton and Betony
Dirleton - contd.
noted. Sir James Murray's plantings, bow bridge and line of old great road shown. MS. copy - RHP.625/2.
RHP.625/1
UP. Currie Dal. M/5/13

Dunbar
1764
This is the plan of the march lines of the division of East barns. By David Dowie.
NT7176 [g.1:3600] No scale 48 x 29 cm.
A sketch plan produced in causa Hay v. Sandilands for division of runrig, showing lots with boundaries in colour.
Names, acreages and values noted.
RHP.1025/2
UP. 1 Inglis Misc/23/16

1765
A plan of the town of East Barns. By David Dowie.
NT7176 [g.1:900] 1 in. = 1 Sc.ch. 47 x 59 cm.
RHP.1025/1
UP. 1 Inglis Misc/23/16

Innerwick
1771
A plan of a limestone quarry at Skate-row harbour. By William Manson.
NT7737 [g.1:4000] 1 in. = 5 Imp.chs. 40 x 29 cm.
Engraved plan of Skateraw harbour coloured to show areas quarried for limestone. Kiln, chapel, Skate Row houses, spring, and high and low water marks noted. Post road to Edinburgh and other roads given. Explanation. Table of contents giving acreages of limestone.
RHP.627

1792
Waldalgie. By John Bell, Edinburgh.
NT6771 [g.1:8900] 1 in. = 10 Sc.chs. 48 x 32 cm.
Estate plan showing farms of Weatherly (Waldalie) and Croftangry. Land use indicated - arable, pasture, plantation and moor. Boorslie Burn, Tinker's Leap and roads noted. Coloured.
RHP.1037
Presented by Mrs L.C.M. Wedderburn

Oldhamstocks
1819
NT7268 [g.1:7900] 1 in. = 10 Imp.chs. 56 x 42 cm.
Division of commonty plan with common coloured. Buildings shown include Fermylee, Woollands, Stottencleugh, Cocklaw and Powshiel. Village of Oldhamstocks including church, manse, mill and Haystall (Haystan) House. Parson's path, common loan and Edge road to Haddington noted. Relief by brushed hachures. Table of contents giving acreages of moor, pasture and channel.
RHP.536/1, 536/3-5
EP. 124/12/1856
Oldhamstocks - contd.

1834. The commony of Oldhamstocks showing the different lots and the scheme of division. By George Buchanan.
NT7268 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4½ Imp.chs. 79 x 61 cm.
Division of commony plan coloured to show moss, meadow and moor. Lots serially numbered and acreages given. Haystall House, church, tracks and Edge road noted. Names of adjacent lands and owners. Relief by hachures.
RHP.536/2
EP. 124/12/1836

Pencaitland

1831 The estate of Wester Pencaitland. By John Mason.
NT4368 [1:3200] 1 in. = 4 Imp.chs. 62 x 52 cm.
Estate plan with estate and field boundaries coloured. Field-names and acreages given. Village of Wester Pencaitland with malt-barn, smithy, school, pigeon cot, mill, quarries, plantings and Pencaitland bridge noted. Table of contents giving acreages.
RHP.471

Prestonkirk

1792 Beanston. By John Bell, Edinburgh.
NT5476 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 47 x 32 cm.
Estate plan coloured to show land use - arable, garden, pasture and plantation. Spittalhall, buildings, road and dovecot noted. Table of contents.
RHP.1036
Presented by Mrs L.C.M. Wedderburn

Prestonpans

[c.1780] No title.
NT3874 [1:3600] 1 in. = 30 ft. 33 x 30 cm.
Plan of part of Prestonpans High Street showing buildings with owners' names. Custom house noted.
RHP.626

NT3974 [1:3400] 1 in. = 95 yards 33 x 25 cm.
Engraved plan showing village of Preston, Preston House, quarries and roads. Buildings, enclosures and adjacent owners noted.
RHP.758
EP. Dur. C. and E. Misc. bundle VI

Saltoun

NT4765 No scale 37 x 30 cm.
Farm plan with field boundaries coloured. Some areas of arable indicated. Buildings, roads and Birns Water noted. Another copy with 1803 boundary added - RHP.977/2.
RHP.977/1
Presented by C.W. Rogers

Spott

1832 Dunbar common. By Nicholas Weatherly.
NT6459 [1:3200] 1 in. = 4 Imp.chs. 183 x 238 cm.
Division of commony plan with boundary of common coloured. Field boundaries and acreages given. Caldercleugh, Beltonend,
Spott – contd.

Friardykes, Lee and Common Houses, roads, tracks, wells and folds noted. Names of adjacent owners. Parts of Stenton and Whittingehame parishes included.

RHP.201/1

1832

Dunbar Outer Common. By Nicholas Weatherly.
NT6469 [1:9500] 1 in. = 12 Imp.chs. 64 x 80 cm.
Division of commony plan with boundary coloured. Farms shown with arable, mosses and folds noted. Names of adjacent owners. Relief by hachures. Lithographed copy – RHP.201/3. Parts of Stenton and Whittingehame parishes included.

EP. 20/11/1833

Stenton

1750

Roads adjacent to Roughlaw, Stentoun and Whittingham. By John Johnstone.
NT6174 [1:8000] 1 in. = 9 Sc.chs. 55 x 77 cm.
Road plan of Whittingehame, Stenton and East Linton showing houses, churches, standing stone and plantations. Detailed reference to measurements of roads – RHP.56/2.

EP. 20/11/1833

Tranent

1757

Tranent Muir. By David Mather.
NT4172 [1:2400] 1 in. = 200 ft. 102 x 53 cm.
Plan showing boundary of Tranent Muir coloured. Roads, milestones, coal pits and Cockenzie wagonway noted. Parts serially numbered and acreages given.

RHP.29/3

EP. Mack. 3/3/1778, UP. 1 Potts C/8/74

1770

Runrig lands lying in the east fields of Tranent. By David Mather.
NT4072 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 108 x 106 cm.
Runrig plan with rigs numbered, acreages and tillers' names given. Church, school, roads, coal-gate and pits noted.

RHP.29/2

EP. Mack. 3/3/1778

1770

West fields of Tranent under division. By David Mather.
NT4072 [1:2400] 1 in. = 200 ft. 36 x 57 cm.
Division of runrig plan showing rigs numbered with acreages and tillers' names given. Buildings, road and coal pits noted.

RHP.29/4

EP. Mack. 3/3/1778

1775

Reduced plan of the runrig lands of Tranent. By William Bell.
NT4072 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 74 x 54 cm.
Plan of runrigs north and south of Tranent showing some rigs stippled. Houses, roads and some adjacent owners noted. Part of the York Buildings Company's and feuars' share of common muir shown. Conventional floral border to title.

RHP.29/6

EP. Mack. 3/3/1778
Tranent - contd.

[1775] No title. [By William Bell.]
NT4072 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 54 x 76 cm.
Runrig plan showing buildings, roads, coal-gate and pits.
RHP.29/5
EP. Mack. 3/3/1778

1776 Plan relative to the accomplished scheme of division. By William Bell
NT4073 [1:1800] No scale 98 x 145 cm.
Runrig plan showing rigs with owners' names and acreages.
Tranent Meadows and Muir and minister's glebe noted. Roads
wagonway and coal workings shown. Coloured.
RHP.29/1
EP. Mack. 3/3/1778

NT4172 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 73 x 52 cm.
Runrig plan coloured to show feu and company yards not under
division. Tranent showing buildings, yards, church, Wester
Backsides and Sanderson's Wynd. Parts of the company's and
feuars' shares of common lands shown adjacent to runrig lands.
RHP.629
EP. Mack. 3/3/1778

[1779] The Den Burn from St Germain's Dyke corner to the sea. By John Ainslie.
NT4275 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 35 x 61 cm.
Disputed boundary plan showing old and new bridges of Den Burn
on Edinburgh to Gosford road. Coastline with high water mark
noted. Detailed references.
RHP.628

Engraved by D. Lizars, Edinburgh.
NT4072 [1:540] 1 in. = 45 ft. 18 x 22 cm.
Plan of road junction between post road from Edinburgh to
Haddington and Ormiston road showing Forman's houses in
elevation. White loch and waste ground noted.
RHP.628

Whittingehame

1750 See Spott parish.

1832 See Spott parish.

Yester

N.D. Newhall. Enlarged from Ordnance Survey by W.D. McKay.
NT5167 [1:3200] 1 in. = 4 Imp.chs. 58 x 74 cm.
Estate plan showing Newhall and Woodhead Houses, Trafalgar,
Newhall Port and Inglisfield farms shown. Fields individually
coloured with boundaries, field-names and acreages given.
Smithy, mill pond, toll bar and roads noted.
Names of adjacent lands. Table of contents giving acreages
of arable and pasture [incomplete].
RHP.769

Whitehill muniments
CITY OF EDINBURGH

(The county of the city of Edinburgh consists of the former civil parishes of Canongate, Colinton, Corstorphine, Cramond, Duddingston, Edinburgh, Liberton, North and South Leith, and St. Cuthberts)

1563 No title.
NT2872 No scale 49 x 30 cm.
Sketch plan of lands south of Arthur's Seat between Niddrie and Restalrig Houses relating to a dispute about interference with the supply of water to the Mill of Duddingston. Rival mill-leads from Braid Burn, mills, kilns and roads shown. Park dyke, Niddrie Marischal House, Duddingston and Restalrig Churches, Cameron and St. Anthony's Chapel noted. Symbolic relief. Coloured. Published in The Book of the Old Edinburgh Club, xxiii, 101-10.
RHP.430 Warrants of Decreets C.S. 1564

1755 Sketch of the Mains of Baberton taken from the plan drawn by Mr Mather in 1755.
NT1969 [c.1:6300] No scale 22 x 36 cm.
Farm plan with steadings and boundary in colour. Field boundaries with field-names and acreages given in explanation. Baberton House, spring and roads noted. Part of Currie parish (Midlothian) included.
RHP.595

1765 Public roads presently leading from the Nether Bow Port to Newhaven. By John Laurie.
NT2675 [1:12,600] 1 in. = 350 yds. 24 x 38 cm.
Plan of north Edinburgh and Leith coloured to show public and old roads. High Street, Calton Wynd, Canongate, Easter Road and new road from Queensferry to Leith noted. Buildings shown include Canormills, Broughton, Quarrel Holes, Abbeyhill, Midway House, Pilrig, Barclay's Houses, Hillhousefield, Warriston, Bangum and Trinity Mains. Explanation. Also engraved copy with Leith mills and Yardheads noted in addition - RHP.712/2.
RHP.712/1

1767 A plan of the farm of [Spylaw], in the parish of Collington, belonging to Mr James Gillespie. By H. Leslie.
NT2168 [1:2400] 1 in. = 200 ft. 58 x 49 cm.
Farm plan showing steadings, field boundaries, roads, and water mill. Colinton village with church in perspective and part of glebe noted. Part coloured. All items lettered and explained in table of contents. MS, addition signed by Robert Dundas.
RHP.47

[c.1767] The farm of Spylaw in Collington parish, Mr James Gillespie's property.
NT2168 [1:4080] 1 in. = 340 ft. 33 x 44 cm.
Engraved farm plan showing boundary in colour. Field

RHP.596/1

1768

Plan to give a general idea of the situation of these lands and seams of coal found therein - not being all laid down from our own actual surveys, levels and observations, but part collected from several other plans.

NT5071 [1:5600] 1 in. = 300 ft. 65 x 131 cm.

Mining plan showing coal seams, dykes, pits, engine house and levels. Niddrie House and East Duddingston noted. Notes on geological structure and pits. Part of Newton parish (Midlothian) included.

RHP.55

1773

South Clarmieston lying in the parish of Corstorphine, the property of Walter Scott, Esq. By John Home.

NT1973 [1:5600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 28 x 38 cm.

Farm plan with field boundaries and acreages given. Mid Clrmiston farm and adjacent owners noted. Detailed explanation of enclosure and quality of ground. Pictorial title.

RHP.240/2

1776

The different seams of coal from the Firth of Forth through the lands of Duddingston, Brunston, Niddrie, Edmonstone and Woolmet.

By James Landers.

NT3071 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 Sc.chs. 52 x 42 cm.

Mining plan showing seams and level with boundaries between estates coloured. Tryal, Mill, Wisp, Windmill and No. 4 Pits shown. Cross mines, crib and fire engine noted. Niddrie, Woolmet, Edmonstone and Brunstone Houses, Niddrie mill and roads noted. Also section along level entitled, "Section supposing the earth to be laid open in the coal level being Gillespie seam or Great and Stairhead seams to discovering their insides."

RHP.600

[1776]

The Edge coals in the lands of Drum, Edmonston, Woolmet, Nidrie, Duddingston and Brunston.

NT3071 [ c. : 10,000] No scale 50 x 35 cm.

Engraved mining plan showing underground workings at Wisp and Windmill Pits. Cross mines, crib, whinstone dyke and coal seams shown. All seams named. Niddrie, Week's and Falconer's Houses noted. Part of Newton parish (Midlothian) included.

RHP.599

[1778]

Mill Bank House, Colinton.

NT2168 [ c. : 900] No scale 57 x 45 cm.

Plan showing buildings at Mill Bank including old and new houses, stable, paper mill, new mill and servants' houses, saw pit, mill-dam, gardens, plantation, parks and road noted.

RHP.597/1-2

1780

[Slaughter House.] The Incorporation of Fleshers, Edinburgh.

By Loch, McPherson.

NT2573 [ c. : 100] No scale 41 x 50 cm.
RHP.266/1

1780
No title.
NT2676  [1:150]  1 in. = 3 Sc. links 43 x 25 cm.
The property between Yardheads Street and Lees Quarters Street, Leith, showing buildings, gardens and yards. Old kiln stead and owners' names noted.
RHP.63, 580/9-10
UP, 2 Innes Dur. R/4/26

[c.1780]
Coatsvaugh now called Sunberry.
NT2473  [1:900]  1 in. = 1 Sc.ch. 42 x 38 cm.
RHP.586

[c.1780]
The disputed ground between Mr Loch and Mr McArthur.
NT2473  [1:900]  1 in. = 1 Sc.ch. 29 x 17 cm.
Plan showing disputed ground beside road from Edinburgh to Bell's Mill. Buildings, nursery and owners' names noted.
RHP.585

[c.1780]
Robert Johnston's house at Canonmills.
NT2575  [c.1:800] No scale 24 x 16 cm.
Plan of village of Canonmills showing Robert Johnston's house. Mill and dam noted.
RHP.583

[c.1780]
Whitehouse, Adiefield, belonging to Mr Morison, with a view of adjacent grounds. By William Bell.
NT2473  [1:1800]  1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 50 x 38 cm.
Urban plan showing Morrison Street to Haymarket including Whitehouse, Adiefield, Gardner's Hall and toll bar. Field boundaries noted. Inset elevation of house.
RHP.601

[c.1780]
No title.
NT2776  [c.1:500] No scale 25 x 25 cm.
Plan of grounds south of the sands of Leith on the road to Musselburgh. Glasshouse (glassworks) and ropery noted.
RHP.715

[c.1781] See Currie parish (Midlothian).

1784
The farm of Clermiston lying in the parishes of Corstorphine and Cramond. By William Crawford.
NT1973  [1:2200]  1 in. = 2½ Sc.chs. 59 x 54 cm.
Farm plan showing field boundaries, field-names, acreages and quality of soil. Steadings, garden, springs and roads noted. Names of adjacent owners. Table of contents.
RHP.240/1
1786  Plan of Almond River.  By Thomas Johnston.
NT1775  [1:1800]  1 in. = 2 Sc.chs.  120 x 53 cm.
Plan of River Almond from Cramond bridge to sea showing
Donies, Peggys, Craigie, Fairafar and Cockle mills.  Quarry
and adjacent owners noted.  Explanation giving details of
construction of dams.  Illustrated key.  MS. addition:
sketch of small boat.
RHP.2

1790  The sundry properties lying on the north side of the King's
highway of the town of North Leith.  By William Morison.
NT2676  [1:600]  1 in. = 50 ft.  71 x 50 cm.
Urban plan showing Citadel, sea dyke, stone pier, ballast
quay, smiths' shops, carpenter's yard and school.
Property lettered and owners' names given in explanation.
RHP.20

[1790]  The roads in dispute between Lady Baroness Greenwich and
William Davidson, Esq., of Muirhouse.  Surveyed and engraved by
William Bell.
NT2176  [1:4900]  1 in. = 5½ Sc.chs.  60 x 40 cm.
Plan of Caroline Park and Pilton estates with parts of
Inverleith, Drylaw and Muirhouse, showing roads coloured.
Buildings include Granton, Royston and Pilton Houses, and
Tarms of Broompark, Granton, Royston Mains and Sandy Haugh.
Plantings, washing-house, pond and some field boundaries
noted.  Explanation.
RHP.714

[1790]  The roads leading From Figget to Wester Duddingston.  Surveyed
and engraved by John Ainslie, Edinburgh.
NT2973  [1:9800]  1 in. = 11 Sc.chs.  40 x 30 cm.
Road plan from Jock's Lodge to Portobello showing Fishwives'
Causeway with an earlier line and post road.  Part of Wester
Duddingston village, Meadowfield, Southfield, Duddingston
mills, West Mains, Northfield House, Smith's house, Wheatfield
and Telfer's Mains noted.  Village of Figget including
Mr Hill's property of Porto Bello, potteries, brick and tile
works, mills and fire-engine shown.  Some proprietors' names
given.  Relief by hachures.  Tables of references and
distances.
RHP.598/1

NT2673  [1:24]  1 in. = 2 ft.  38 x 48 cm.
Plan of buildings adjacent to Gray's Close showing walls
and steps.  Explanation.  Also engraved view of close
entrance by John Ainslie showing entry to cheese warehouse -
RHP.587/2.
RHP.587/1

1791  Property belonging to Mr William McFarlane, W.S., at
Portsburgh.
NT2573  [1:200]  1 in. = 16 ft.  51 x 72 cm.
Urban plan showing layout of properties between Lady Lawson
Street and Lauriston Place.  Houses, malt kiln, barn,
stable, wright's yard and gardens noted.  Table of contents.
Elevation of old house built 1565 and new house.
RHP.909  J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers
1791
Plan relative to the dispute between Mr Walter Ferguson and Mr Robert Gray and his feuars. By John Ainslie.
NT2574 [1:800] 1 in. = 1 Imp.ch. 22 x 24 cm.
Urban plan showing streets and buildings between the north-east side of St. James's Square and Leith Street (Catherine Street). Owners' names noted.
RHP.188, 4489, 4490 UP. 2 Adams Mack. H/3/22

1796
The estate of Inverleith. By William Bell.
NT2475 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 101 x 80 cm.
Estate plan coloured to show field boundaries with field-names and acreages. Part of Water of Leith, buildings and roads noted. Key unfinished.
RHP.241

1801
Present road from Whitehouse Toll to Kirkbraehead with intended improvements. By R[obert] Bauob°
NT2473 [1:900] 1 in. = 1 Sc.ch. 108 x 40 cm.
Plan showing existing and proposed road from West End of Princes Street (Kirkbraehead) to Haymarket (Whitehouse Toll). Buildings with owners' names noted.
RHP.121

1806
No title.
NT2671 [1:1200] 1 in. = 100 ft. 51 x 69 cm.
Feuing plan of the lands of Newington belonging to Benjamin Bell of Hunthill. Old and new roads, Grange and Gibbet toll bars, New House and garden noted.
RHP.85

1807
The ground possessed by Mr William Vetch, the property of the Hon. Mr Baron Norton. By John Hay.
NT2674 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 47 x 46 cm.
Plan of fields at Abbeyhill giving field-names and acreages. Pencilled on plan - line of New London Road, Abbeyhill House and intended quarry. Parts of Easter Road, Clockmill Road and Tummel Burn noted. Coloured. Table of contents.
RHP.479

1807
The property belonging to Archibald Lumsdain near Bellsmills, pointing out its connection with the lands of Sunberry, the property of James Haig, Esq. By John Hay.
NT2473 [1:450] 1 in. = ½ Sc.ch. 70 x 52 cm.
RHP.246

1813
Estate of Lauriston. By John Leslie and Son.
NT1975 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 75 x 109 cm.
Estate plan showing house, gardens, parks and fields. Fields serially numbered with field-names and acreages given in table of contents. Crops in each field noted including wheat, potatoes, turnips, oats, peas, grass and fallow. Old quarry, porter's lodge and old Barnton gate shown. Coloured. Title within single-line scroll-work.
RHP.999
1813
The regality of Canongate comprising the liberties of Pleasance, North Leith, Coal-hill and Citidal thereof.
NT2673 [1:1400] 1 in. = .112 ft. 58 x 38 cm.
Urban plan showing roads, buildings and gardens between Richmond Place and St Leonaards Road, City and Queen's Park walls, High Street, Surgeon's Hall, Bell's and Forrest's breweries, Quakers' Meeting House, Dumbiedykes and common sewer noted. Detailed description of Pleasance boundary, Crest of burgh of Canongate. Relief by grey wash. [Part north of Pleasance missing.]
RHP.191

1822
Feuing plan of Drumsheugh, the property of the Right Hon. Francis, Earl of Moray. By James Gillespie, architect.
NT2474 [1:800] 1 in. = 1 Imp.ch. 81 x 53 cm.
Plan of lands between Queensferry Road and Queen Street gardens including Moray Place, Ainslie Place and Randolph Crescent with feus coloured. Water of Leith, St. Bernard's Well, mill lead, stables and gardens noted.
RHP.756 Presented by Mrs Mitchell Innes

1822
Broughton Road and the neighbouring streets showing the direction of drains referred to in a report by Robert Stevenson, C.E. By Robert Stevenson.
NT2574 [1:1200] 1 in. = 100 ft. 53 x 78 cm.
Urban plan of area bounded by York Place, Scotland Street, Gayfield and Leith Walk showing layout of drains. English chapel, Gayfield House, Custom House and nursery grounds noted. Buildings only roughly outlined in grey tint. Also section showing gradients of main drain.
RHP.304

1822
Building plan of Elm Row, Leopold Place and Windsor Street.
By William Playfair.
NT2574 [1:720] 1 in. = 60 ft. 69 x 47 cm.
Urban plan showing buildings, back greens and mews lanes. Blocks serially numbered and measurements of street frontages given. Coloured.
RHP.212

[g.1823]
The streets and property at the Foot of Leith Walk, Leith.
NT2776 [1:360] 1 in. = 30 ft. 56 x 69 cm.
Urban plan showing buildings and proposed line of Junction Street. Some owners named. Coloured.
RHP.118

1826
The courses of the water near Colinton in process, Trotter against Smiles, with sections of part of the contiguous ground. By Grainger and Miller.
NT2168 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 Sc.chs. 68 x 51 cm.
Plan of Colinton village and surrounding area. Field boundaries, Colinton farm, watermill, smithy, leads, streams, roads and plantations noted. Names of owners given. Separate plan showing Witches' Walk. Six cross-sections of water course.
RHP.209

1827
Stables behind Moray Place.
NT2474 [1:96] 1 in. = 8 ft. 58 x 47 cm.
Plan showing gardens, lane and stables behind No. 11 Moray Place.
RHP.771

Whitehill muniments
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1831</td>
<td>Building plan of the grounds of H. Bernards and Deanhaugh. Copied by James Milne from the original in the hands of John Tait, W.S. NT2474 [1:350] 1 in. = c.28 ft. 60 x 92 cm. Urban plan showing buildings west of Deanhaugh Street including Dean Terrace and Leslie Place. Coloured. Longitudinal section along Dean Terrace. RHP.846 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1832</td>
<td>Hailes quarry with the boundary of the present workings in August 1832 and the workings in August 1825 and in 1820, also section of strata of rock exposed by workings and running under canal. By George Buchanan. NT2070 [1:900] 1 in. = 1 Sc.ch. 77 x 60 cm. Industrial plan showing quarry in plan and section. Clerk's and engine houses, smithy, Union Canal, Drumbyden and Kingsknows noted. Coloured. RHP.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1835</td>
<td>Mr Peddie's property of Silvermills and properties adjoining. NT2474 [1:320] 1 in. = 27 ft. 67 x 101 cm. Plan showing proposed slaughter house, Deaf and Dumb Institution, Edinburgh Academy, tanwork, mill lead, Silvermills House and part of Silvermills village noted. Also two plans giving greater detail - RHP.139/1-2. RHP.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1840</td>
<td>Edinburgh, Leith and Newhaven Railway: the ground adjoining the markets belonging to the City of Edinburgh. Lithographed by W.H. Lizzars. NT2573 [1:600] 1 in. = 50 ft. 52 x 41 cm. Plan of ground now occupied by Waverley Bridge showing Little Mound, Canal Street, city weigh-house and Shambles. RHP.782 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1840</td>
<td>The ground taken off the property of Sir James Baird for the Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway. NT2172 [1:2400] 1 in. = 200 ft. 71 x 50 cm. Railway plan showing line through Balgreen and Carrick Knowe farms. Field boundaries and bridge over Water of Leith noted. RHP.548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[c.1840]</td>
<td>No title. NT2473 [1:1020] 1 in. = 85 ft. 40 x 60 cm. Urban plan showing proposed layout of streets and buildings on the site now occupied by Princes Street station. RHP.485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1841</td>
<td>Plan showing the ground between the palace of Holyrood and the Firth of Forth irrigated by drainage from the city of Edinburgh. NT2774 [1:2400] 1 in. = 3 Imp.chs. 160 x 92 cm. Plan of Foul Burn from Holyrood Palace to Craigentinny showing Abbeyhill, Meadowbank brewery, Restalrig village, Piershill barracks and Fillyside. Roads, toll, ponds, powder magazine, St Margaret's Well, and Leith Branch of Edinburgh and Dalkeith railway noted. Field boundaries with acreages and owners' names given in table of contents. RHP.131 UP. 1 Drysdale A/22/3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1843 Edinburgh, Leith and Newhaven Railway. Plan of the guide mine or drift under the New Town of Edinburgh from Scotland Street station to the North Loch.
NT2573 [1:600] 1 in. = 50 ft. 221 x 54 cm.
Plan of trial tunnel beneath South St Andrew Street. Excise office and Canonmills station noted.
RHP.833 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

NT2573 [1:180] 1 in. = 15 ft. 51 x 35 cm.
Lithographed plan of market between West Nicolson and Chapel Streets. Dwelling house, shops, Windmill Close and Gray's Close noted.
RHP.268

1844 No. 1 plan of Bank Place near Leith belonging to the British Linen Company showing the extent of ground to be taken by the Edinburgh, Leith and Granton Railway Company. By George and James Gunn.
NT2676 [1:480] 1 in. = 40 ft. 72 x 50 cm.
Plan of land between Bank Place and Water of Leith with ground acquired by railway coloured. Bank house, lodge, Mr Darling's house and stable noted. MS. addition referring to minute of agreement between British Linen Company and the Edinburgh, Leith and Granton Railway Company.
RHP.472

1845 Section across embankments. By George Buchanan.
NT2573 [1:300] 1 in. = 25 ft. 60 x 49 cm.
Railway plan showing section of embankments in Princes Street gardens. Coloured.
RHP.227

1845 Cemetery ground on the estate of Prestonfield. By Robert Bell.
NT2771 [1:800] 1 in. = 1 Imp.ch. 45 x 71 cm.
Plan of cemetery with boundary coloured. Also detailed specification of buildings and layout - RHP.205/1.

1845 Cemetery grounds on the estate of Dalry. By Robert Bell.
Lithographed by W. Peck and Son, Edinburgh.
NT2372 [1:620] 1 in. = 52 ft. 72 x 48 cm.
RHP.205/2

1846 Edinburgh, Leith and Granton Railway: plan of ground near Canonmills proposed to be purchased. Engraved by G. Millar, Edinburgh.
NT2574 [1:1200] 1 in. = 100 ft. 76 x 56 cm.
Plan of land west of Scotland Street station showing mill lead, Pitt Street toll, Canonmills and St. Mary's School.
RHP.790 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

NT2676 [1:600] 1 in. = 50 ft. 71 x 53 cm.
Railway plan showing land taken at junction of Ferry Road and Great Junction Street for railway cutting. Water of Leith, wharf-wall and buildings noted. Table of contents giving acreages of ground taken.
RHP,470

1850
The back ground belonging to the houses Nos. 62 and 58 Frederick Street and 43 Queen Street. Lithographed by Scott, successor to Kirkwood and Son.
NT2574 [1:120] 1 in. = 10 ft. 76 x 56 cm.
Plan of property bounded by Queen and Hill Streets. School house, stables and owners' names noted.
RHP,267

1853
Sketch prepared by James Leslie, C.E., in terms of the interlocutor of the Court of Session of March 16th 1853 in causa, the Board of Ordnance against the city of Edinburgh. By James Leslie.
NT2573 [1:600] 1 in. = 50 ft. 93 x 96 cm.
Plan of castle and surrounding area showing the boundaries of crown and town lands in colour. Only a few buildings, reservoir and line of railway noted.
RHP,516/2

1853
The crown property at the castle, taken from the Ordnance Survey of the city of Edinburgh. By J. Downing.
NT2573 [c:1:1000] 1 in. = c.88 ft. 88 x 66 cm.
Detailed plan of castle and surrounding areas with boundary of town and crown lands coloured. Princes Street, Lothian Road, Grassmarket and Castle Hill noted.
RHP,516/1

1854
Corstorphine stank or main drain with adjoining lands. By Thomas Carfrae, Edinburgh.
NT1872 [1:3200] 1 in. = 4 Imp.chs. 162 x 51 cm.
Plan of drain running from Cyle Muir to the Water of Leith at Murrayfield. North and South Cyle, Meadowhouse, Broomhouse, roads and field boundaries noted. Names of adjacent owners.
RHP,757

1869
Ground feued by Messrs J. Carrick and Sons. By A.C. Clelland.
NT2473 [1:240] 1 in. = 20 ft. 51 x 67 cm.
Feuing plan showing Thomson, McGill, Roberts and Cameron tenements. MS. additions include Caledonian distillery and malt barns.
RHP,505

1872
NT2776 [1:240] 1 in. = 20 ft. 73 x 53 cm.
Several plans showing Pattison Street and parts of Elbe Street and Poplar Lane, Leith. Houses, warehouses, Smith's Buildings and asphalter's, joiner's, wood, builder's, carter's and coal yards noted. Details of street including crossings, lamp, gates and wooden sheds shown. Houses in elevation.
RHP,361/1-4, 362/1-5
1872  Sketch feuing plan of Meadowbank ..., the property of Mr Mason. NT2774  [1:600] 1 in. = 50 ft.  58 x 22 cm. Feuing plan showing lots adjacent to Queen's Park Avenue. Meadowbank Terrace (Back road to Meadowbank), North British Railway, style gate and Queen's Park drill ground noted. RHP.808/1 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

1874  Sketch feuing plan of Belgrave Park, Corstorphine Road, belonging to Robert Mason, Esq., of Corstorphine Hill (late of Bankton). Lithographed by W. and A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh. NT2072  [1:720] 1 in. = 60 ft.  91 x 58 cm. Plan of proposed feus east of Clermiston Road coloured to show Belgrave Square, church and with some houses in elevation [never fulfilled]. Some existing houses of Corstorphine village and proposed bowling alley noted. RHP.808/4 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

1876  Corstorphine Hill, the property of Robert Mason, Esq., late of Bankton, enlarged from Ordnance Survey .... Lithographed by W. and A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh. NT2073  [1:2500] 1 mile = 25,344 ins.  48 x 37 cm. Estate plan showing Corstorphine Hill House, parks and garden in colour. MS. additions show new stables and driveway. Names of adjacent lands and owners. RHP.808/2 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

1878  Feuing plan of Corstorphine Hill ... the property of Robert Mason, Esq. (late of Bankton). Lithographed by W. and A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh. NT2073  [1:2500] 1 mile = 25,344 ins.  87 x 48 cm. Plan of proposed feus east of Clermiston Road coloured to show projected houses and streets with hotel at Rest And Be Thankful [never fulfilled]. RHP.808/3 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

1887  Edinburgh Northern Tramways .... By Messrs Geo. Beattie and Son, C.E., Edinburgh. Lithographed by J. Melville and Sons, Edinburgh. NT2474  [1:1000] 1 in. = 85 ft.  75 x 54 cm. Lithographed tramway plan showing the proposed lines from Kerr and Deanhaugh Streets by way of Hamilton Place, Claremont Place and Henderson Row. Fire station, weigh machine and old tollhouse noted. Note. RHP.305

1893  Water of Leith purification and sewerage. Plan and section of proposed work. By J. and A. Leslie and Reid, C.E., Edinburgh. NT2274  [1:2500] 1 in. = 210 ft.  91 x 61 cm. Plan of proposed sewer from South Orchard Brae to Blackhall. St Cuthbert's poorhouse (Western General Hospital) noted. RHP.1365 Brodie, Cuthbertson and Watson's papers

1893  Draught of Braid Burn. NT2871  [1:130,000] No scale  31 x 28 cm. Plan of Braid and Niddrie Burns from source to sea showing Pentland, Hermitage, Morden, Peppermill and Duddingston Houses. Water lead to fire engine, Joppa saltworks, Comiston and Swanston cisterns noted. [18th century.] RHP.582
N.D. No title. By William Crawford, Junior, surveyor, Edinburgh. Lithographed by Forrester and Morison, Edinburgh. NT3173 [1:4500] No scale 69 x 46 cm. Plan coloured to show roads from Jock's Lodge to Maitland Bridge including Black Road or parish road between Easter and Wester Duddingston villages. Fishwives Causeway, Duddingston Cottage, mill on Figgat Burn and chapel of ease noted. Table of distances. [Early 19th century.] RHP.486

N.D. The property of J. Campbell contiguous with Leith docks. NT2676 [1:1380] 1 in. = 15 ft. 50 x 38 cm. Engraved plan showing property south of Old West Dock. Citadel port, tollhouse and roads noted. [Early 19th century.] RHP.967/3 Breadalbane muniments

FIFE

Aberdour

[c.1750] The estate of Aberdour, the property of Lord Morton. NT1986 [1:7200] 1 in. = 8 Sc.chs. 95 x 137 cm. A very detailed estate plan showing the runrig lands of Aberdour, Humbie, Dalachy, Balram, Balmule, The Murrel and Cuttlehill in colour. Rigs with acreages and serially lettered to correspond with occupants' names given in table of contents. Village of Aberdour including church, castle, bowling green and gardens, harbour, saltpans, coal sink (pit), steadings of townships in elevation, plantations and Seggie Moor commony noted. Drawings of sailing vessels. Multiple scale. Compass rose surmounted by fleur-de-lis. RHP.1022 Morton muniments

1785 Parks and plantations at Aberdour, the property of Lord Morton. By Robert Mitchell. NT1985 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 Sc.chs. 124 x 75 cm. Estate plan with boundaries of fields and land use shown in colour. Village of Aberdour with houses and yards serially numbered to correspond with tenants' names and acreages given in table of contents. Old castle, bowling green, church, harbour and Humbie town noted. Relief by fine hachures. Names of adjacent owners. Small drawings of sailing vessels. RHP.1023 Morton muniments

Aberdour - contd.

Names of owners given. Coloured. Table of references giving distances. Another plan but not so detailed - RHP.57/1.

RHP.57/2

1854

Pursuer's plan of the ground between Aberdour and Starly Burn.
By Henry J. Wylie.
NT2085 [1:2400] 1 in. = 200 ft. 127 x 53 cm.
Plan of lands between turnpike road and coast showing footpath in colour. Villages of Easter and Wester Aberdour, harbour, Cuttiehill and Aberdour Houses, ruins of church, teind barn, plantings, part of Dalachy farm, Starly Burn harbour, old limekilns, toll bar and private railway noted. Note giving details of case.

RHP.988

1856

The line of the public footpath through the grounds between Aberdour and Starly Burn belonging to the Earl of Morton.
By Henry J. Wylie.
NT2085 [1:36] 1 in. = 3 ft. 98 x 65 cm.
Book of five plans showing footpath from Aberdour harbour to Starly Burn houses. Teind barn in ruins, sugar well, old limekilns and private railway noted. Western portion of Burntisland parish included.

RHP.491

1876

Feuing ground at Aberdour, the property of the Rt Hon. the Earl of Morton. By Archibald Sutter, C.E., Edinburgh.
NT2085 [1:3600] 1 in. = 300 ft. 97 x 74 cm.
Feuing plan enlarged from the Ordnance Survey showing lands east of Aberdour. New town, manse, old town with castle, Humbie, Balram, Aberdour and Dalachy Houses shown. Aberdour, Carron and Starly Burn harbours, new passenger pier and centre line of Forth Bridge Railway noted. Coloured. Part of Burntisland parish included.

RHP.740/2

N.D.

Feuing plan of the lands of Aberdour, the property of the Earl of Morton.
NT1985 [1:1800] 1 in. = 150 ft. 74 x 55 cm.
Plan showing feus of lands east of Aberdour coloured [never fulfilled]. New and old towns, school, church, Aberdour House, castle, dovecot and railway station noted. Another Ordnance Survey 1:2500 plan with lands of Aberdour marked in colour - RHP.742.

RHP.741

N.D.

NT1985 [1:230] 4 in. = 1 Sc.ch. 72 x 51 cm.
Plan of cottage showing shoreline. Well, offices, stair, flagstaff and battery noted.

RHP.743

N.D.

Dalachy.
NT2086 [g:1:2500] No scale 54 x 72 cm.
Rough sketch of Dalachy farm showing field boundaries, field-
Aberdour - contd.

names, acreages and land use. House, cottages and roads noted. Also plan relating to water supply = RHP.744/1.
RHP.744/2

Auchtermuchty

1823

The property in Auchtermuchty and neighbourhood belonging to the burgh. By Henry Jackson.
N02311 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 75 x 128 cm.
Town plan of Auchtermuchty and adjacent lands showing town house, church, manse, Burgher and Antiburgher Churches and Relief Meeting House. Jack's Well, tollhouse, quarry, lint and ready mills, leads, Mr Kelly's house and Lays farm noted. Auchtermuchty Common Hill and Dunshelt village shown in detail. Table of contents giving acreages of land.

References.
RHP.531

Ballingry

1810

NT1797 [1:3200] 1 in. = 4 [Imp.]chs. 76 x 61 cm.
Estate plan with roads, plantation, drain and boundary coloured. Field boundaries with field-names and acreages given in table of contents. House shown in perspective.

Names of adjacent lands.
RHP.767

Balmerino

1860

N03424 [1:10,800] 1 in. = 900 ft. 79 x 57 cm.
Plan of Firth of Tay coloured to show channels and sandbanks with depths and velocity of river given. Owners of riverside properties noted.
RHP.104/1,
4491-3

Burntisland

1786

The glebe of Burntisland. By John Ainslie.
NT2386 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 14 x 16 cm.
Glebe outlined in colour. Old kirk, manse in ruins, Gedd's Mill, mill lead, Sea Mill dam, Petty Common and adjacent owners noted.
RHP.611

1812

Burntisland Links and adjacent ground ordered by remit from the Court of Session. By Robert Drysdale.
NT2585 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 67 x 46 cm.
Plan of Links showing location of golf holes. Proposed feus, ropewalk, and roads coloured. Pier, vitriol works and shoreline noted. Table of contents.
RHP.1050

1829

The Grange distillery and the former and present course of the water which supplies it. By Edward Sang, Kirkcaldy.
NT2286 [1:800] 1 in. = 1 [Imp.]ch. 68 x 45 cm.
LIST OF PLANS

Burritusland - contd.

Industrial plan showing distillery with all buildings' functions noted including copper, grist, engine and still houses, spirit cellar, etc. Water supply shown with old and new course of burn, and three dams. Cross-section showing level of fountain-head and water course. Part of Perth road and quarries noted.
RHP.252

1856 See Aberdour parish.

NP2486 [1:600] 1 in. = 50 ft. 63 x 45 cm.
Urban plan showing drains, roads and houses at Lochies Pier. Bath house, Edinburgh, Perth and Dundee Railway, and some property owners noted.
RHP.156/1-3

1876 See Aberdour parish.

Carnbee

[1780] Plan of Balcormo march with Balcaskie.
N05204 [c.1:2000] No scale 48 x 24 cm.
Engraved plan of Comielaw Burn, the boundary between Balcormo and Balcaskie, showing sites of coal workings. Features serially lettered and described in reference sheet - RHP.610/2. Another plan with same reference letters added in MS. - RHP.3505.
RHP.610/1

Carnock

1854 See Dunfermline parish.

Culross

1806 See Tulliallan parish.

1811 The old and present roads through the estates of Valleyfield and Blairhall. By Robert Bald.
NS9987 [1:900] 1 in. = 1 Sc.ch. 80 x 59 cm.
Plan of roads through Valleyfield including turnpike and private road to Valleyfield House. Shires and New Mills, Blairhall House and some land use noted. Table of distances.
RHP.422

Cupar

NO5714 [1:240] 1 in. = 20 ft. 60 x 47 cm.
Industrial plan showing spinning, snuff and waulk mills at Cupar. River Eden and lead noted. Features serially numbered and described in contents. Coloured.
RHP.247/1-2
Dalgety
[c.1790]  The proposed waggonway through Mr Taylor's ground ....
NT1385  No scale  19 x 25 cm.
Rough sketch of intended wagonway between Pitreavie and Duloch (Dovelough) moors. Little detail. Engraved.
RHP.613

Dunfermline
1771  The estate of Pittencrief, Luscar and Clune, the property of George Chalmers, Esq. By Robert Dunland.
NT0786  [1:3600]  1 in. = 4 Sc.chs.  106 x 149 cm.
Detailed estate plan consisting of two separate parts:
(1) the coast from Charlestown to Rosyth church showing Charlestown, Limekilns and Brucehaven including limeworks, saltpans and harbours. Crossford village, Pitfarrane, Logie, Callowridge Hill, Broomehall and Pitliver Houses noted. (2) Town of Dunfermline showing mills, palace yard, church, bowling green, water cistern and Burgher Meeting House. Estate of Pittencrief shown with full layout of park, gardens and fields with field-names, acreages, roads, plantations and buildings noted. List of contents. Decorative features on map include drawing of fully-rigged man-of-war, two pinnaces and fishing boat. Compass rose surmounted by fleur-de-lis.
RHP.199

1823  The coalfield belonging to the Rt. Hon. the Earl of Elgin. By Robert Drysdale.
NT0787  [1:8900]  1 in. = 10 Sc.chs.  79 x 61 cm.
Mining plan of Elgin and James coal pits showing Balmule levels, Pitfarrane, Rosebank and Urquhart drainage levels, Elgin wagonway, and ownership of coals shown. Farms, houses, roads and toll bars noted. Some pencilled annotations. Large distortions of scale. Part of Carnock parish included.
RHP.91

1846  Elgin Railway: proposed alterations.  
NT0784  [1:2400]  1 in. = 200 ft.  77 x 64 cm.  
Railway plans showing alterations to turnpike road to accommodate railway near Meadowend and Merryhill farms. Alterations coloured. Four sections.
RHP.257/1-2

1854  Plan and sections prepared in terms of a remit from Lord Handyside in the case, Colvill v. Dunfermline Water Company. By David Stevenson.
NT0690  [1:4800]  1 in. = 400 ft.  63 x 96 cm.  
Plan of Black Loch showing reservoir, aqueduct, sluices and water channel. Craig, Old Luscar, quarry holes, mill pond, track of old mill lead, field, boundaries and adjacent owners noted. Also plan showing water courses, track of old lead and drains near Old Luscar as laid down on original plan. Four sections across old and new leads. Part of Carnock parish included.
RHP.152

UP. 1 McNeill C/37/7
Falkland

1818 The commony of the Lomonds of Falkland ... as divided in 1818 by Sir William Rae, Bt, commissioner appointed for that purpose by Act of Parliament passed in 1815. By A. Martin. N02206 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 [Sc.]chs. 322 x 86 cm. Division of commony plan showing scheme of division in colour. Table of contents giving valuation, acreages and quality of land. East and West Lomond, loan, roads, plantations and quarries noted. Names of adjacent lands and owners. Title with scroll-work. Copy engraved by Kirkwood and Son. Deeds 80, 18/1/1819

Ferry-Port-on-Craig

1791 See Forgan parish.

1849 See city of Dundee.

Flisk

1860 See Balmerino parish

Forgan

1791 Part of Back Common of Inverdovat. N04327 No scale 33 x 28 cm. Engraved sketch showing part of Back Common of Inverdovat. High water fishing, and Scalp visible at low and high water noted. MS. addition: "Edinburgh 28th May 1791. This is the sketch referred to in the petition for David Lyon which stands in the Inner House roll for Tuesday 31 May 1791". RHP.614

1842 The sea wall and embankment at Newport (Fife) referred to in the interlocutor of the Honourable the Lord Ordinary of 31st May and 19th July 1842 in process of declarator, William Berry, Esq., against Landale's Trustees and Holden. By James Leslie, Dundee. N04127 [1:84] 1 in. = 7 ft. 63 x 46 cm. Plan and elevation of bleaching green and embankment. Coloured. RHP.87

1849 See city of Dundee.

Inverkeithing

1809 Pargilles farm with adjacent ground. Copied by William Bell from plan by James Richmond dated 1789. N01484 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 30 x 38 cm. Farm plan showing exchange of land between Pargilles and Balbougie farms. Lacks detail. RHP.274
Kinglassie

1830  See Markinch parish.

Kirkcaldy and Dysart

1786  Mr Fergus's factory and garden in Linktown of Kirkcaldy. By John Dougall.  
NT2790  [1:200]  1 in. = 18 ft.  61 x 71 cm.  
Plan showing factory in elevation. Garden, Abbot's Hall glebe, streets and adjacent owners noted.  
RHP.215

[c.1790]  No title.  
NT2790  [1:240]  1 in. = 20 ft.  28 x 16 cm.  
Sketch of properties north of street in Linktown between Easter and Wester Vennels showing line of new road.  
RHP.580/4

1835  Plan of the Earl of Rosslyn's gardens and of Dysart harbour in reference to a petition for interdict against the erection of a building for boiling whale blubber. By John Sang, Kirkcaldy.  
NT5902  [1:1200]  1 in. = 100 ft.  68 x 48 cm.  
Estate plan showing house, flower and kitchen gardens, plantations and stables. Dysart harbour including wet dock, dockyard and site of proposed boiling house noted. Section of harbour, gardens and house. Coloured.  
RHP.207

Large

1829  Teasses Common with the baronies of Balmain and Pitcruvie, the minerals under which are the property of the Hon. Lady Mary L. Craufurd of Craufurd and Kilbirnie. By James Horne.  
NO4007  [1:3200]  1 in. = 4 Imp.chs.  92 x 130 cm.  
Plan of Teasses Common with boundary in colour. Coal workings shown including old and new pits, Main coal and Splint coal engine pits, gin pits and extent of workings. Farms named with list of owners in table of reference. Old castle of Pitcruve, Hillhouse, Auchindownie, Balmain mill, Three Burns smithy, Bonnyton, Branxton, Tenchats toll and whinstone quarry noted. Names of adjacent owners. Detailed explanation.  
RHP.320

Leslie

1775  The parks of Leslie belonging to the Rt Hon. the Countess of Rothes. By William Bell.  
NT2501  [1:1800]  1 in. = 2 Sc.chs.  131 x 72 cm.  
Estate plan with estate and field boundaries coloured. Fields serially numbered to correspond with acreages and field-names given in table of contents. Land use indicated - arable, pasture, parks, gardens and plantations. Church, manse, road and River Leven noted.  
RHP.19
Leslie - contd.

1830 See Markinch parish.

1832 Plan of the farm of Mildeans. Copied by William Reid with additions from plan by William Crawford, Edinburgh. NT2401 [1:3500] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 54 x 67 cm. Plan of farm belonging to the Earl of Rothes coloured to show farm and field boundaries. Fields serially numbered with field-names and acreages given in table of contents. Land use indicated - arable, pasture and bog. Steadings, mill, mill lead, roads and River Leven noted. Names of adjacent lands given. Note relating to sale of land and signed by Earl of Rothes. RHP.161

Markinch

1830 River Leven. By Alexander Martin. Lithographed by W. Ballantine, Edinburgh. N02801 [1:7900] 1 in. = 10 Imp.chs. 296 x 64 cm. Plan of River Leven from Auchmuirbridge to Leven showing location of mills which are described in table of contents. Details on either bank are noted including roads, trackways, field boundaries, plantations, buildings and bridges. Outlines of Milton and Leven shown. Estates named. Also two longitudinal sections of river showing mill wheels, dams and leads. Table of contents giving heights of fall. Parts of Kinglassie, Leslie, Scoonie and Wemyss parishes included. RHP.365, 770

Pittenweem

[1789] Sketch of the surface of the Pittenweem land where the coal has been wrought by Sir John Anstruther .... By Gavin Hogg. N05302 [1:1440] 1 in. = 40 yards 87 x 65 cm. Mining plan showing an area of stope and room workings in the Parrot seam partly coloured. Old, Bye, North, Tofthill and several Deep Pits shown. Engine house in elevation, levels, sinking of ground, wagonway to saltpans, lime quarry and standing stone noted. Names of adjacent lands and owners including Greendykes Moor and town of Pittenweem's lands. Plan produced in causa Sir John Anstruther v. Sir Robert Anstruther. RHP.22

St Andrews and St Leonards

1821 Plan of Pilmour links belonging to James Cheape, Esq., of Strathyrum, with the golf course thereon as marked off with stones. By A. Martin. N04918 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 54 x 72 cm. Plan of golf course showing fairways with holes named - Nos. 1 (Hole o'Hill), 2 (Bridge), 3 (Cunnen), 4 (Cart Gate), 5 (Ballfield), 6 (Hole o'Cross), 7 (Muir), 8 (Eden), 9 (Hole o'Tarn) and 10 (End). Pilmour cottage, farm, shepherd's house and Swilkin Burn noted. RHP.404/1-2
St Andrews and St Leonards - contd.

1836 The golfing course over the links of St Andrews surveyed by order of the Royal St Andrews Golfing Society. By W.J. Chalmers, Perth.
N04918 [1:4800] 1 in. = 6 Imp. chs. 55 x 83 cm.
Plan of golf course with holes and bunkers named - Nos. 1 (Hole of Hill), 2 (Hole of Leslie or Bridge Hole), 3 (Hole of Balfield), 4 (Hole of Cartgate), 5 (Hole of Cunnin Links or Ginger Beer Hole), 6 (Hole o'Cross), 7 (Hole of Shell or Heather Hole), 8 (Hole of Rhì or High Hole), 9 (Hole of Turn or Short Hole) and 10 (Hole of Return or Last Hole). Bunkers include Halbeb, Progressing, Cheaps Dyke, Big, Thom's Cow, Principal's Nose, Cartgute, Rob's, Student's, Ginger Beer, Grave, Shepherd's, Hell, Devil's Pot, Benty, Beardie's, Hole o'Cross, Lion's Mouth, Cut's Trap, Nick's, Stroke, Hill, Cockle and End Hole. Union parlour, club-maker's house, life-boat house, Links Cottage and shepherd's house noted. Detailed town plan of St Andrews showing cathedral, priory, abbey park, castle in ruins, United and St Mary's Colleges, harbour, pier and swimming places.
RHP.414

1868 St Andrews harbour. By G. Bruce, engineer, Edinburgh.
N05116 [1:600] 1 in. = 50 ft. 63 x 97 cm.
Harbour plan of inner and outer harbours showing piers, ballast quay and sandhills. Stores, coast-guard station, custom house, flour mill, harbour office and gasometer noted. Ordinary high water and high water mark spring tides given. Coloured. Also twelve cross-sections of harbour - RHP.4415/2.
RHP.415/1

Scoonie

[c.1790] Leven river with the damheads and leads connected from Methil dam to Leven.
N03600 [c.1:9000] No scale 48 x 30 cm.
Plan showing mines and mills beside River Leven from Windygates to sea. Methil, Walk, Burn and Bass mills shown with leads. Coal seams noted with pits marked including Engine, New Engine and coal on Wemyss ground. New machinery house and Banbeath noted. Part of Wemyss parish included.
RHP.615

1796 The estate of Athernie, the property of Dr James Carmichael Smith. By William Ireland.
N03703 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 60 x 48 cm.
Plan of Athernie estate with boundary coloured. Fields numbered with field-names and acreages given in table of contents. Plan marked "Copy".
RHP.866/1 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

N03802 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 60 x 48 cm.
Mining plan showing coal seams north of Scoonie Farm with location of shafts including proposed Engine Pit and Durie Engine Pit. Farms of Bankhead town, Blacketyside and Sillerhole [Sellerhall] noted. Detailed note relating to coal seams.
RHP.866/2 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers
Scoonie - contd.

1830 See Markinch parish.

[c.1860] No title.

N03800 [c.1:3600] No scale  74 x 52 cm.
Urban plan showing part of Leven including windmill, old salt-pans, salt giren, Relief chapel, ropewalk, Loch Well and manse. Buildings and gardens shown with some owners' names. Roads, paths, shore and Scoonie Burn noted. Plan lacks title, date, scale and surveyor's name but is very carefully drawn.

RHP.358

Strathmiglo

1815 See Falkland parish.

Tulliallan

1806 Dams and aqueducts in dispute between Messrs Ro. Stein and Co. and James Scott, feuair in Kincardine, situated upon the estate of Kincardine. By William Forrest.

NS9488 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 Sc.chs. 126 x 81 cm.

RHP.853

1839 See Clackmannan parish (Clackmannanshire).

Wemyss


1806 Burgh of Wemyss. By James Knox.

NT3294 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs.  42 x 31 cm.
Town plan showing harbour, town house, saltpans, well, burgh cross and school. All roads with gradients noted. Detailed references giving width of roads. Relief by grey-brown wash.

RHP.39

1830 See Markinch parish.
The county of the city of Glasgow incorporates all or part of the civil parishes of Cadder, Cathcart, Eastwood, Glasgow, Govan, Neilston, New Kilpatrick, Old Monkland, Paisley, Renfrew and Rutherglen.

A map of Petershill, the property of Mr Alexander Williamson .... By Stephen McDougall.

Estate plan of Petershill (in Springburn) coloured to show field boundaries with field-names and acreages given in table of contents. Road from Glasgow to Kilsyth, house in elevation and plantations noted. Lettering hand-stamped. A copy of this plan engraved by Andrew Bell in 1773, showing same detail but stating that it was surveyed by Stephen McDougall in 1763 - RHP.665.

Presented by Mr William Berrie, Glasgow c.1770

No title.

Engraved plan of buildings on north side of Trongate coloured to show various properties.

RHP.651

No title.

Engraved plan of property adjacent to Jafrey's Close on east side of Stockwell Street. Smithy, brewhouse, well and dung-hills noted.

RHP.650/1

Plan referred to in the answer for the University of Glasgow to the petition of the magistrates and council.

Engraved plan of toll road from east end of Gallowgate to Camlachie showing college ground, Calton and Green. Features serially lettered and described in explanation.

RHP.648

No title. By James Barrie.

Engraved plan of junction of High Street, Saltmarket, Gallowgate, and Trongate. Prison, shops and Provost Ingram's and Ballie Hamilton's gavils noted.

RHP.649

The villa of Springfield, the property of David Todd, Esq. By William Kyle.

Estate plan showing Springfield House, parks, gardens and plantations. Cotton mill, new mill, milestone, River Clyde and Kinninghouse Burn noted. Names of adjacent owners given. Coloured. Table of contents.

RHP.492/2 EP. 3/2/1840
LIST OF PLANS GLASGOW

1798 The Middenstead Close and dung in the close.
NS5964 [c.1:120] No scale 33 x 21 cm.
Rough sketch of close showing bakehouse, middens and tenement off Saltmarket Street. Explanation.
RHP.562/14

NS6165 [1:720] 1 in. = 60 ft. 98 x 65 cm.
Plan of quarry heavily annotated with descriptions of rock,
Road to Carscube, mill road to Woodside and covered drain
leading from the quarry cut noted.
RHP.16

1802 No title.
NS6064 [1:320] 1 in. = 627 ft. 212 x 46 cm.
Plan of Green Street from Glasgow Green to Gallowgate. Ownership
of land noted.
RHP.259 UP. Adams Dal. S/11/29

NS5863 [1:360] 1 in. = 30 ft. 52 x 73 cm.
Plan of feus between Eglinton (Salisbury) Street and Pollokshaws Road.
RHP.250/1

1812 No title. By William Kyle.
NS5864 [1:840] 1 in. = 70 ft. 54 x 68 cm.
Feuing plan of lands of Windmill Croft showing proposed layout
of buildings and streets. Kinninghouse Burn and adjacent
owners noted. Coloured.
RHP.248

1814 Plan of feus presently in the possession of George Leslie and
Charles Paterson, according to the original feu contract, as
NS6064 [1:360] 1 in. = 30 ft. 54 x 83 cm.
Plan of feus adjacent to Orr Street with boundaries coloured.
Acreages and owners noted. Another engraved rough sketch
showing Charles Paterson's grounds at junction of Orr and
Charlotte Streets - RHP.652.
RHP.65/2

1814 No title. By William Kyle.
NS5865 [1:240] 1 in. = 20 ft. 48 x 69 cm.
Plan showing area of ground to north of Anderston Road belonging
to Archibald Campbell of Blythwood. Detailed notes by
surveyor.
RHP.69

1815 Plan for a new disposition of Stabtree and Foordneuck, being part
of the estate of Barrowfield.
NS6263 [1:1100] 1 in. = 3.13 [Sc.] chs. 72 x 48 cm.
Plan of feus with boundaries coloured. Roads and Barrowfield
bridge noted. Table of contents giving acreages.
MS. addition: "Glasgow 31st March 1815. Referred to in my
deposition of this date. John Gardner." [Although signed by
John Gardner the drawing of this plan is not his work.]
RHP.65/1
1823
The ancient and extended royalty of the city of Glasgow.
By David Smith.
NS5965 [1:2400] 1 in. = 200 ft. 46 x 86 cm.
Urban plan showing area around George Square. Functions of buildings given including Theatre Royal, Royal Bank, Carron warehouse, Gaelic Chapel, Assembly Rooms, George and Star Inns, Hutchison's and Lock's Hospitals, Hunter's brewery, Miller's school, old and new grammar schools, churches, chapels and meeting houses. Street and owners' names given. Also plan of Glasgow Green showing extension of 1800. Note by surveyor.
RHP.308, 309

1829
Plan of building ground belonging to the heirs of the deceased Robert Dreghorn, Esq., of Ruchill. By William Kyle.
NS5964 [1:180] 1 in. = 15 ft. 58 x 88 cm.
Urban plan showing outline of buildings between Stockwell and Great Clyde Streets. Heavily annotated with owners' names and other details. Town hospital and ropework entry noted. Table of measurements. Lithographed copy by A. Forrester, Edinburgh - RHP.116/2.
RHP.116/1

1831
Plan of part of the Broomielaw harbour referred to in a report by Robert Stevenson and Son. By Alan Stevenson.
NS7864 [1:1150] 1 in. = 1 Sc.ch. 95 x 64 cm.
Urban plan showing harbour with wharf, quays, stairs, shed, new bridge, office and collector's house. Railway lines, Paisley Road, Nelson Street, Windmill Croft and property of David Todd noted. Longitudinal section along line of railway. Three cross-sections of quays.
RHP.54

1835
Plan of Springfield works, the property of Charles Todd, Esq., showing the principal underground pipes and drains connected therewith. . . . .
NS7764 [1:100] 1 in. = 9 ft. 91 x 118 cm.
Industrial plan showing old and new cotton mills. Stable, engine houses, lapping room, discharging house, turkey red stove, splash wheels, pipes and drains noted. Servitude Road and River Clyde shown.
RHP.76

1836
Plan of branch canal at St. Rollox and adjoining properties. Surveyed and drawn by Andrew Thomson, Glasgow.
NS6066 [1:900] 1 in. = 1 Sc.ch. 125 x 83 cm.
Industrial plan showing St. Rollox works, junction and branch canals, and lands belonging to Charles Tennant and Company, St. Rollox House, Hartfield and Garnkirk and Glasgow Railway including weigh house, coal depot, lodge and locomotive engine shed, noted. Coloured to show ownership of land including Easter Common, Thrushgrove, Portfield and Potatofield.
RHP.125

1837
Plan of London Street property divided into lots for sale.
By Robert Black, architect. Lithographed by J. Swan.
NS3964 [1:1440] 1 in. = 120 ft. 41 x 24 cm.
Urban plan showing houses and lots fronting London Street serially numbered with description in table of contents and note. Coloured.
RHP.93
1837  
The lands of Springfield, the property of Charles Todd, Esq.  
By William Kyle.  
NS5764  [1:250]  1 in. = 22 ft.  100 x 95 cm.  
Industrial plan showing Springfield works with functions of buildings given in references. River Clyde, Servitude Road and gasometer noted. Names of adjacent owners.  
RHP.492/1  
EP. 3/2/1840

1842  
No. 2 plan of property belonging to Class C on the north side of London Street between Charlotte Street and Great Hamilton Street and forming Lot No. 102. By Robert Black, architect.  
NS5964  [1:240]  1 in. = 20 ft.  79 x 61 cm.  
Urban plan showing buildings facing Charlotte Street and line of former lane. Boundary of Lot No. 102 coloured.  
RHP.369

1843  
Plan of West Street in Tradeston of Glasgow showing the Pollock and Govan Railway and Paling Branches .... By John Menzies.  
NS5864  [1:1000]  1 in. = 90 ft.  93 x 61 cm.  
Detailed plan showing line of Pollok and Govan Railway in West Street. Glasgow, Paisley and Ardrossan Canal, Glasgow, Paisley, Greenock, Kilmarnock and Ayr Railway, intended wet dock [Kingston dock], gasworks, foundry, machine shop, brickfields and coal depot noted. Street names, feus and some owners' names given. Section of part of branch line. Elevation of aqueduct. Enlarged plan of West Street.  
RHP.158

1844  
Lands of Gartnavel, the property of the late James Donaldson, Esq. By Alex. Taylor, architect and C.E., Glasgow.  
NS5568  [1:1800]  1 in. = 150 ft.  61 x 84 cm.  
Farm plan showing house, garden and field boundaries in colour. Fields serially numbered with land use and acreages given in table of contents. Three coal pits and Great Western Road noted. Names of adjacent land including new lunatic asylum given.  
RHP.989

[1844]  
No title.  
NS6563  [1:260]  1 in. = 22 ft.  126 x 64 cm.  
Plan of some roadside cottages at Tollcross near Shettleston. Gardens, mutton pit, piggery, privy and ashpit noted.  
RHP.525  
EP. 43/4/1844

1848  
No title. By Thomas Kyle.  
NS5863  [1:150]  1 in. = 13 ft.  48 x 40 cm.  
Plan of Mr Laurence Barr's property at the junction of Surrey Street and Pollokshaws Road.  
RHP.250/2

1849  
NS5862  [1:4300]  1 in. = 360 ft.  80 x 47 cm.  
Railway plan showing lines of earlier coal wagonways superimposed upon plan of the Kingston and Corbals district of Glasgow. Govan Coal Company's railways in use in 1780 and 1808, old and new pits, firework, furnaces, turnpike, bridges, and Glasgow, Paisley and Johnston Canal, noted. Coloured.  
RHP.214
1849

No title. By Thomas Kyle.
NS5965 [1:240] 1 in. = 20 ft. 48 x 70 cm.
Plan of property bounded by Garscube Road, Woddrop, Killermont and Germiston Streets. Building lines and owners' names noted.
RHP.271

1851

Building lots on Surrey Street. By Thomas Kyle.
NS5863 [1:150] 1 in. = 15 ft. 40 x 52 cm.
Plan of building lots adjacent to Surrey Street. Turnpike road from Glasgow to Pollokshaws noted. Boundaries of lots coloured.
RHP.250/3

1854

The estate of Broomloan at Govan, the property of Messrs R. Paterson, J. Rennie and T.L. Paterson. By James Thomson, architect, Glasgow.
NS5584 [1:1200] 1 in. = 100 ft. 60 x 103 cm.
Plan of feus bounded by Copland and Edmiston Roads, Broomhouse Avenue, Whitefield Street and Ibrox. Turnpike, Broomloan House, and brickworks noted. Names of owners given.
RHP.290

1854

The line of the Caledonian Railway into Glasgow and its stations and extent of the company's property along the line.
NS5966 [1:4000] 1 in. = 5 Imp.chs. 118 x 70 cm.
Plan of Glasgow, Garnkirk and Coatbridge Railway and Caledonian (Garnkirk Extension) Railway showing Buchanan Street station, St Rollox West coal depot, engine shed and workshops in course of construction. Inset plan [1:1600] showing junction with Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway. Table of contents giving acreages of railway ground. Inventory of productions - RHP.343/2.
RHP.343/1

1860

Dumbarton Road near Corunna Street. By James M. Gale.
NS5765 [1:500] 50 in. = 1 mile 97 x 53 cm.
Plan of Dumbarton Road from Finnieston to Kelvinhaugh Streets showing toll bar. Also side and end elevation of a Glasgow, Sandyford and Partick horse-drawn bus by J. and W. Wilson, coach builders, Partick - RHP.106/2. And tinted photograph of horse-drawn bus - RHP.106/3.
RHP.106/1

[1863]

The lands of Teucharhill and Lower Craigtoun, the property of John Belch, Esq.
NS5564 [1:800] 1 in. = 1 Imp.ch. 142 x 59 cm.
Mining plan coloured to show underground workings including drawing roads and faces between 7 November 1862 and 23 September 1863. Gas Coal, Ironstone, Walker's, Ingoing Eye and Quarry Pits shown. Roads, weigh house, boreholes and Teucharhill farm steading noted. Names of adjacent lands including Ibrox and Upper Craighton given. Section of gas coal workings by Teucharhill No. 2 Pit showing faults and seam - RHP.577/2.
RHP.577/1
1865
No title. By James Deas.
NS6067 [1:1200] 1 in. = 100 ft. 100 x 67 cm.
Railway plan showing layout of Cowlairs engine and carriage works noting function of buildings. Turntable, points, main line and junction to Helensburgh and Sighthill Branch noted. RHP.499

1867
The estate of Kelvinside including the lands of Gartnavel. Lithographed by Maclure and Macdonald, Glasgow.
NS6667 [1:10,200] 1 in. = 850 ft. 41 x 27 cm.
Plan of Kelvinside showing new university buildings, observatory, botanic gardens, Kelvinside House, Horsehill Hill and steading of Bargray. Field boundaries, Garrioch mills, village of Woodside, Bellshaugh bleachfield, River Kelvin, Forth and Clyde Canal at Ruchill bridge, roads and bridges noted. MS. additions showing lines of pipes and site of Partick, Hillhead and Maryhill Gas Company's works. RHP.351

1868
Certain property belonging to the Caledonian Railway Company taken by the City of Glasgow Union Railway Company.
NS5863 [1:2400] 1 in. = 3 Imp.chs. 85 x 48 cm.
Railway plan showing diversion of Glasgow, Paisley and Ardrossan Canal to Port Eglinton. Lines of Caledonian Railway (Clydesdale Junction), Glasgow and Paisley Joint Railway and City of Glasgow Union Railway shown. Joint station (goods), Eglinton iron foundry, Port Eglinton mills, chemical, gas and engine works, saw mills, foundries, and Govan poorhouse noted. Table of contents giving acreages of land involved in diversion. RHP.410

1872
City of Glasgow street improvements. By Aitken and Fairie, engineering lithographers, Glasgow.
NS5765 [1:500] 50 in. = 1 mile 168 x 54 cm.
Plan of Stobcross Street showing properties to be demolished. RHP.507

1875
Ground belonging to Walter Parlance and others. By A. Aitken Haddie, C.E.
NS5963 [1:120] 1 in. = 10 ft. 63 x 89 cm.
Urban plan showing junction of Orchard and Graham's Streets with line of railway girder bridge. Tenements, house and sheds noted. Sections of bridge and house - RHP.398/2. Coloured.
RHP.398/1

1875
NS5370 [1:2500] 25 in. = 1 mile. 203 x 81 cm.
Plan of lands adjacent to Forth and Clyde Canal from West Possil Loch to the locks at Westerton showing feus in colour. Buildings include Lochend, Lochside, Lochburn, Westfield, village of Maryhill, Bonville, Dawsholm, Netherton Paffle, Blue Row, Temple of Garscube, Netherton, Garscube House and South Westerton. Ironstone and coal pits, gasworks, Dawsholm printworks, Forth and Clyde Canal including line of diversion, North British Railway (Helensburgh Section), Stobcross Railway and River Kelvin noted. Field boundaries, parkland and plantations shown. Marked "Copy". RHP.493

EP. 150/7/1877
N.D. Ground acquired by the Prison Board Commissioners, Glasgow. By John Herbertson.  
NS5065 [1:150] 1 in. = 13 ft. 63 x 91 cm.  
Plan showing outline of prison with house for officers. Property belonging to Glasgow Water Company, High Street, Drygate and North Prison noted. [Early 19th cent.] RHP.157

INVERNESS-SHIRE

Boleskine and Abertarff

1822 Survey taken in 1822 of lands flooded at the Kytra upper and lower pools and also westward of the Glengarry march when the canal water is at 20 feet. By William Cumming.  
NH5306 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 Sc.cs. 107 x 33 cm.  
Plan of Caledonian Canal at Kytra Lock showing breached bank. Area of flooded ground noted. RHP.1109

1824 No. 2 plan of the present position of the Caledonian Canal passing through government land at Fort Augustus. By H.A. Tapp, 2nd Captain, R.E.  
NH3709 [1:1800] 1 in. = 150 ft. 67 x 48 cm.  
Plan of Fort Augustus showing buildings coloured and serially lettered to correspond with table of contents noting engine house, temporary barracks for canal workmen, brewery, etc. Canal, bridge, River Oich and outline of fort noted. MS. addition: "Accompanying Lt. Col. Thackeray's letter to General Mann, dated 5th November, 1824." RHP.1110

1843-4 The Caledonian Canal and lands belonging thereto. Part III. By H. Morrison.  
NH5306 [1:2400] 1 in. = 3 Imp.cs. 320 x 52 cm.  
Plan of Caledonian Canal from Fort Augustus to Aberchalder showing Kytra and Aberchalder locks. Fort Augustus village and fort noted. Part of Kilmonivaig parish included. RHP.1114

1846 Plan of that portion of the Caledonian Canal extending along the property of the Board of Ordnance at Fort Augustus.  
NH5306 [1:2300] 1 in. = 190 ft. 73 x 57 cm.  
Plan of Caledonian Canal showing banks and additional ground for turning place coloured. Locks, bridge, light, village, and fort with barracks, square, bastions, ditch and glacis noted. Relief by grey wash. RHP.1115

Daviot and Dunlichity

[1804] Tordaroch.  
NH6733 [g.:16300] No scale 44 x 80 cm.  
Photographic copy of estate plan showing lands north-east of Loch Duntelchaig. Townships shown include Milntown, Crask,
Daviot and D uninicity - contd.

Poulachon, Tordarroch, Lackmort, Achvanaran, Blarbuie and Beachan. Church, glebe, mills, ruins and roads noted. Field boundaries given with description of land use - arable, pasture, moor and wood.
RHP.1047 Presented by Major Shaw of Tordarroch

Dores

1843-44 See Inverness and Bona parish.

Duirinish

NC1649 [1:19,800] 1 in. = 25 Imp.chs. 53 x 80 cm.
Estate plan coloured to show land use - arable, pasture and disputed hill grazing claimed by Macleod of Macleod and Orbost. Boundaries of townships shown including Waterstein, Milovaig, Borodal, Hamaraverin, Holmisdal, Peinmore, Fasach, Carimore, Ramasaig, Lorgill, Idrigill and Osdale: each is serially numbered with acreage of arable and pasture given in table of contents. Buildings, roads, fishing station and names of adjacent owners noted.
RHP.746 Morton muniments, EP. Mack 11/3/1809

Glenelg

1771 Plan of the annexed estate of Barrisdale. Copy taken in 1805 from original by William Morison dated 1771.
NG8704 [1:13,400] 1 in. = 15 Sc.chs. 177 x 101 cm.
Estate plan showing boundaries of townships coloured including Sourlies, Carnoch, Braomisaig, Reidh a' Ghual (Riguel), Inverie, Glaschoille, Invergusaran, Muineil (Muinal), Runival (Caolisbeg) and Skiar. Land use indicated - arable, pasture, hill grazing and moss with annotations giving quality of ground. Steadings, shielings and woodland noted. Table of contents giving acreages of farms. Title with ornamental border. Illustrated key.
Another copy dated 1825 - RHP.111.
RHP.112 Forfeited Estates papers

Inverness and Bona

1774 The River Ness with the banks and lands adjacent from the Holm Burn on the east and Clach-na-ha-gaig Stone on the west to the junction of the sea with the low and high water mark from the Millburn to the march at the west side of the lands of Muirtoun. By John Home. Engraved by A. Bell.
NH6644 [c.1:10,000] No scale 48 x 68 cm.
A detailed plan of Inverness and surrounding countryside with runrig lands of Muirtown coloured. Field boundaries, enclosures, plantations, fir woods, orchards, pastures and common moor noted. Names of some owners given. Holm, King's and Kilmav mills, dam dyke, mill lead, bleachfield, tannery and clay-pits noted. Fairly detailed town plan of Inverness showing some street names, castle, bridge, ford, town cellars, glebe, burial place, brewery and gibbet. Citadel with barracks, harbour and moat shown. Buildings west of River Ness noted include Redyard, Corf, Muirtown, Scorguy, Aultan-a-cluilig, Balnafetie, Upper Clachnaharry, Easter and
Inverness and Bona - contd.

West Bruichnain, Tenleiken, Kinmylies, Bellach Chrucht, Ballahellich, Achin-a-palmabotick, Bught and Wester Baliferie. Buildings east of river include Provost Phineas McIntosh's house, Water-town, Haughton and Magsat. Stoll fishings and coble stations noted. Archaeological remains include Clach-na-ha-gaig Stone and Bow Bridge. Two small pictures of sailing vessels.

RHP.672

[1790]

A plan of the lands of Bught belonging to William Fraser, Esq. Engraved by D. Lizars.

NH6543 [1:7900] 1 in. = 10 Imp.chs. 37 x 15 cm.

Estate plan coloured to show estate boundary and land use - arable and pasture. House, garden and field boundaries with field-names and acreages noted. Mill lead, mill, bleachfield and bank or old run of iron mill shown. Mr Duff's cotter houses and croft, roads, loch and Hills of Tomnahurich and Torvaine noted. Table of contents and explanation.

RHP.671

1804

No. II sketch of the ground occupied by the Caledonian Canal through the lands of Kimmylies. [By George Brown].

NH6544 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 50 x 38 cm.

Plan of part of Caledonian Canal east of Kimmylies showing line of canal superimposed on existing landscape. Kimmylies farm steading, field boundaries, plantations, clay pits and roads noted. Relief by grey wash. Table of contents giving acreages of ground occupied by canal.

RHP.1106 Ministry of Transport records

1804

No. III sketch of the ground occupied by the Caledonian Canal through the lands of Bught, and part of Muirtown. [By George Brown].

NH6543 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 58 x 31 cm.

Plan of part of Caledonian Canal west of Bught House showing line of canal superimposed upon the existing landscape. Enclosures of Bught with brief note on quality of ground, clay pits, roads, plantations and River Ness noted. Relief by grey wash. Table of contents giving acreages of ground occupied by canal.

RHP.1107 Ministry of Transport records

1804

No. IV sketch of the Caledonian Canal through the lands of Dunain and the ground it will occupy. [By George Brown].

NH6442 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 81 x 65 cm.


RHP.1108 Ministry of Transport records

[1809]

No title. By George Brown.

NH6140 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 [Sc.]chs. 76 x 25 cm.

Plan of ground occupied by Caledonian Canal through the lands of Dochgarroch. Former course of River Ness, old mill lead, Mill of Dunain, miller's houses, smithy, old and intended
Inverness and Bona - contd.

1832
Kessock ferry showing the confluence of the Rivers Ness and Beauly and the situation of the two stake nets in process between Lovat and Redcastle. By N. McLean.

1843-4
Plan of the Caledonian Canal and lands belonging thereto.

1855
The Millburn from Kingsmill to the sea. By G.G. Mackay.

1874
Caledonian Canal No. 1.

1881
No. 1 plan of sea lock, Clachnaharry.
Inverness and Bona – contd.

showing position of vessels when jammed in April 1881.
Cross-section of lock.
RHP.1121

Ministry of Transport records

N.D. Harbour of Inverness,
NH6546 [1:1600] 1 in. = 2 Imp.chs. 50 x 50 cm.
Harbour plan showing dock, wooden quay, sandbank, railway
viaduct and wooden bridge. Dockside buildings and streets
noted. Coloured. [Late 19th cent.]
RHP.1117

Ministry of Transport records

Kilmallie
1831 See Kilmonivaig parish.

Kilmonivaig
1826 Mucumir burial ground. By James Davidson.
NN1783 [c.1:1600] No scale 33 x 41 cm.
Plan showing encroachment of burial ground by River Lochy.
Caledonian Canal, lock, new channel, Loch Lochy and part of
march between W. Moy and Achnacarry noted. Four sections
showing old encroachments prior to canal operations and new
encroachments. Coloured.
RHP.1111

Ministry of Transport records

1831 The lordship of Lochaber from Mr Roy's survey in 1812-13.
By William Johnson, land surveyor, Edinburgh. Lithographed
by A. Forrester, Edinburgh.
NN2881 [1:63,360] 1 in. = 1 mile 78 x 67 cm.
Map of the lands of Lochaber east of Lochs Lochy and Linnhe
coloured to show various properties which are named and serially
numbered to correspond to table of contents giving acreages
of arable, meadow, planting and hill. Part of Kilmallie
parish included.
RHP.861

J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

1843-4 See Boleskine and Abertaff parish.

Laggan
1767 See Fortingall parish, Perthshire.

North Uist
1766 The subjects in controversy between Sir James McDonald of
McDonald, Bt, and Norman McLeod of McLeod, Esq., with
adjacent rocks, islands and coasts. By James Richmond.
NF9276 [1:18,000] 1 in. = 20 Sc.chs. 88 x 75 cm.
Chart of coastline showing disputed rocks, which are named in
table of contents. Buildings at Caolis (Kylis), Balaphail,
Clachan, Goulabay, Rymesgarry and Trumisgarry noted.
RHP.26
South Uist

1805 The island of South Uist, the property of Ranald George McDonald, Esq., of Clanranald. By William Bald. Lithographed by A. Forrester, Edinburgh. NF8035 [1:38,000] 1 in. = c.42 Sc.chs. 51 x 129 cm. Plan of South Uist north of Lochboisdale coloured to show land use - arable, pasture and hill pasture with acreages given in table of contents. Individual buildings of townships shown. Many lochs and hills named.
RHP.1040 Clanranald muniments

RHP.1039 Clanranald muniments

KINCARDINESHIRE

Arbuthnott

RHP.857 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

Banchory-Ternan

1739 Scheme of the Hill of Fair. By John Wilson. NJ6802 [1:15,700] 1 in. = c.380 yards 60 x 44 cm. Plan of Hill of Fare showing boundary of commonty. Mill of Hole, farms, houses, and roads noted. Parts of Kincardine O'Neil and Echt parishes (Aberdeenshire) included.
RHP.9 EP. 171/2/1837

Dunnottar

1780 A plan of part of the lands and estate of Dunnottar ..., the property of Alexander Keith, Esq. [By John Home.] N08779 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 172 x 111 cm.
Dunnottar - contd.

A very detailed plan showing infield and outfield lands on Dunnottar estate. Townships shown with field-names, tenants' names and acreages given. Land use indicated - arable, pasture and moor. Stonehaven including harbour, gardens, sawmill, mill and inn shown. Dunnottar Castle in perspective, Crawton harbour and roads noted. Coastal features named. Five small drawings of sailing vessels. Illustrated key. Table of contents.

Fordoun

1849  See Arbuthnott parish.

KINROSS-SHIRE

Fossoway

1777  Gartwhynian rundale. By James Morison.

NT0197 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 100 x 124 cm.

Plan of runrigs of Gartwhinzean coloured to show boundaries of infield and outfield. Buildings named. Relief by dark grey wash.

RHP.80

Kinross


N01102 [1:144] 1 in. = 12 ft. 30 x 37 cm.

Engraved plan of part of Kinross south of mill lead showing Green's Toft in its original and contemporary state. Brewing house, shop and houses with owners' named noted.

RHP.674

1781  The ground in possession of Robert Morison. By J. Taylor.

N01102 No scale 27 x 37 cm.

Sketch plan of some houses and ground in Kinross annotated with owners' names.

RHP.675

1807  Plan of Kinross relative to a process between Bruce Beveridge and others and Robert Marshall. By John Bell.

N01102 [1:600] 1 in. = 50 ft. 90 x 64 cm.

Town plan showing houses, streets and mill lead in dispute. Church, Meeting House, cross, town house, schoolhouse, school and mill noted. Some owners named. Coloured. Detailed references include distances, heights of houses and breadths of roads.

RHP.145/1
Kinross - contd.

1807 Reduced plan relative to a process between Bruce Beveridge and others and Robert Marshall. By John Bell.
N01002 [1:4800] 1 in. = 6 [Imp.]chs. 63 x 43 cm.
Plan of South Queich Water from Balado bridge to Loch Leven showing dams, leads, lint and waulk mill, sluice board, springs and watering place. Buildings in Kinross, church and road to Perth noted. Large scale [1:600] plan of original watering place - RHP.145/3.
RHP.145/2

Orwell

1785 The runridge and rundale of Dalquich. By James Morison.
N00804 [1:900] 1 in. = 1 Sc.ch. 182 x 89 cm.
Plan of runrigs of Dalqueich township with rigs numbered and named. Steadings, roads, old and new courses of North Queich Water, and adjacent owners noted. Coloured. Relief by grey brush hachures.
RHP.44

1788 Plan of excambion and division of the lands of Dalquich.
By John Hope.
N00804 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 93 x 44 cm.
Plan of Dalqueich showing farms coloured. Field boundaries shown with acreages given in table of contents. Adjacent properties and owners named.
RHP.35

Portmauk

1809 Manorleys, the property of Mr Douglas Clephane of Kirkness.
By John Birrell.
NT1998 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 Sc.chs. 60 x 48 cm.
Estate plan coloured to show farm and field boundaries. Field-names and acreages, steadings, plantations and roads noted. Names of adjacent lands. Title within simple scroll-work.
RHP.202

STEWARTY OF KIRKCUDBRIGHT

Anwoth

1761 See Girthon parish.

Borgue

1761 See Girthon parish.
Colvend and Southwick

1784

Plan of the subjects in dispute between Sir James Riddell, Bart, and the proprietors of Millbank....

NX9257 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 [Sc.]chs. 47 x 21 cm.

Engraved plan of lands adjacent to Water of Southwick on the estate of Mains. Southwick House, Knockhooly hamlet, Shawfoot, Caukerbush and Millbank noted. Plantations, roads and some field boundaries shown. Inset large scale [1:1800] plan of mill with waterside meadows coloured to show lands in dispute.

RHP.676

N.D.

A plan of part of the estate of Mains possessed by James Grosset, Esq.

NX9357 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 80 x 69 cm.

Estate plan showing Southwick House (Mains) and farms including Redbank, Knockhooly, Eastwood, Barscape and Dummuck. Field boundaries with some field-names and roads noted. [18th cent.]

RHP.198

Girthon

1761

A plan of the foot of the River Fleet exhibiting the several fords and roads leading thereto with the adjacent shore and houses. By James Tait.

NX5753 [1:5200] 13.7 ins. = 1 Sc. mile 145 x 128 cm.

Plan of river and coast showing fords and roads. Cardoness Castle, Girthon church, mill of Laick, Pluntun Castle, Rainton, Kirkandrews, Knockbreen House, Carrick House, old waulk mill and Bardarroch House noted. Limits of tides and coastal features shown. Annotations describing roads. Coloured. Parts of Borgue and Anwoth parishes included.

RHP.15 (2 parts)

Kelton

[c.1790]

No title.

NX7661 No scale 31 x 19 cm.

Very rough sketch of road beside Carlingwark Loch showing Buchan toll bar, Carlingwark inn and road diversion at loch.

RHP.562/5

Kirkbean

[1761]

An eye-draught of the parish of Kirkbean and lands commonly called the Fell and Merse of Preston.

NX9656 No scale 42 x 54 cm.

Sketch plan of parish showing boundaries in colour. Cowcorse, Glenwadda, townships of Kirkbean and Preston, Carse, Wreaths, Cavens and William Brig's house and shop noted. Merse and Fell of Preston, water mill and road shown.

RHP.13/4 EP. Mack. 6/3/1777

[1761]

Parish of Kirkbean and estate of Mains.

NX9656 No scale 55 x 43 cm.

Very rough sketch of parish showing buildings in perspective including town of Preston, Cavens, Carsethorn, Kirkbean port for shipping, and Brigg's house and shop. Boundaries of estates and lands named.

RHP.13/5 EP. Mack. 6/3/1777
Kirkbean - contd.

[1761] No title.
NX9559  No scale  66 x 43 cm.  
Very rough sketch of commonty of Fell of Preston showing Merse of Preston, Glenwadatoun, Wreaths, Cowcarse, Eastwood, Redbank, Prestormill, Nether and Upper Ladyland, Kirkbean, Airdrie, Hallsend, The Drum, Ardwall, Upper and Nether Glen, Kinharvie (Kennharvie), Boreland, Brocksie and Southwick House (Mains). Cairns and hills in diagrammatic form. Part of New Abbey parish included.
RHP.13/6  EP. Mack. 6/3/1777

1776 Commonty called Fell of Preston. By William Bell.
NX9559  [1:5400]  1 in. = 6 Sc.chs.  70 x 74 cm.  
Division of commonty plan with boundary coloured and serially numbered to show scheme of division with acreages and valuation given in table of contents. Mill lead and dam for Prestormill, peat roads and dykes noted. Adjacent properties and owners named. Relief by crossed-hachures. Title with floral decoration.
RHP.13/1  EP. Mack. 6/3/1777

1776 The commonty called Fell of Preston. By James Wells, land surveyor, Dumfries.
NX9559  [1:5400]  1 in. = 6 Sc.chs.  70 x 74 cm.  
Division of commonty plan showing boundary and scheme of division. Detailed tables of contents giving acreages and valuations. Peat road, mill burn, dam, Thief Stone, and dykes noted. Drainage and relief features noted. Relief by fine brushed hachures. Title with poorly ornamented decoration. Another copy - RHP.13/2.
RHP.13/3  EP. Mack. 6/3/1777

Kirkpatrick Durham

1766 Draught of Calfadd Moss and the old and new canals through it which supply Kirkpatrick miln .... By William M'Cartney, mathematician and land measurer, Knockshinnoch.
NX7871  [1:3600]  1 in. = 4 Sc.chs.  21 x 33 cm.  
Engraved plan of Culfad Moss situated north of Loch Patrick showing old and new mill leads. Kirkpatrick mill and Bleacher's Bride springs noted. Explanation gives details of features serially lettered. Detailed description.
RHP.633

Minnigaff

1772 A plan of the woodlands of Bargaly with observations relative to the matters in dispute between Patrick Heron, Esq., of Heron and Dr Andrew Heron of Bargaly. By William M'Cartney, land surveyor.
NX4666  [1:3600]  1 in. = 4 Sc.chs.  54 x 38 cm.  
Engraved estate plan showing field boundaries coloured. Land use given - arable, meadow, natural woodland, planting, orchard and gardens. Parts serially lettered with acreages and other details including composition of woodland noted in table of contents.
RHP.661  UP. 1 Currie Dal H/4/17
Minnigaff - contd.

1772
Plan of the woods of Bargaly made out from an act and commission given by the Lords of Council and Session in the process depending betwixt Dr Andrew Heron and Patrick Heron of Heron. By John Home.
NX4566 [1:3500] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 54 x 54 cm.
Engraved estate plan coloured to show boundaries and disputed areas. Land use shown - arable, pasture, gardens, orchards and woodland. Field boundaries with acreages given. Bargaly House, Craignine, Wood End Croft, old mill, roads, ford and bridge noted. Names of adjacent owners.
RHP.677

New Abbey

[1761] See Kirkbean parish.

Rerrick

1770
Over and Nether Aucheneleck. By William M'Cartney.
NX7751 [1:5400] 1 in. = c.5 Sc.chs. 23 x 34 cm.
Photostat copy of farm plan showing steadings and field boundaries. Iron mines and roads noted. Table of contents giving detailed description of land use and acreages.
RHP.1003

Troqueer

[c.1805] See Dumfries parish (Dumfriesshire).

LANARKSHIRE

Blantyre

1806
The River Clyde from and including the Blantyre cotton works upward to the site of an old mill and dam, the property of the Duke of Hamilton. By Peter Fleming.
NS6958 [1:1100] 1 in. = c.92 ft. 105 x 60 cm.
Industrial plan showing buildings, mill lead, tailrace, and mill dam of Blantyre cotton and dyeworks. Old mill and mill dam, part of River Clyde and adjacent owners noted. Sections and elevations of dam with detailed description. Coloured.
RHP.222/1

1849
Blantyre mill dam. By Neil Robson.
NS6958 [1:360] 1 in. = 30 ft. 57 x 90 cm.
Industrial plan showing dam, sluice stairs, sluice and mill lead of Blantyre cotton works. Longitudinal section of dam-dyke with detailed explanation. Coloured. Inventory - RHP.222/3.
RHP.222/2

UP. 1 Shield H/10/8
Cadder

1823  See Kirkintilloch parish (Dunbartonshire).

1827  The eastern division of the Garnkirk and Glasgow Railway being part of the line from the Monkland and Kirkintilloch Railway to the Cumberland Road. By Grainger and Miller, Edinburgh. N56970  [1:2400]  1 in. = 200 ft.  309 x 49 cm.  Railway plan showing line from Muirhead to Gartsherrie. Old coal pit, clay pit, Gartgill Engine and Stair Pits, Gartsherrie bridge, Gartcosh House, boundary ditches, plantations and some field boundaries. Cross and longitudinal sections of line. Coloured. Explanation. Part of Old Monkland parish included. RHP.535

1835  See Old Monkland parish.

1841  The crossing of the Kirkintilloch and Cadder parish road and the Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway. By James Leslie, Dundee. N56471  [1:1950]  1 in. = 162 ft.  66 x 57 cm.  Lithographed railway plan showing proposed new road bridge over railway. Loch distillery noted. Sections along old and new roads. RHP.560

1843  The crossing of the Kirkintilloch and Cadder parish road and the Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway. By James Leslie. N56471  [1:1800]  1 in. = 150 ft.  68 x 47 cm.  Roads, railway and Loch distillery noted. Sections along old and new roads. RHP.96

Cambusnethan

1811  See Shotts parish.

Carluke

1766  Lands of Halcrag. N58249  [c.1:1800]  No scale  69 x 66 cm.  Estate plan showing farm and field boundaries. Buildings in elevation. Table of contents giving acreages of croft ground, orchard, wood, field ground and meadow. RHP.38

Carnwath

1755  The lands of East Sidewood, ... the property of James Tennant of Pool, Esq., and John Black, portioner of East Sidewood. By Robert Johnstoun. N59752  [1:3600]  1 in. = 4 Sc.chs.  50 x 71 cm.  Runrig plan with tenants' names and land use given - arable, pasture, meadow and moss. Steadings noted. Detailed references giving acreages and description of ground. RHP.175
Carnwath

1811 The lands of Sheepwalk of Wilsontown belonging to William Mowbray. By Thomas Bouchop.
NS9455 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 [Sc.] chs. 169 x 94 cm.
Estate plan of Heathland with estate and field boundaries shown. Fields serially numbered with acreages, field-names and land use given in table of contents. Gin pits, wagon road and Moor Row cottages noted.
RHP.217

1850 Homesyke level, Wilsontown. By John Allan.
NS9453 [1:1200] 1 in. = 100 ft. 87 x 48 cm.
Mining plan showing level from mouth of mine to Water Pit. Depths of water marked by coloured figures.
RHP.312

1856 The Holmsyke and Engine levels in the Wilsonton Mineralfield. [By Landale].
NS9455 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 Sc.chs. 171 x 43 cm.
Mining plan showing the Holmsyke and Engine Pit levels. Open and old levels, Water, Planting, Clay, Old and New Engine, Charmuir, Stair, Gin and Nos. 3, 12, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27 Pits noted. Quarry, toll, roads, line of old wagonway, chapel, Heathland, and Moor Row cottages shown.
RHP.498

Covington and Thankerton

1770 Barony of Covington belonging to General James Lockhart of Carnwath. By James Stevenson.
NS9739 [1:5400] 1 in. = 6 Sc.chs. 78 x 67 cm.
Estate plan showing farm boundaries in colour including Mains, Meadowflat, Wellbrae, Northflat and Hillhead. Land use indicated - arable, pasture, gardens and woods. Covington mill, church and glebe, tumulus, and steadings noted. Names of adjacent owners. Decorative title with military symbols.
RHP.169

Crawford

[1764] No title. [By James Wells].
NS8815 [1:7900] 1 in. = 110 fms. 48 x 42 cm.
Detailed mining plan showing veins and levels in colour. Scotch Mining Company's level beside Roan Burn, Katie-Stack-Linn vein, Atchieson's shaft and level mouth, 1st and 2nd Muir's and Horner's veins, Back-Raik-Head and Engine shaft, High Work vein with Bennocks, Graham's Cutter Head, High Work, Fraser's, Semple's, Monchilt and Desford's shafts. Brown's vein, How's, Engine, Tub's, Ninian's shaft and forehead dated May 1757. New vein with engine shaft, Hopeful vein with old drift and Good Man's shaft, Scar vein, with three shafts, veins with foreheads dated August 1761, 1763 and 1764. Depths of some shafts given. Hush dam and some buildings shown including part of Leadhills village. Boundary between Scots Mine Company's and Leadhills Mining Company's lands noted.
RHP.405/1

UP. 1 Shield L/9/1
Crawford - contd.

1839  
Section of Katie-Stack-Linn or Horner's vein.  
NS8914  [1:2160]  1 in. = 30 fms.  42 x 33 cm.  
Section along level showing Water, Katie-Stack-Linn, Water Race, Muir and Back-Raik-Head shafts. Part of low level from Back-Raik-Head shaft shown.  
RHP.405/2  
UP. 1 Shield L/9/1

[1850]  
The water courses from the Shortcleuch Burn as existing in 1760 with the alterations upon them as they now exist. Copied from Well's plan dated 1760 and Gill's plan dated 1846.  
NS8815  [1:7900]  1 in. = 10 [Imp. chs.  67 x 40 cm.  
Mining plan showing water courses and location of shafts including Dale, Meadowhead Engine, Bell Trees, Lothians, Raik-head, Broad Floors, Bennoch's, Graham's Gutter Head, Cocks, Pap, How, Back-Raik-Head, Tub, Hair's, Rig, Engine, Ninian's, Rushy Grain, High Work, Fraser's Semple's and Mine Hill. Scots Mines Company's house and mills, Shirreff's and Lothian's Mills, old furnace, dams, village of Leadhills, Hopetoun House, old burial place noted.  
RHP.418  
UP. 2 Innes Mack S/1/1

1851  
Part of the mining district of Leadhills.  
NS8815  [1:6300]  1 in. = 8 [Imp. chs.  58 x 42 cm.  
Lithographed mining plan showing the workings of the Scots Mines Company and Leadhills Mining Company from the Shortcleuch Water to lands of Snar including detailed information of levels, shafts, veins, water courses, washing mills and engines. Inset large scale plan [1:1600] showing barricades on east branch of Poutshiel Level. Reference showing scheme of colouring of levels and boundaries of leases.  
RHP.360/3  
UP. 2 Innes Mack S/1/1

1852  
Plan referred to in suspension and interdict at the instance of the Scots Mines Company and W.G. Borron, Esq., against the Leadhills Mining Company.  
NS8914  [1:1440]  1 in. = 20 fms.  99 x 38 cm.  
Section along Katie-Stake-Linn showing Aitchison's, Muir's and Scots Mines Company's liberties and old shafts. Also part of Poutshiel Level noted.  
RHP.360/6  
UP. 2 Innes Mack S/1/1

1860  
The Leadhills Mining Company's operations in connection with the liberties of the Scots Mines Company. By William Robertson.  
NS9015  [1:2400]  1 in. = 3 Imp. chs.  59 x 55 cm.  
RHP.359  
UP. 2 Innes Mack S/1/1

1860  
Section of Katie-Stack-Linn vein and Horner's vein, Back-Raik-Head mines, Raik vein, Meadowhead vein and Susanna veins.  
By William Robertson.  
NS9215  [1:2880]  1 in. = 40 fms.  134 x 33 cm.  
Section of the levels which run from Shortcleuch Water on the south to Back-Raik-Head Engine shaft which is the march between
Crawford — contd.

Leadhills Mining Company and Scots Mines Company.
RHP.360/1
UP. 2 Innes Mack S/1/1

Crawfordjohn

1777  See Douglas parish.

1778  See Douglas parish.

1801  Glespin Mains, the property of William Furlong, Esq.  By James Whiteford.
NS8322  [1:1800]  1 in. = 2 Sc.chs.  69 x 56 cm.
Farm plan coloured to show land use - arable, pasture and planting. Field boundaries shown with acreages given in table of contents. Steadings, pigeon house, quarry and Dalebank noted.
RHP.942/1  J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

[1801]  Estate of Glespin.
NS8021  [1:10,000]  No scale 116 x 45 cm.
Estate plan showing house, parks and farms including Netherhill, Stonehill, Sheriffcleuch, Slimmingford, Shawhead, Greenburn and South Bottom. Field boundaries, plantings, limework and road to Douglas noted.
RHP.942/2  J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

1810  The common lands possessed by the proprietors and tenants of Myres and Liscleuch in the process of division at the instance of Alexander Irving, Esq., of Newton, advocate, against Misses Colebrook and their trustees. By Joseph Udny.
NS8621  [1:1800]  1 in. = 2 Sc.chs.  102 x 55 cm.
Division of commony plan with boundaries of scheme of division coloured. Myres and Greenlees farms shown with fields serially numbered and acreages given in table of contents. Dunedon Water, drove road, and adjacent owners noted.
RHP.148  EP. Dur. W.B.P. 26/12/1812

Douglas

1777  The ten pound land of the Kirktoun of Douglas preparatory to the division.  By Charles Renton.
NS8429  [1:3600]  1 in. = 4 Sc.chs.  48 x 164 cm.
Plan of the runrig lands south of Douglas with rigs serially numbered and acreages and tenants' names given in table of contents. Land use shown - arable, pasture, plantation and moor. Farm steadings noted but not named. Adjacent lands and owners named. Coloured. Relief by fine hachures. Illustrated key.
RHP.273/1  EP. Dal. 16/2/1779

1778  The ten pound land of the Kirktoun of Douglas as now divided.  By Charles Renton.
NS8429  [1:3600]  1 in. = 4 Sc.chs.  54 x 164 cm.
Enclosure plan with field boundaries shown, numbered and acreages and owners' names given in table of contents. Land use noted - arable, pasture, plantings and moor. Village of Douglas, farm steadings and adjacent lands and owners noted.
Douglas - contd.

Relief by fine hachures. Title in ornamental cartouche.
RHP.273/2 EP. Dal. 16/2/1779

Hamilton

NS7534 [1:960] 1 in. = 80 ft. 20 x 32 cm.
Plan of houses at road junction at Broken Cross showing coach road and well.
RHP.639

1781 The houses and yards mentioned in the process.
NS7255 No scale 19 x 16 cm.
Very rough sketch of houses and yards west of Castle Wynd Street. Back barns noted.
RHP.562/11 B.C. 19,804, 21,790, 21,755

NS6952 [1:5400] 1 in. = 6 Sc.chs. 34 x 26 cm.
Estate plan showing farm and field boundaries. Steadings, quarries, plantations and roads noted. Names of adjacent owners. Relief by grey wash.
RHP.126/1 UP. 1 Drysdale B/13/35

NS7253 [1:5400] 1 in. = 6 Sc.chs. 39 x 25 cm.
Estate plan showing farm and field boundaries. Field-names, steadings, plantations and roads noted. Inset plan of garden in Hamilton.
RHP.126/2 UP. 1 Drysdale B/13/35

Lanark

[1780] The road in dispute between Messrs Currie and Johnstone with the tanwork garden and houses. Engraved by John Ainslie.
NS8843 [1:380] 1 in. = 32 ft. 25 x 27 cm.
Plan of burgage strip between High Street and North Vennel, Lanark. Buildings coloured and serially lettered to correspond with functions given in table of contents.
RHP.641

1875 Craigenhill lime works showing the area of ground sought to be acquired by the Caledonian Railway Company. By John Smith.
NS8746 [1:800] 1 in. = 1 Imp.chs. 81 x 49 cm.
Industrial plan showing limeworks including quarries, kilns, pit, tramroad, loading bank and railway sidings. Line of Caledonian Railway with point-man's cottage and level crossing noted.
RHP.298

Lesmahagow

1826 Roads in the parish of Lesmahagow. By Peter Macquisten, Glasgow.
NS7742 [1:15,800] 1 in. = 20 Imp.chs. 55 x 35 cm.
Lesmahagow—contd.

Road plan showing old and new turnpikes, toll bars, bridges and mail-coach stables. Cotton and lint mills, limeworks and farms noted.
RHP, 168

NS 7236 [1:4800] 1 in. = 6 Imp.chs. 57 x 79 cm.
Copy of plan of Dunside common by Mr Wilson dated 1843, but with valuations added. Division of common showing boundary of common and scheme of division. Land use given—arable, hill, bog and moss. Plea Moss and burns noted. Table of contents giving acreages.
RHP, 255

New Monkland

1775 See Cumbernauld parish (Dunbartonshire).

1777 The lands agreeable to the disposition granted by James Waddel and spouse to James Miller of South Myvet. By William Shearer.
NS 7371 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 51 x 74 cm.
Plan of runrig lands between Wardhead and Myot coloured to show rigs with occupant's name. Steadings shown in elevation at Holenglen, Loanfoot and Myot. Notes on quality of land.
RHP, 637

NS 7371 [1:900] 1 in. = 1 Sc.ch. 36 x 26 cm.
Plan of Holenglen lands and Loanhead showing boundaries of disputed areas in colour. Coal road and Myvet Moss Dubb noted. Names of adjacent lands and owners.
RHP, 638/1

Old Monkland

[1780] Eye draught of Mr Stirling's purchase of Deanbank.
NS 7264 No scale 23 x 21 cm.
Rough engraving of lands north of Coats Burn showing Langloan mill, James Johnston's house and garden and cottages.
RHP, 640

1823 See Kirkintilloch parish (Dunbartonshire).

1827 See Cadder parish.

NS 6866 [1:1900] 1 in. = 230 links 105 x 55 cm.
Lithographed plan of Bishop Loch and surrounding lands with extent of loch given at various dates. Buildings shown include Gartloch House, former site of Kirklands House, old houses of Brackenknow in ruins, site of bishop's palace and Lochwood farm. Embankments, ditches, roads, plantations and some field boundaries noted. Names of adjacent lands
Old Monkland - contd.

and owners. Notes and table of contents.
RHP.494

1845

Bargeddie colliery showing working in Main coal. Copied by J. Ralph Moore from a plan by Robert Haig Simpson dated 1825.
NS7064 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 70 x 49 cm.
Mining plan showing underground workings with advance of coal face from November 1st, 1842 to October 7th, 1845. Detailed report (12 pp.) on the dispute - RHP.231/2. Certified copy interlocutor in causa. Wark v. the Bargeddie Coal Company - RHP.231/3.

1849

The estate of Bredisholm, the property of Miss Emily Eliza Du Vernet Crosett Muirhead. By William Boyd, C.E.
NS6865 [1:4800] 1 in. = 400 ft. 67 x 79 cm.
Estate plan showing farms and field boundaries but containing much industrial information. Location of pits including Messrs Stewart and Company's Nos. 1, 2, and 3, Tennant's Nos. 1 and 2, Bredisholm Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Mr John Watson's Nos. 1, 2 and 3, Mainhill, Ellismuir, Bartonshill and Guilhill collieries. Drumpeller railway, tramroads, line of proposed tramroad, Monkland Canal, turnpike and other roads noted. Many MS. additions. Plan revised June 1852 by Ronald Johnstone, C.E., Glasgow, and again November 1853 by the same surveyor.
RHP.262/3

1852

Part of the Bredisholm coalfield held in lease by Messrs Charles Tennant and Company. By Neil Robson's assistant.
NS6865 [1:5200] 1 in. = 4 [Imp.].chs. 35 x 46 cm.
Lithographed mining plan coloured to show waste. East and West levels, Mr Simpson's Rise Pit with level, Mr Tennant's Nos. 1 and 2 Pits, Drumpeller and Mr Tennant's railways, Braehead farm with field boundaries, Calder or Braehead mill and Woodlands quarry noted.
RHP.262/1

1852

Bredisholm sections at Braehead quarry. By Neil Robson.
NS6965 [1:120] 1 in. = 10 ft. 104 x 68 cm.
Lithographed quarry plan showing sections of quarry. Also section [1:480] showing shaft of Braehead Pit and freestone quarry.
RHP.262/2

1862

NS7365 [1:480] 1 in. = 40 ft. 101 x 66 cm.
Railway plan showing line crossing Monkland Canal at Coatbridge. Summerlee Burn, Hornock Canal, turnpike, U.P. Church and Dundievan Academy noted. Details of railway include level crossing, branch line to Langloan ironworks and Messrs Baird's branch railway to Clifton Hill. Lithographed copy - RHP.357/2.
RHP.357/1

1878

Ground at Boghall, the property of Mr George Scott, showing proposed road and feus. By Martin and Dunlop, C.E., Glasgow.
NS6762 [1:300] 1 in. = 25 ft 95 x 62 cm.
Old Monkland — contd.

Feuing plan giving areas of feus between turnpike road and Glasgow, Bothwell, Hamilton and Coatbridge Railway at Boghall. Coloured.
RHP.997

Rutherglen

NS6262 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 sc.chs. 43 x 52 cm.
Estate plan showing lands of Farme with boundaries coloured. Part of the lands of Rutherglen shown including East Croft, Gallow Flatt and Bullock mill. Roads, ford at Dalmarnock and River Clyde included.
RHP.653

Shotts

1771 Plan of the march in dispute betwixt Easter and Wester Moffats ..... By William Gray.
NS7965 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 [Sc.].chs. 31 x 25 cm.
Engraved plan of High Moss and arable land south east of Wester Moffat farm. Location of coal pits shown. Names of adjacent lands and owners. Table of contents. MS. copy - RHP.642/2.
RHP.642/1

1803 The headfield road leading through the lands of Papperthills, the property of William Waddell of East Moffat. By James Bisset.
NS8664 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 [Sc.]chs. 36 x 45 cm.
Sketch of roads north of Papperthills. Buildings shown include Forrest, Caplee, Bauds, Forrestdyke and Bennyriggs (Benieridge).
RHP.465/2

NS9665 [1:1600] 1 in. = 2 Imp.chs. 68 x 63 cm.
Plan showing roads and march dyke between Papperthills and Forrestdyke. Steadings at South and North Knowehead, Bennyriggs, Forrestdyke and Papperthills noted. Part of old road from Shotts to Forrest and Bentfoot bridge included. Coloured.
RHP.465/1

1811 The Calder Water along the Murdostoun estate. By John Leslie.
NS8257 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 sc.chs. 162 x 56 cm.
South Calder Water, bridges, dams, lint and corn mills shown. Murdostoun Castle, plantations, farms with owners' names, coal and lime road noted. Coloured.
RHP.192

1875 No title. By McCreaths and Stevenson.
NS8067 [1:800] 1 in. = 1 Imp.ch. 53 x 82 cm.
Plan showing ground between North Calder Water and Edinburgh and Glasgow turnpike road at Barblues forge. North British Railway and Plains Branch noted. Previous course of North
Shotts — contd.

Calder Water copied from O.S. 1859.
RHP.495

1885
North British Railway plan in causa, Brannan v. North British Railway Company. By J.H.A.  
RS8862 [1:360] 1 in. = 50 ft. 139 x 67 cm.  
Railway plan showing sidings at Nos. 1 and 5 Pits at Benhar colliery. Pithead buildings, sidings, cross-emptying stages and char fires noted. Cross-sections of line.  
RHP.423/1  
UP. 2 Innes Mack B/12/4

1885
NS8862 [1:480] 1 in. = 40 ft. 81 x 22 cm.  
Railway plan showing sidings at Nos. 1, 5 and 6 Pits at Benhar colliery. Char fires, cottages, points and moorland noted.  
RHP.423/2  
UP. 2 Innes Mack B/12/4

1885
NS8862 [1:2640] 1 in. = 220 ft. 75 x 64 cm.  
Railway plan showing Monkland Railway (Shotts Branch) with sidings to Benhar colliery including Nos. 1, 2, 5 and 6 Pits. Village of West Benhar, Faulheads farm, Benhar and Longrack cottages, stiles, roads, waterfall, River Almond and some field boundaries noted.  
RHP.423/5  
UP. 2 Innes Mack B/12/4

---

**MIDLOTHIAN**

**Carrington**

1846
Plan of proposed approach to the mansion house of Whitehill, the property of Wardlaw Ramsay, Esq.  
NT2962 [1:600] 1 in. = 50 ft. 143 x 53 cm.  
Plan of mansion house and parks coloured to show three alternative lines for proposed approach road. Nine working plans and sections related to these roads - RHP.776/1-9. Whitehill papers

**Cranston**

1842
See Crichton parish.

**Crichton**

1808
Plan of the lands of Newlandburn, the property of Archibald Mackinlay, Esq., and John Mackinlay, Esq. By John Bell, Edinburgh.  
NT3662 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 65 x 57 cm.  
Estate plan showing Newlandburn House, parks, gardens and plantations. Fields coloured and serially numbered to correspond with acreages and field-names in table of contents. Names of adjacent owners.  
RHP.88
Crichton - contd.

NT3964 [1:6000] 1 in. = 7½ Imp.chs. 50 x 75 cm.
Lithographed estate plan of Preston Hall with full layout of parks and gardens. Pathhead and part of Ford village shown. Turniedykes farm with fields serially numbered to correspond with acreages of arable, houses and roads given in table of contents. Roads, quarry, woodland and plantations noted. Some adjacent lands named. Relief by hachures. Coloured.
RHP.269

Currie

1755 See city of Edinburgh.

1772 The lands of Riccarton, the property of Thomas Craig, Esq.
NT1769 [c.1:3600] No scale 109 x 103 cm.
Estate plan showing Riccarton House, parks, gardens and plantations. Hermiston and Currie villages shown in detail. Farms, field boundaries, mill, Water of Leith, Currie Muir, roads and tracks noted. Coloured.
RHP.550/1

1781 Plan of excaiming and streighting of marches between Mr Craig and Mr Reid. By Thomas Johnston.
NT1771 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 32 x 21 cm.
Plan showing march in colour between the lands of Riccarton and Gogar along the Gogar Burn. Explanation. Boundary of Ratho parish included. MS. addition: "24th November 1781. This is the plan of excaiming referred to in the agreement betwixt Mr Craig of Riccarton and Mr Reid of Ratho Byres and signed by us of this date. Tho. Craig. Geo. Reid."
RHP.550/5

[c.1781] The marches between Mr Watson of Saughton and Mr Craig of Riccarton.
NT1871 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 74 x 135 cm.
Plan showing boundaries coloured. Corstorphine and Guile commonyries noted. Ornamental cartouche. Part of city of Edinburgh included.
RHP.735

1793 Plan of Hermiston. By Thomas Johnston.
NT1770 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 42 x 54 cm.
Estate plan showing Hermiston, Riccarton and Gogar Bank Houses in perspective. Field boundaries, Long Hermiston farm, plantations, moss, road, well and Gogar Burn with mill lead and dam noted. Relief by very faint grey wash. Coloured.
RHP.547

1797 Plan of the division of Currie Muir. By Thomas Johnston.
NT1868 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 43 x 31 cm.
Division of commony plan coloured to show boundaries of common and land use - arable and pasture. Land intended for planting, Lanark to Edinburgh road and new road noted. Names of adjacent lands and owners. Table of contents giving scheme of division with tenants' names and acreages.
RHP.546
**Currie - contd.**

1797

Plan of Currie farm.

**NT1868 [c.1:3600]** No scale 69 x 48 cm.

Farm plan coloured to show farm and field boundaries including Charles Smith's farm and Corslet. Fields serially numbered to correspond with field-names and acreages given in table of contents. Part of Currie village with buildings and bridge over Water of Leith noted. Relief by grey wash.

RHP.550/3 Riccarton writs

[1800]

Sketch of the estate of Riccarton.

**NT1769 [c.1:8900]** No scale 53 x 57 cm.

Estate plan coloured to show farms including Riccarton Mains, Malcolmstone, Cocklaw, Corslet, Nether Currie, East and West Hermiston, Cultens and South Gyle. Field boundaries, Currie village, paper mill, Guile Moor, Corstorphine Meadow, church, roads and toll noted. Buildings on adjacent lands shown. Table of contents giving acreages of arable, pasture, plantations and roads by farms. Inset large scale plan of Currie village [c.1:3600].

RHP.550/2 Riccarton writs

1813

Plan of the farm of Redheughs, possessed by Mr George Comb.

By J. Leslie and Son.

**NT1871 [1:1800]** 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 61 x 96 cm.

Farm plan showing fields serially numbered to correspond with field-names, acreages and land use given in table of contents. Steadings, roads, and part of Gogar Burn noted. Coloured.

RHP.734 Morton muniments

1817

Plan of Newhouse and Gowanhill, belonging to the Rt Hon. the Earl of Morton.

**NT1567 [1:1800]** 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 113 x 54 cm.

Farm plan showing fields serially numbered to correspond with acreages and land use given in table of contents. Steading, gardens, stackyard with haystacks in elevation, woodland and roads noted. Coloured. Lands of Newhouse lie in Ratho parish.

RHP.733 Morton muniments

1833

The ground occupied permanently by the Union Canal through Riccarton and Addiston Mains estates. By James Horne, copied from plan by Thomas Grainger dated 1824.

**NT1770 [1:1800]** 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 177 x 54 cm.

Canal plan showing ground taken for canal in colour. West, Mid and East Hermiston, Addiston Mains, field boundaries with acreages and lines of hedges taken out noted. Canal, bridges, Gogar aqueduct and turnpike road shown. Part of Ratho parish included.

RHP.551 Riccarton writs

1843

Threepmuir and Harlaw reservoirs on Bavelaw Burn. Lithographed by W. and A.K. Johnston.

**NT1764 [1:3600]** 1 in. = 300 ft. 126 x 63 cm.

Plan showing ground to be occupied by reservoirs. Farms of East and West Bavelaw, Threepmuir, Harlaw, Ramslack and Craigentarrie shown. Bavelaw enclosures, ruins of Redford and Redford plantation noted. Existing drainage and extent of proposed reservoir indicated. Part of Penicuik parish included.

RHP.473
Currie - contd.
1847 No. 1 plan and sections of proposed alterations on the parish road and approach to Baberton House by the crossing of the Caledonian Railway. By George Buchanan, C.E., Edinburgh. NT1969 [1:600] 1 in. = 50 ft. 52 x 73 cm. Plan of railway and roads showing Baberton Mains, plantations, and approach to Baberton House. Coloured. Plan No. 2 shows alternative line of deviation for parish road - RHP.166/2. RHP.166/1

Dalkeith
[1767] No title. NT3367 No scale 19 x 31 cm. Very rough sketch of part of Dalkeith showing outline of buildings, marshy ground and Vennal leading to back of town. RHP.562/8 B.C. 63,625

Glencorse
[c.1770] See Penicuik parish.
1805 Plan of part of Castle Law, belonging to Robert Trotter, Esq. By William Forrest. NT2363 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 Sc.chs. 55 x 103 cm. Plan of Castlelaw farm showing fields coloured with acreages. Steading, St Catherine’s Chapel, hill-fort marked “Roman camp”, manse, glebe and roads noted. Coloured. Relief by grey wash. Field-names added in pencil. RHP.124


Inveresk
1883 Smeaton junction. By Engineer’s office, North British Railway, Edinburgh. NT3569 [1:600] 1 in. = 50 ft. 102 x 54 cm. Railway plan of Smeaton station showing station buildings, points, sidings, water tank, bothy, weigh house, loading bank, water column, signals and indicators. RHP.496

Kirknewton
[1797] See Rato parish.
1806 The commony of Calder Cleir. By Robert Bauchop. NT0863 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 94 x 146 cm. Division of commony plan showing scheme of division in colour. Buildings shown include East Causewayend, inn, Milkburnhead, Morton smithy, Latch, Red Craig and Wards.
Kirknewton - contd.

Drove loan, peat roads, old kiln and dyke noted. Names of owners and acreages given. Engraved copy - RHP.738.
RHP.523
EP. 199/3/1840, Morton muniments

1819
See West Calder parish.

1826
See Ratho parish.

1828
Plan of the lands of Raw Camps, belonging to the Rt Hon. the Earl of Morton.
NT0698 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 84 x 119 cm.
Sketch of farm with field boundaries and acreages given. Steadings, smithy, limekilns, quarry and engine noted. Names of adjacent owners. Table of contents, Coloured.
RHP.739/1-2
Morton muniments

1839
Calder Cleir commonty.
NT0695 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 Sc.chs. 52 x 76 cm.
Plan of division of commonty with scheme of division shown in colour. Wards, Red Craig, Latch, Milkburnhead, East Causeway-end and Camilty farms shown. Inn, water run, old kiln, roads and dykes noted. Table of contents giving acreages, proprietors' names and rights to common. Names of adjacent lands. Marked O.S. (1:10,560) dated 1853 showing commonty coloured - RHP.728.
RHP.553
EP. 199/3/1840, Morton muniments

1857
Feu by Mr William Young from the Rt Hon. the Earl of Morton near East Calder. By George Brownlees, surveyor.
NT0698 [1:320] 1 in. = 40 Imp. links. 31 x 38 cm.
Plan of house, garden and smithy on Glasgow to Edinburgh road. Names of adjacent owners including Almondell and Raw farms. Coloured.
RHP.727
Morton muniments

Lasswade

1721
A mapp of Bilton Banks. By James Robertson.
NT2669 [1:4500] 1 in. = 5 [Sc.]chs. 41 x 60 cm.
Estate plan on vellum showing Bilton House in elevation. Fields serially lettered to correspond with field-names and acreages given in table of contents. Woods, limestone quarries, dovecot and roads noted. Coloured. Scale surmounted by pair of surveyor's dividers.
RHP.550/4
Riccarton writs

1833
The proposed road from Loanhead by Springfield to Midfield.
NT2864 [1:2400] 1 in. = 200 ft. 96 x 94 cm.
Plan of road beside River North Esk. Loanhead, Burghlee, Midfield, Honeyhole, bridge, weir and coal pits noted. Names of proprietors. Section of road.
RHP.90/1

1834
The cast road through the pleasure grounds of Springfield.
By Alexander J. Adie.
NT2964 [1:600] 1 in. = 50 ft. 168 x 70 cm.
Lasswade - contd.

Plan of cast road showing Springfield House, parks and gardens. Midfield House and plantations noted. Coloured.
RHP.90/2

1836

The cast road with longitudinal and transverse sections referred to in a report to the Hon. Lord Jeffrey. By Robert Stevenson.
NT2964 [1:360] 1 in. = 30 ft. 185 x 71 cm.
Plan of cast road showing Springfield House, village and Frankfield. Ten cross-sections and longitudinal section of road.
RHP.90/3

1861

The line of the public footpath from the village of Roslin to the public road leading to the village of Loanhead through the estate of Mountmarle. By Wylie and Peddie, C.E.
NT2863 [1:1600] 1 in. = 2 Imp.chs. 129 x 55 cm.
Plan of footpath beside River North Esk from Roslin to Springfield mills. Gamekeeper's lodge, quarry, Meg's Chuck, Hewing Cottage, Springfield mills, lead and lodge noted. Coloured.
RHP.517/1-2

1869

NT2864 [1:960] 1 in. = 80 ft. 82 x 66 cm.
Plan showing roads and paths north of River North Esk at Polton station. Old cart road to Roslin, Black Paling path, rustic bridge, site of old bridge and new bridge shown. March between Mavisbank and Dryden, fir plantation, railway station and Hewing Cottage with adjacent fields noted. Relief by hachures. Coloured.
RHP.413/1-3

1870

NT2864 [1:8800] 1 in. = 11 Imp.chs. 102 x 55 cm.
Plan of footpath beside River North Esk showing part of Roslin including Old Roslin Inn, chapel, cottage and castle. Rosebank, Gorton House, Mountmarle, Hawthornden, Maiden Castle, Hewing Cottage, Springfield House and mills, Glenesk House, Polton House, mill and station, Mavisbank, Dunesk, Glenkevock, Keveck and St Leonard's mills and part of Lasswade shown. Mill leads, dam, site of bridge over Bilston Burn, public road to Loanhead and part of North British Railway (North Esk Branch) noted.
RHP.412/1-3

N.D.

No title.
NT2664 [1:800] 1 in. = 1 Imp.ch. 95 x 46 cm.
Mining plan showing section along Burghlee and Mavisbank day levels beneath Dryden Bank House. Strata named, Bilston Burn, winery and boreholes noted. [Late 18th cent.]
RHP.467
Midcalder

N.D. See West Calder parish.

Newton

1768 See city of Edinburgh.


Penicuik

[c.1770] The present aspect of Carty Haugh, Oastley Cleugh and grounds adjacent and the roads through the same. By John Home, land surveyor.

NT2561 [c.1:5000] No scale 48 x 48 cm.
Plan of lands adjacent to River North Esk coloured to show land use - arable, pasture and woodland. Clapperton's inn, Auchendinny House, Mains, Woodhouselee, Mains of Kirkettle and mills of Greenlaw and Kirkettle shown. Kiln, quarry, mill leads, dam, wells, bridges, ford, road and old castle of Woodhouselee noted. Part of Glencorse parish included.

RHP.768 Whitehill muniments

1832 The proposed damhead and lead to Eskmills. By George Buchanan.

NT2459 [1:1200] 1 in. = 100 ft. 78 x 60 cm.
Plan of Eskmills showing leads, mill race, pond, sluices and buildings. Longitudinal and cross sections.

RHP.534/1-2 EP. 13/10/1830

1843 See Currie parish.

Ratho

1749 The estate of Dalmahoy without the inclosures, consisting of the lands of Dalmahoy, Newhouse, the Hags and Burnwyne. By Thomas Winter.

NT1668 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 88 x 73 cm.
Plan of runrig lands of Dalmahoy, Newhouse, Burnwynd and Hags showing steadings in elevation. Rigs coloured noting infield and outfields, acreages, land use and detailed notes on quality of land. Dalmahoy Moss, Brown's Well, hill-fort, quarry, smithy, road and march lines noted. Table of contents. Explanation.

RHP.1021 Earl of Morton's muniments

1781 See Currie parish.

[1797] Plan of Lot 1st comprehending the lands of Hatton etc. By John Ainslie.

NT1369 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 133 x 64 cm.
Detailed estate plan of Hatton House, parks, pleasure ground and gardens including ice house, bowling green, old and new...
Ratho - contd.

gardens, ponds and offices. Land use shown in colour -

arable, pasture, plantations and moor. Other buildings
include Burnmynd, Hoggies Hole, Easter and Wester Coxiedeen and
Hyndlaw and Lune Camps. Fields serially numbered with
detailed description given in table of contents. MS, addi-
tions relate to process, Mason v. Tait. Part of Kirknewton
parish included.
RHP.724

1802 Roddinglaw, Callerstone, and Over Gogar.
NT1671 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 39 x 50 cm.
Estate plan showing buildings and roads coloured. Roddinglaw
and Kellerstane (Callerstone) Houses and Over Gogar village
noted. Field boundaries shown with acreages and field-names
given in table of contents. Names of adjacent owners.
RHP.1001

1817 See Currie parish.

1826 The estate of Hatton, the property of the Rev. Dr Davidson.
Copy of above plan (RHP.724) by David Crawford, land surveyor,
Edinburgh, 1826.
RHP.723

1828 Road to Addiston bridge.
NT1669 [1:900] 1 in. = 1 Sc.ch. 104 x 59 cm.
Plan showing part of Glasgow to Edinburgh turnpike road
including toll bar and old and new bridges across Gogar Burn.
Addiston Mains, porter's lodge and woodland noted. Longitu-
dinal and cross-sections of road.
RHP.730

1833 See Currie parish.

1851 Land taken for Dalmahoy school. By George Angus.
NT1469 [c.1:600] No scale 45 x 35 cm.
Plan of part of Gateside lands showing house, gardens and
school, Table of acreages.
RHP.725

West Calder

1796 The lands of Falhouse mill and East and West Handaxwoods
belonging to John Wilson, Esq., and William Wilson, Esq.
By Robert Bauchop.
NS9429 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 102 x 121 cm.
Estate plan coloured to show land use and farm boundaries
including East and West Handaxwood, Bankhead, and Falhouse
Mill. Field boundaries shown with acreages in table of
contents. Limestone quarries, ironstone mine, and sand and
brick-clay pits noted. Roads and trackways shown including
part of drove road.
RHP.281
West Calder - contd.

1802  The lands of Crosswood Hill, the property of Andrew Steele, Esq., W.S. By James Knox.
NT0456  [1:3600]  1 in. = 4 Sc.chs.  80 x 142 cm.
Estate plan coloured to show land use - arable, pasture, plantation and moor. Estate and field boundaries with field-names and acreages given in table of contents. Crosswoodhill House, Mid Crosswood, heather and sheep houses, roads, trackways and milestones noted. Adjacent owners named. Relief by hachures and colour wash.
RHP.541

1819  The old and new road through Dovetshill farm.
NT0463  [1:900]  1 in. = 1 Sc.ch.  23 x 37 cm.
Plan showing alterations between Dovetshill and Murieston Castle farms. Plantations noted. Table of acreages and distances. Coloured. Part of Kirknewton parish included.
RHP.555

N.D.  The roads within the western division of the district of Calder.
By James Flint. Engraved by T. Clerk, Edinburgh.
NT0263  No scale  140 x 67 cm.
Plan of roads from Mid Calder to Muldron [NS9258] south of Breich Water coloured to show private and parish roads. Farms and houses named. Field boundaries, plantations, mills, drove loan, tolls, Roman camp (Castellum Gregis) and Union Canal reservoir noted.
RHP.726

MORAY

Bellie

1760  See Speymouth parish.

1868  See Rothes parish.

1882  See Urquhart parish.

1887  See Urquhart parish.

1889  See Urquhart parish.

1889  River Spey showing lines of sections taken at Fochabers. By Gordon and Macbeg.
NJ3459  [1:2500]  25 in. = 1 mile  59 x 92 cm.
Plan of River Spey showing channels, sandbanks and flood plain. Fochabers and Fochabers bridge noted.
RHP.484/3
Drainie

[1.1780] No title.
NJ2067 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 40 x 23 cm.
Plan of township of Salterhill showing lands in runrig. Mill
park, corn and kail yards, roads and ditches noted. Acres of
ground adjacent to Mr Brander's drain given. Names of
adjacent lands and part of Loch Spynie shown.
RHP.670

The Loch of Spynie and adjacent grounds surveyed by authority
of the Rt Hon. the Lords of Council and Session and agreeable
to instructions from Sir William Gordon of Gordonstoun. By
NJ2366 [1:14,400] 1 in. = 400 yards 79 x 64 cm.
A very fine plan showing agricultural improvements around Loch
Spynie. New field pattern, roads and plantations noted.
Gordonstoun, Kinneddar, St Andrews manse, Pitgaveny House,
Ardivet and kirk of Kirktown of Duffus shown in elevation.
Other buildings in plan including Covesea, Plewland, Kirktown
of Duffus, Unthank, North and South Crookmoor, Kintrae,
Findrassie, Myreside, Old Castle of Spynie, Spynie, Caysbriggs
(Kay's Bridge), Oakenhead (Aikenhead), Muirton, Whitely, North
and South Balormie and Coulardbank. Some land use indicated
- arable, pasture and moor. Old castle of Duffus, Siverhills
where Sir William Gordon intends to build new house, site of
intended harbour at Covesea (Causie). Stotfield village and
harbour, Lossiemouth, Spynie Canal and Bishop's, Unthank,
Kinneddar and Leuchar's mills noted. Many notes. Two over-
lays showing the extent of flooding of Loch Spynie.
Illustrated key.
RHP.427

The coast from Lossiemouth to the Old Bar.
NJ2371 [1:48,000] 1 in. = c.4000 ft. 122 x 38 cm.
Sketch of coastline with little detail. Lossiemouth,
Stotfield Head, Drainie, Duffus, Gordonstoun, Burghead and
Findhorn noted. Coloured. Coastline of Dyke and Moy,
Duffus, and Kinloss parishes included.
RHP.785 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

Duffus

[1756] Plan of the moss and moss yards of Unthank, belonging to the
Hon. Sir Robert Gordon of Gordon's town, likewise Mr Dunbar's
part of the said moss and moss yards. By William Taylor.
NJ1766 [1:800] 1 in. = 1 Imp.ch. 58 x 120 cm.
Plan relating to disputed boundaries of Unthank Moss with
contrverted area coloured. Township of Wallace Brae shown
with buildings in perspective. Land use indicated - yards,
moor, moss and heath. Field boundaries, march stones,
roads, lands of Mossyards, town of Mossend and Little Unthank
noted.
RHP.31 UP. 1 McNeill G/3/6 (Inventory only)

1783 See Drainie parish.

N.D. See Drainie parish.
Dyke and Moy

1764 See Kinloss parish.

1765 See Forres parish.

1858 Plan of the estuary of the River Findhorn and the adjacent coast from Bessie Burn on the east to the Old Bar on the west. By James Leslie. NH9562 [1:7900] 1 in. = 10 Imp.chs. 248 x 83 cm. Map of coastal features showing bars, sandhills, foreshore and estuarine deposits of Findhorn Bay. High and low water marks shown. Seafield, Binsness, Town of the Lake, Hill of Findhorn and Nethertown of Grange noted. Lacks detail inland. Bag-net stakes shown with owners' names. Detailed reference. Parts of Kinloss and Forres parishes and Auldearn parish (Nairnshire) included.
RHP.510 EP. 35/6/1859

N.D. See Drainie parish.

Edinkillie

1765 See Forres parish.

Elgin

RHP.21 UP. Currie Mack. E/1/18 (Petition)

1803 See St Andrews-Lhanbryd parish.

1808 See St Andrews-Lhanbryd parish.

RHP.157

Estate of Westerton, the property of the trustees of the late Colonel Hay. By Alexander Duncan, Banff.

1845 Estate of Westerton, the property of the trustees of the late Colonel Hay. By Alexander Duncan, Banff. NJ1356 [1:3200] 1 in. = 4 Imp.chs. 60 x 95 cm.
Elgin - contd.

Estate plan with house, parks and gardens coloured to show land use - arable, pasture and plantations. Fields numbered and acreages of arable, pasture and wood given in table of contents. Another copy lithographed by W.H. Lizars, Edinburgh, showing pictorial view of Westerton House - RHP.860/2.

RHP.860/1

J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

Forres

1765

The River Findhorn from the Sluie-pool, downward to the river's mouth, at low water, together with the coast and lands adjacent, and the howings of the tide, for the course of a whole moon with the fishing places etc. By Peter May.
NJ0157 [1:16,000] 1 in. = 18 Sc.chs. 199 x 107 cm.
Very detailed map of River Findhorn from Sluie to sea.
Towns of Findhorn and Forres, windmills, church, mill, lime-kiln and roads noted. Runrig and enclosures shown with land use indicated - arable, pasture and woodland. Inset four plans of coast from Black Lake of Tannachy westward to Cultyre showing amount of shore covered at different states of the tide. Description of tide each day from 27th August 1765 to 25th September 1765. Inset views of Castle Tarnaway, Baird's Yards, Tannachy and abbey of Kinloss. Detailed key. Parts of Edinkillie, Rafford, Dyke and Moy and Kinloss parishes included. Published in The Highlands and Islands of Scotland, by A.C. O'Dell and K. Walton (1962), p.123.

RHP.10

1858

See Dyke and Moy parishes.

Kinloss

1764

The water-course leading to the mill of West Grange with the Soger's Burn and such other contiguous fields and places. By Peter May.
NJ0458 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 Sc.chs. 99 x 62 cm.
Detailed plan showing farm and field boundaries beside the Burn of Forres. Buildings in elevation, baulks, ditches, and roads noted. Land use indicated - arable, pasture, moss and marsh. Detailed explanation of drainage. Part of Dyke and Moy parish included.

RHP.32

1765

See Forres parish.

1858

See Dyke and Moy parish.

N.D.

See Drainie parish.

Rafford

1765

See Forres parish.

Rothes

1760

See Speymouth parish.
Rothes - contd.

1868 Part of the River Spey north of Boat of Bridge. By P. MacBey.
NJ3254 [1:7900] 1 in. = 10 Imp. chs. 44 x 91 cm.
Plan of River Spey between Collie and Greens of Dipple farms showing fishing huts, sandbanks, islands and channels.
Carbity, Delfur, Woodhead, Alex. Lobban's Croft, Yondertown, Orton House, Mains and Chapel of Orton, Whitehill, Cullfoldie, Burnside of Dipple and Ordiequish shown. Field boundaries, drainage, Highland Railway and roads noted. Relief by fine hachures. Parts of Speymouth, Bellie and Boharm (Banffshire) parishes included.
RHP.542

St Andrews-Lhanbryd

1749 Plan of the marches betwixt the lands of Caldocotts, belonging to John Innes of Dunkentie and the lands of Linkfield, belonging to John Dunbar of Linkfield. By William Anderson.
NJ3264 [1:2900] 1 in. = 1/3 Sc. chs. 58 x 35 cm.
Boundary plan showing marches between Moss of Linkfield and Barefoot Hill coloured. Dunkentie's barn yards, Peter Mill's house, Moris house and Mr Innes's house shown. Cornland and parks of Calcots noted. Notes relating to marches.
RHP.149

1803 The commony of Blackhills and Cockstown.
NJ2656 No scale 24 x 23 cm.
Very rough sketch of common south of Elgin to Fochabers road showing inaccurately location of farms - Sheriffston, Darkland, Lhanbryde, Threemilehouse, Linkwood, Coxton (Cockstown), Whitewreath, Clackmarras (Clackmarran), Thornhill, Cotts, Millbuies, Humbrack (Humbrack), Ordhill, Blackhills, Greenside, Wells of Moniemouies, Teindland, Oldshields, Banetinian (Bandanlynnian) and Mill of Bauds. Loch na Bo, Den of Elms, Ordhill Common, Stroan Moss, standing stone and dykes noted. South-east extension of Elgin parish included.
RHP.539 B.C. 48,113

1808 The common moor and moss with the several improvements made thereon within the barony of Coxtown in the process of division betwixt the Rt Hon. the Earl of Fife and Lauchlin Cumming, Esq., of Blackhills. By George Brown.
NJ2656 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 Sc. chs. 94 x 72 cm.
RHP.858, 46 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

1888 Marked O.S. (1:10,560) showing boundary of estate of Blackhills in roup and sale by Alexander, 1st Duke of Fife.
RHP.862 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers
Speymouth

1760


NJ3358 [1:21,000] 2.9 ins. = 1 Imp. mile 22 x 57 cm. Plan of lands adjacent to River Spey showing townships of Upper and Nether Dullachie, farms, and Fochabers with some buildings in elevation. Land use indicated - arable, pasture, bog and moor. Gordon Castle with parks and gardens, mills and roads noted. Inset plan of river mouth at high tide. Elaborate cartouche. Surveyor's report attached to plan. Part of Bellie, Rothes and Urquhart parishes included.

RHP.287

1868

See Rothes parish.

1882

See Urquhart parish.

1887

See Urquhart parish.

1889

See Bellie parish.

Spynie

1783

See Duffus parish.

Urquhart

1760

The ground in dispute betwixt Mr Innes and the other feuars in Garmouth with adjoining lands and course of the Spey at low water. By George Brown.

NJ3364 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 Sc.chs. 36 x 49 cm. Plan of lands north of Garmouth coloured to show sands and stoney pasture ground. Town of Garmouth with sawmill, common, runrig lands with cultivators' names and Glenmore Company's buildings with channel cut by them to river shown. Labourers' houses, gibbet, green, wood and coal yards, roads, sandbanks and channels noted.

RHP.669

1882

River Spey at Garmouth.

NJ3464 [1:2500] 25.344 ins. = 1 mile 64 x 102 cm. Plan of River Spey showing proposed railway bridge. Channels, sandbanks and flood plain noted. Small parts of Bellie and Speymouth parishes included.

RHP.484/5

1887

The lower portion of the River Spey showing various streams into which it was divided. Lithographed by W. and A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh.

Urquhart - contd.

noted. Parts of Speymouth and Bellie parishes included. Section along south side of bridge - RHP.484/7.
RHP.484/1

1888

Spey bridge.
NJ3464 [1:120] 1 in. = 10 ft. 104 x 74 cm.
Cross-sections showing levels of river at viaduct at various dates between 1st October 1887 and 9th March 1888.
RHP.484/6

1889

River Spey showing lines of sections taken at railway viaduct.
By Gordon and MacBeg, Elgin.
NJ3464 [1:2500] 25.344 ins. = 1 mile 78 x 90 cm.
Railway plan showing River Spey with channel, sandbanks and flood plain. Part of Garmouth, Mill of Garmouth, Bogmuir, Essle and graveyard noted. Locations given for separate plan showing sections only - RHP.484/2. Parts of Bellie and Speymouth parishes included.
RHP.484/4

NAIRNSHIRE

Auldearn

1771

The controverted marches between Belmackardock and Kinnoudie with grounds adjoining. By Hugh Kinnaird.
NH9055 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 54 x 40 cm.
Plan of lands east of Kinnudie showing disputed marches. Bridge of Auchnacloich, roads, ford, march stones and some land use noted - arable and pasture. Names of adjacent lands. Table of contents. Part of Nairn parish included.
RHP.1026 Presented by Royal Scottish Geographical Society

1797

The roads in dispute between James Brodie of Brodie, Esq., and Mr and Mrs Dunbar of Boath. By George Brown.
NH9056 [1:4000] 1 in. = 4½ Sc.chs. 50 x 71 cm.
Plan of roads east of Nairn that cross the lands of Boath and Brodie. Roads coloured and serially lettered with explanation given in attached references. Land use shown - arable, pasture, moss and plantations. Enclosures, improvements and improveable ground noted. Buildings shown include Merrytown, Auchnacloich, Millhill, Muir, Kilnhill, Wester and Easter Drum and part of the town of Nairn. Coastline shown with broken sandhills, Brodie's fish-house, beacons, high and low water marks and mouth of River Nairn. Names of adjacent properties and owners given. Relief by hachures. Small picture of sailing craft.
RHP.186 UP. Currie Dal. B/8/9

1858

See Dyke and Moy parish (Moray).

Nairn

1771

See Auldearn parish.
ORKNEY

Firth

[1846] Sketch of the commonties of the parish of Firth. HY3514 [1:16,000] No scale 100 x 67 cm. Plan of Firth parish showing commonties coloured. Finstown, church, mill, school, roads and many farms noted. Relief by grey wash.
RHP.228

St Andrews and Deerness

1872 The commonty in the parish of St Andrews. By John D. Miller and Hebden, C.E., Kirkwall. HY5405 [1:4800] 1 in. = 6 Imp.chs. 95 x 196 cm. Commonty plan with boundary coloured. Farm boundaries, names and steadings shown. Tankerness church, Free Church, Mill of Sebay, Greens and Tankerness schools and Dingishowe (broch) noted. Relief by hachures. RHP.1000

Stenness

1816 Plan of the whole moors, mosses and pastures lying in the parish of Stenness ... hitherto occupied by the different heritors of said parish as a common but now proportionally divided .... Tracing by J.H. Johnston dated 1914. HY5210 [1:14,300] 1 in. = 16 Sc.chs. 59 x 81 cm. Map of Stenness parish showing boundary and scheme of division of commonty. Farms named, field boundaries, standing stones of Brodgar and Stenness, mills of Quoy and Hall, limekiln, schoolhouse, church, glebe, and roads noted. Observations and table of contents. Presented by Mr A.W. Johnston

PEEBLESSHIRE

Broughton, Glenholm and Kilbuche

1799 A plan of Broughton Place ... belonging to R.D. McQueen, Esq. By James Whiteford. NT1137 [1:4500] 1 in. = 5 Sc.chs. 38 x 39 cm. Photostat copy of farm plan showing steadings in elevation, field boundaries, field-names and land use - arable, pasture and plantations. Broughton village, church, manse, old glebe and mill noted. RHP.1020/1 Presented by Waddell, McIntosh and Peddie, W.S.

1799 A plan of Know farm ... belonging to R.D. McQueen, Esq. [By James Whiteford]. NT1038 [1:4500] 1 in. = 5 Sc.chs. 24 x 39 cm.
Broughton, Glenholm and Kilbucho – contd.

Photostat copy of plan of Broughtonknowe farm showing steadings in elevation, field boundaries, some field-names and land use - arable and pasture. Broughton Burn, cottage, trial bore for coal, and road from Moffat to Edinburgh noted. Names of adjacent farms. RHP.1020/2

Presented by Waddell, McIntosh and Peddie, W.S.

1799

A plan of Stirkfield ... belonging to R.D. McQueen, Esq. By James Whiteford.
NT1040  [1:4500]  1 in. = 5 Sc.chs.  24 x 39 cm.
Photostat copy of farm plan showing steadings in elevation, field boundaries and land use - arable, garden and pasture. Great Road to Edinburgh and Stob Burn noted. Names of adjacent farms. Also plan of hill ground east of Stirkfield with hills and streams named including Common Know Syke, Broomyside and Stonefauld Ridge - RHP.1020/4.
RHP.1020/5
Presented by Waddell, McIntosh and Peddie, W.S.

1799

A plan of Coverhill ... belonging to R.D. McQueen, Esq. By James Whiteford.
NT1138  [1:4500]  1 in. = 5 Sc.chs.  50 x 40 cm.
Photostat copy of farm plan showing steadings in elevation, field boundaries and land use - arable, pasture, plantation and moor. Great Road from Moffat to Edinburgh, Broughton Burn and hill-fort noted. Plans of adjacent farms including Broughton Shields - RHP.1020/6, Broughtonhope - RHP.1020/8 and Langleehill - RHP.1020/10.
RHP.1020/14
Presented by Waddell, McIntosh and Peddie, W.S.

1799

A plan of Kirkbank ... the property of R.D. McQueen, Esq. By James Whiteford.
NT1057  [1:4500]  1 in. = 5 Sc.chs.  24 x 39 cm.
Photostat copy of farm plan showing steadings in elevation, field boundaries and land use - arable, pasture and moor. Church, manse, glebe, drove road and hill-fort noted. Plans of adjacent farms including Burnetland - RHP.1020/7 and Cortkane (Bridges) - RHP.1020/12.
RHP.1020/9
Presented by Waddell, McIntosh and Peddie, W.S.

1799

A plan of Ratchill ... the property of R.D. McQueen, Esq. By James Whiteford.
NT1136  [1:4500]  1 in. = 5 Sc.chs.  47 x 39 cm.
Photostat copy of farm plan showing steadings in elevation, field boundaries and some field-names. Names of adjacent lands. Relief by brushed hachures. RHP.1020/13
Presented by Waddell, McIntosh and Peddie, W.S.

1800

A plan of Green farm ... belonging to R.D. McQueen, Esq. By James Whiteford.
NT1136  [1:4500]  1 in. = 5 Sc.chs.  23 x 39 cm.
Photostat copy of farm plan showing steadings in elevation, field boundaries and land use - arable, garden and pasture. Catlaw, Biggar Water, Broughton village, mill, church and manse noted. Names of adjacent farms. RHP.1020/11
Presented by Waddell, McIntosh and Peddie, W.S.

1828

Rough sketch of Broughton Green farm, ... the property of John McQueen, Esq., of Braxfield. By James Paterson.
NT1136  [1:3600]  1 in. = 4 Sc.chs.  37 x 24 cm.
Photostat copy of farm plan showing steadings, field boundaries and
Broughton, Glenholm and Kilbucho - contd.

some field-names. Biggar Water, roads and part of glebe noted. Names of adjacent farms. Fields serially numbered with acreages and land use given in table of contents.

Explanation.
RHP.1020/3 Presenting by Waddell, McIntosh and Peddie, W.S.

Innerleithen

1785 See Peebles parish.

Manor

1805 Plan of improvements including a survey of the estate of Barns, the property of James Burnett, Esq. By John Hay.
NT2139 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 160 x 181 cm.
Estate plan with boundaries coloured showing house, parks, gardens and fields with field-names and acreages given in detailed table of contents. Farm of Haswellsykes, Kirkton, church, manse, mill, quarry, old encampments, roads and part of River Tweed noted. Names of adjacent owners.
RHP.74

Newlands

1733 Part of the Graing, the seat of the Hon. Major Thomas Cochrane, Esq. By William Bouter, landscape gardener.
NT1952 [1:1200] 1 in. = 100 ft. 52 x 111 cm.
Plan of gardens at Lamancha (Graing) with buildings and parks noted. Features serially numbered and explained in references. Plan [1:600] showing alternative layout for gardens - RHP.270/2.
RHP.270/1

UP. Currie Dal, P/1/28

Peebles

1779 Plan of the farm of Eshields. By Thomas Johnston, land surveyor.
NT2739 [1:7100] 1 in. = 8 Sc.chs. 38 x 59 cm.
Farm plan of Eshields and Hope showing lands serially numbered to correspond with acreages, field-names and land use given in separate table of contents - RHP.8/6. River Tweed, steadings, field to be added to Soonhope mill and commony of Eshields noted. Names of adjacent farms. Coloured. MS. addition: "Peebles 24th August 1784. This is one of the plans produced by Thomas Johnston, land surveyor, and to which his declaration emitted before the Sheriff of this date refers. Thomas Johnston. Alex. Stevenson."
RHP.8/1

Hay of Haystoun papers

1782 Plan of the farm of Chaple Yards and Eshields Haugh. By Thomas Johnston, surveyed in July 1776 and September 1782.
NT2739 [1:7100] 1 in. = 8 Sc.chs. 37 x 22 cm.
Farm plan of Chapelyards showing steadings and field boundaries in colour. Horsbrugh Castle, Scots mill and road to Kelso noted.
RHP.8/4

Hay of Haystoun papers

1784 Rough sketch of the lands of Eshields and Chapelyards. By Thomas Johnston, land surveyor.
NT2739 [1:7100] 1 in. = 8 Sc.chs. 46 x 65 cm.
Peebles - contd.

Plan showing farms of Eshiel and Chapelyards with field boundaries, acreages and steadings. Horsburgh Castle and hillfort noted. Another copy showing, in addition, part of Peebles including Soonhope and Scots mills, Dovecot Acres, Moffat's Croft and lands south of River Tweed including Kingsmeadows, Muirhead, Dicksonholm, Sandyholm and Whitehaugh - RHP.8/7.

1785 A representation of a march line betwixt the lands of Horsburgh and the lands of Eshielhaugh or Easter Smithfield. By James Richmond.

Plan showing contents and values of three fields noting high ground, better ground and pasture. Part of Innerleithen parish included.

1785 Plan of Eshieldshaugh. By James Richmond.

Plan showing contents and values of three fields noting high ground, better ground and pasture. Part of Innerleithen parish included.

PERTHSHIRE

Abernethy

Abernethy Common.


Division of commonty plan showing scheme of division with allocations serially numbered to correspond to value and acreages given in table of contents. Part of Abernethy village, Mr Davidson's property, common loan, roads and woodland noted. Names of adjacent lands and owners including the commonies of Castielaw and Carpow. Coloured. Engraved copy - RHP.48/2.

Abernyte

Abernyte, the property of James Moray of Abercairn. By Thomas Winter.

Detailed plan of villages of Abernyte and Overtown with adjacent lands showing infield and outfield. All plots named with
Aberrynte - contd.

Annotations giving quality of land. Church, manse, glebe, water mill, hill-fort and roads noted. Table of contents giving acreages of infield, outfield and pasture.

RHP.1005 Abercairny muniments

Ardoch

1736 Plan of the lands of Quigs and Balhalldies and hills thereunto belonging.

NN8205 [1:8900] 1 in. = 40 falls 93 x 53 cm.

Plan of the lands of Quigs and Balhalldie with boundaries coloured. Standing stones, roads and head dykes noted. Relief in bold grey brush wash. Another copy - RHP.23/2.

RHP.23/1

Balquhidder


Blackford

1787 The march lines fixt in the excambion between the lands of Gleneagles and Abercairny. By James Morison.

NN9307 [1:900] 1 in. = 1 Sc.ch. 50 x 108 cm.

Plan of the marches southwards from Gleneagles House to River Devon. March cairns noted. Some relief by grey brush hachures.

RHP.1014/6 Abercairny muniments

1804 Hill farms of Ogilvie.

NN8907 [1:7100] 1 in. = 8 Sc.chs. 89 x 55 cm.

Plan of Cockplea, Biggs, Whaick, Kinpauch and Glen Bee farms with boundaries coloured. Steadings and arable lands noted.

RHP.1014/8 Abercairny muniments

1854 Blackford drainage: plan showing the proposed alterations and cuts for the Water of Allan and streams connected therewith.

NN9909 [1:2400] 1 in. = 3 Imp.chs. 129 x 34 cm.

Plans showing proposed alterations and cuts for Allan Water and tributary streams. Scottish Central Railway and turnpike road noted. Sections - RHP.1012, 1013. Another copy - RHP.1011 (Abercairny muniments).

RHP.863/1-3 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

Blair Atholl


NN6573 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 Sc.chs. 119 x 72 cm.

Plan showing lands north of Loch Garry drained by the Allt Dubhaig (Duaig Water). Many Gaelic place-names. Military road to Fort Augustus from milestone 68 to 71, shielings and quality of land noted. Table of contents giving acreages of moor, moss and meadow. Relief by grey brush hachures. Coloured. Ornamental title.

RHP.60
Blair Atholl - contd.

1792 Plan of the comonnty lying betwixt the Glens of Fender and Tilt, belonging to the Duke of Atholl and J. Robertson, Esq., of Lude. By Robert Reid.
NN8969 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 Sc.chs. 37 x 99 cm.
Division of comonnty plan with scheme of division coloured. Land use indicated - grass, heath and moss. Shielings, houses, bothies and roads noted. Table of contents giving acreages. Relief by brushed hachures. Pictorial title.
MS. addition: “Perth 20 June 1808. This is the plan referred to, as produced in process of division of the common of Glentilt, in the report and deposition of David Buist, land surveyor, in Perth of this date. David Buist. James Chalmers, Crn.”
RHP.56/1 EP. 14/11/1815

1808 Plan of the comonnty of Glentilt as divided 1808. By David Buist, surveyor.
NN8969 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 Sc.chs. 55 x 108 cm.
Division of commonty plan coloured to show scheme of division. Shielings, farms and houses named including Tilt Lodge, Drumnabeachan, Shepherd’s town, Fasscarie, Auchgobhal, Jalgoss, Dalginross, Croftmore, Campsie, Kincairgie, Bridge of Tilt, Middlebridge, Tom Voulin, Milnton of Kincairgie, Tirini, Mualichbeg (Mochoch Beg), Mualichmore (Mochochmore), Tonnagouie, Tomnabrack, Tomnaculaig, Little Lude, Monzie, Renroy, Braile Lude, Balna Heglis, Aldandulish (Altin Dulash), Brakoch Kincairgie and Brakoch Lude. Ruins at Dalloguilsich, Aldandow, Piteneice, Inchgrienich, Upper Campsie, Cull Chroil, Tildunie, Church of Lude, Croft na Cusbag and Achalain shown. Clebe, Bridge of Tilt, mill, River Tilt and Fender Burn noted. Relief by hachures. Table of contents giving acreages of allocations. Copy engraved by D. Lizers - RHP.36/3.
RHP.36/2 EP. 14/11/1815

[1809] Sketch of the shealings belonging to Lude with a view of the adjacent grounds.
NN8764 [1:42.240] 1 1/2 ins. = 1 mile 34 x 44 cm.
Map showing shielings on lands of Lude east of Fender Burn to Glen Loch including Alanderg, Rienague, Lecknallaire, Strondias, Riechullin, Riencloich, Riennelrig, Aldviaich, Aldmaharry, Cragganorm and Shinigag. Ruins of church of Lude, Chapel of Kilmavonaig, Lude House and Bridge of Tilt and Blair Atholl villages noted. Adjacent lands of Duke of Atholl, comonnty of Glen Tilt and forest of Benchrombeg indicated. Relief by hachures.
RHP.464 EP. Dal. 8/7/1809

Blairgowrie

NO1943 [1:800] 1 in. = 1 Imp.ch. 186 x 60 cm.
March dispute plan showing part of boundary between Welltown and Rosemount coloured. Adjacent woods, road, dyke, pump and watering places noted.
RHP.527 EP. 128/7/1850

1846 Part of the march between the lands of Walton and Rosemount referred to in the process Geekies v. Hutchinson.
Blairgowrie - contd.

By Alex. Mitchell, Perth.
N01943  [1:400]  1 in. = 50 Imp. links  196 x 46 cm.
Part of boundary between Rosemount and Welltown estates north of Rosemount Road showing feal dyke. Location of beach, fir, ash, saugh and hawthorn trees noted.
RHP.507/1-2  EP. 128/7/1850

Comrie

[c.1800]
No title.
N06024  [1:3600]  No scale  100 x 45 cm.
A fine plan of lands north of Loch Earn between Locheearnhead and Glenbeich coloured to show boundaries of townships and land use - arable, pasture and woodland. Carnlia, Dalveich, Lechkie, West and East Auchraw, Aclachoinly, Runag and Ballichroink townships shown. Dam, lint and waulk mills, road and old dyke noted. True and magnetic meridians given. Part of Balquhidder parish adjacent to Glen Ogle included.
RHP.964/5

Crieff

1855
Wester Kincardine. By Thomas Carfrae.
N08721  [1:1600]  1 in. = 2 Imp.chs.  37 x 60 cm.
Farm plan coloured to show land use - arable, meadow, garden and waste. Field boundaries and acreages given. Steadings, bone mill, roads, hedges, and centre line of Crieff Junction Railway noted. Adjacent lands and owners named. Table of contents giving acreages of arable, meadow and waste.
RHP.564

Dull

1769
See Kenmore parish.

1772
Aberfeldy crofts.
N06549  No scale  30 x 21 cm.
Enclosure plan of field south of River Tay near Aberfeldy. Coloured. Note.
RHP.963/1

[1786]
Plan of the controverted marches of Strobraick with the adjacent cornlands, made by order of the arbiter of the division. By Archibald Winter.
N08147  [1:7200]  1 in. = 200 yards  92 x 107 cm.
Detailed plan of lands south of River Tay between Bolfreacks and Stix showing marches coloured. Land use indicated - arable, pasture, wood, heath and moss. Townships shown include Dunskiag (Ton-a-skiaig), Upper and Lower Farrochel (Farichill), Dunacree (Ton-a-croie), Croft Curr, Tullichuil, Easter Stix with new farm houses and Urlar. Many shielings shown on Craig Hill with names of parent farm. Peat roads, fords, march stones, well, mill, enclosures of Middle Stix and head dykes noted. Multiple scale.
RHP.565

1823
The River Tay and adjacent grounds between Castle Menzies and Bolfreacks. By James Jardine. Lithographed by Robertson.
and Ballantine, Edinburgh.

NN8248 [1:10,700] 1 in. = 12 Sc.chs. 65 x 24 cm.
Plan showing townships including Shenavail (Shenachar), Tomin-teold, Pittinie, Tegarmuchd (Tigermack), Dull, Drumdewan, Upper and Nether Tullicro, Camserney, Upper and Nether Mill, Croftamuck, Balhomais, Farleyer, Weem, Tigh Chrigan, East and West Boltachan, Carse, Dalrawer, Croft Curr, Dunacree, Nether Farrochill (Farickle) and Dunskiag. Field boundaries, woodland, roads, tracks, ford, ferry, Tay and Comrie bridges and abandoned meander noted.
RHP.963/2 Breadalbane muniments

1834

The old marches betwixt the entailed lands of Borlick and Moness in the Haugh of Aberfeldy. Copied by James Corsar from a plan of Robert Robertson.

NN8549 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 25 x 36 cm.
Plan of lands between Aberfeldy and River Tay with boundaries of entailed and unentailed lands in colour. Buildings in Aberfeldy and public roads noted. Table of contents.
RHP.963/3 Breadalbane muniments

N.D.

Feuing plan of the village of Aberfeldy, the property of the Most Hon. the Marquis of Breadalbane. Published by George Waterston and Sons, Edinburgh.

NN8549 [1:1600] 1 in. = 2 Imp.chs. 89 x 71 cm.
Town plan coloured to show feus with MS. additions giving feuars' names. Remains of hill-fort, Free and Established Churches, chapel, manse, school, corn, saw, carding and Breadalbane mills, banks, inn, railway station and gasworks noted. [Late 19th century].
RHP.963/4 Breadalbane muniments

Dunblane and Lecropt

1766

A plan of Sheriffmuir conform to the proof to a division of the common grounds thereof. By Jn. Lesslie.

NN8203 [1:11,600] 1 in. = c.13 Sc.chs. 35 x 37 cm.
Engraved plan of the comonnty of Sherriff Muir, which is confused and distorted. Buildings shown in perspective include Shanraw (Chanraw), Duthiestoun, Lanerk, Head-dykes, Broad Leys, Larehill and Glassingall. Loans, tracks, bridge, mill lead, limekilns, head dykes, well, standing stones and site of the Battle of Sheriffmuir (1715) noted. Table of contents.
[Produced in causa Drummond v. Commissioners and Trustees of the Annexed Forfeited Estates and others - EP. Dur. 2/12/1772].
RHP.1042 Presented by A. Cuthbert, C.A.

1858

Proposed alterations on footpath called Darring Road. By H.W. Mackinson, Stirling.

NN7800 [1:2500] 25.344 ins. = 1 mile 87 x 63 cm.
Plan of part of the lands around Kippenross House showing two sections of Allan Water and part of Dunblane. Footpath with numerous proposed alterations from Dunblane to Bridge of Allan shown in colour. Two sections along footpath.
RHP.520 EP. 9/9/1858
Dunkeld and Dowally

1802 That part of Cardneys property belonging to Menzies, Esq., of Culdars lying in the county of Perth. By James Galloway.
N00545 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 57 x 83 cm.
Estate plan showing house and policies. Field boundaries with acreages given in table of contents. Plantations and roads noted.
RHP.147

Errol

1793 Plan relative to the water ditch in process between John Stewart, Esq., of Balnakilly and Andrew Clark, Esq., of Flat-field. By James Stobie.
N02224 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 54 x 62 cm.
Plan of ditches in dispute showing Flatfield farm, field boundaries and roads. Detailed reference relating to drainage. MS. addition: "To prevent confusion in the proceedings upon this business I have placed letters on the same places they are put on Mr Buist's plan [missing], which plan by the bye is very falsely delineated." Coloured.
RHP.34

Forgandenny

1774 Plan of the commonty of Forgandenny. By John Lesslie, surveyor of grounds, Liberton.
N00815 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 Sc.chs. 48 x 63 cm.
Division of commonty plan coloured to show scheme of division with valuation and acreages given in table of contents.
Newton House, Cold Coats, Clockenhen, Torrence, Branders, Wood End, and Culteuchar farm steadings shown. Part of village of Forgandenny with church, manse and glebe, lint dams, kiln, and hill-forts noted. Names of adjacent property. Ornamental title.
RHP.59 EP. Mack. 20/1/1784, EP. Mack. 11/3/1785

Fortingall

1732 See Killin parish.

1767 A plan of the disputable ground betwixt the forfeited estate of Clunie in Inverness-shire and the estate of Rannoch belonging to Sir Robert Menzies of that ilk in Perthshire. By John Lesslie. Engraved by H. Gavin.
NN4767 [1:31,680] 1 in. = ½ mile 25 x 56 cm.
Map of northern part of Rannoch Forest showing disputed boundaries coloured. Shielings shown at Coire na Cloiche, Carn a'Bhealaich, Chnap Breac, Tangnanald, Tomchogie and three shielings pulled down at Greenanbeg. Moss and some woodland beside Loch Etive noted. Relief by hachures. Southern boundary of Laggan parish (Inverness-shire) included.
RHP.673

Fowlis Wester

NN8826 [1:4500] 1 in. = 5 Sc.chs. 78 x 61 cm.
Plan showing disputed marches coloured. Dalmore,
Fowlis Wester - contd.

Craignafarrar, Bie-na-Call and shielings noted. Gaelic place-names. Adjacent owners named. Relief by hachures.
References.
RHP.213

Glendevon

1819
See Dollar parish (Clackmannanshire).

Inchture

1860
See Balmerino parish (Fife).

Kenmore

1720
The gardens of Taymouth and country adjacent.
NN7846 [1:5600] 1 in. = 4 [Sc.]chs. 107 x 80 cm.
Very fine plan of Taymouth Castle showing full layout of parks and policies. Buildings, plantations, roads and part of Kenmore noted. Small drawing of sailing vessel on Loch Tay.
RHP.721

1754
Taymouth, the seat of the Rt Hon. the Earl of Breadalbane. By Thomas Winter.
NN7846 [1:6300] 1 in. = 8 Imp.chs. 60 x 60 cm.
Estate plan showing lands between Kenmore and confluence of Rivers Lyon and Tay. House, gardens, park, plantings and forest noted. Kenmore village, ferry, boathouse, pier, Ken-o-giarie and Reebard farms, roads and bridge shown. Table of contents. Very small sketches of sailing vessels on Loch Tay. Table of contents. Seven different scales.
RHP.961/1

1769
A survey of the north side of Loch Tay. By John Farquharson.
NN6839 [1:5400] 1 in. = 6 Sc.chs. 34 x 48 cm.
Book of twenty-four plans showing farms and townships with buildings, field boundaries etc., from Killin to Kinigallin, belonging to the Earl of Breadalbane: (1) Finlarig in Killin parish; (2) Miltown of Finlarig; (3) Ardoyle and Ballemore; (4) Tomochrocher and Blaliargan; (5) Reninchuleigh and Edramuck; (6) Kiltyrie; (7) Wester Carawhin; (8) Easter Carawhin and Carie; (9) Crannich; (10) Cragganester and Balnahanaid; (11) Balnasuim; (12) Crotintygan; (13) Tomb, Drumfaferoch, Cuitrannich and Parks of Lawers; (14) Machuim, Lawernacroy, Duallin and Lurrogbie; (15) Drumglass, Marragintrowan, Sheularich and Cragganruar; (16) Cloanlawers; (17) Laggfern and Tonnantaymore; (18) Ballimeneoch, Balnearn and Corricherrow; (19) Boreland, Croftinalen and Taylone; (20) Stroan Fearnan; (21) Mains; (22) Dalmarstick, Frichadnie and Stroan Comrie; (23) Mains of Comrie in Dull parish; (24) Kinigallin in Dull parish. Each plan is accompanied by references giving acreages of infield, outfield, meadow, grass and wood. List of mills, schools, burial places and church.
RHP.973/1

Breadalbane muniments
**Kenmore - contd.**

**1769**

A plan of the south side of Loch Tay, part of the estate of Breadalbane .... By John McArthur.

NN6856 [1:17,800] 1 in. = 20 Sc.chs. 152 x 70 cm.

Detailed plan of lands south of Loch Tay from Killin to Kenmore. Crofts named with infield, outfield, meadows and woodland shown in colour. Title surmounted by arms of Breadalbane. Illustrated key. Multiple scales. This plan is a reduction from a series of plans contained in "An Atlas of the South Side of Loch Tay by John McArthur 1769" - RHP.974/1, which is accompanied by a detailed surveyor's report - RHP.974/2. Published Scottish History Society, 3rd Series, xxvii (1936).

**Breadalbane muniments**

**1772**

Deshoir. By John Farquharson.

NN6840 [1:17,800] 1 in. = 20 Sc.chs. 145 x 62 cm.

Detailed plan of north side of Loch Tay from Killin to confluence of Rivers Lyon and Tay showing crofts with infield and outfield coloured. Buildings, plantations, mills, schoolhouses, burial places, head dykes, roads and bridges noted. Plan appears to be a small scale reproduction of Farquharson's survey of 1769 - RHP.973/1-2. Part of Killin parish included.

**Breadalbane muniments**

**1786**

Taymouth policies, the seat of the Rt Hon. the Earl of Breadalbane. By George Langlands.

NN7846 [1:5500] 1 in. = 7 Imp.chs. 64 x 73 cm.

Estate plan showing lands of Taymouth from Kenmore to confluence of Rivers Lyon and Tay. Taymouth Castle, policies, plantations and forest shown. Kenmore village, manse, Kenogari, Reahard, Comrie Castle, Croftmoraig, Ballivouline and fort noted. Nine views of various buildings including south view of Taymouth Castle and fort. Parkland decorated with sketches of deer. Table of contents giving names of parks and fields with acreage of arable, roads and plantings. Illustrated key. Relief by fine hachures. Coat of arms of Earl of Breadalbane.

RHP.961/2

**Breadalbane muniments**

**1832**

Proposed lines of pipes for conveying water to Taymouth Castle.

NN7846 [1:3200] 1 in. = 4 Imp.chs. 65 x 73 cm.

Tracing showing drains, pipes and reservoirs at Taymouth Castle. Section showing gradient from reservoir to castle.

RHP.968/5

**Breadalbane muniments**

**1845**

See Killin parish.

**Killin**

**1732**

The Forest of Mamlorne. By Colin Foster.

NN4158 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 Sc.chs. 137 x 120 cm.

Plan of Forest of Mamlorne lying between Glen Lochay and Loch Lyon. Shielings of Glasled, Loribi, Ardvanich, Badchek, Invermearn, Tullich and Culdares shown. Another fifty-seven features including buildings, hills, streams and forests serially numbered and described in explanation. Relief by black wash.

RHP.960/3, 568

**Breadalbane muniments**
Killin - contd.

1735 The forest of Mamlorne. By David Dowie. NN4138 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 [Sc.]chs. 106 x 75 cm. Plan of Forest of Mamlorn between River Lochay and Loch Lyon. Shielings shown include Tomochoirn, Stronelerich, Rew, Fingkenleg, Garraiester, Lubheasgarnich, Invermearn, and Aripholla. Many Gaelic place-names. Relief by grey wash hachures. Another copy engraved by R. Cooper - RHP.566/2. Undated copy - RHP.960/2. RHP.566/1 Breadalbane muniments

1769 See Kenmore parish.

1769 An atlas of the lands belonging to Charles Campbell, Esq., of Lochdochart. NN4025 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 50 x 37 cm. Book of six plans showing lands adjacent to Loch Dochart. Buildings in perspective and field boundaries shown with acreages of infield, outfield, meadow, green pasture, moor and woodland given in table of contents. Photostat copy. RHP.976 Breadalbane muniments

1824 Plan and measurement of Macnab estate. Lot I. By James Robertson. Reduced and lithographed by Robertson and Ballantine, Edinburgh. NN5731 [1:16,900] 1 in. = 19 Sc.chs. 40 x 30 cm. Estate plan showing house and policies. Field boundaries with field-names and acreages given. Achern and Fank farms, Killin church, mill, mill crofts and roads noted. Photostat copy. RHP.961/1 Breadalbane muniments

1824 Plan and measurement of the lands of Bovain, part of the Macnab estate. Lot II. By James Robertson. NN5430 [1:7100] 1 in. = 8 Sc.chs. 49 x 69 cm. Farm plan with boundary coloured. Field boundaries with acreages and land use indicated - arable, pasture, hill pasture and plantation. House, offices, barnyard and limekiln noted. Table of contents. RHP.716 Breadalbane muniments

1845 Plan of part of the lands of Achmore, Kinnel, Killin, Finlarig etc., belonging to the Most Noble the Marquis of Breadalbane. By John Campbell, land surveyor, Aberfeldy. NN5733 [1:5600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 93 x 118 cm. Estate plan showing village of Killin, Kinnell, Achmore and Finlarig Houses. Field boundaries, plantations and parks shown. Church, manse, Free Church, inn, ruins of castle, roads and toll bar at Bridge of Lochay noted. Coloured. Relief by grey wash. Small area along western boundary of Kenmore parish included. RHP.719 Breadalbane muniments

1852 Finlarig grounds. NN5733 [1:1,5000] No scale 48 x 47 cm. Farm plan on tracing-paper showing woodland in colour. Buildings, field boundaries and roads noted. RHP.968/6 Breadalbane muniments
Killin - contd.

NN5652  [1:2400]  1 in. = 3 [Imp.]chs.  58 x 48 cm.  
Plan showing Craignavie and Beannuich farms with boundary 
coloured. Field boundaries with acreages and land use 
given - arable, arable and pasture, heathy pasture, and 
rough pasture. Limekiln, road and ford across River Dochart 
noted. Table of contents.  RHP.968/4  

Breadalbane muniments

Kilmadock

1804  See Kincardine parish.

Kincardine

1804  Plan and measurement of Wester Boquhapple. By Gilbert 
MacEwen, Callander. 
NS6598  [1:8900]  1 in. = 10 Sc.chs.  46 x 67 cm.  
Estate plan with boundaries of farms coloured including 
Breendam, Kirklands, Lug, Courlaystoun, Colgrain, 
Middletown and Moss-side. Steadings, mills, chapel and 
rails noted. Names of adjacent owners. Muir of Cardross 
and commonty of Flanders shown. Table of contents giving 
acreages and valued rent of farms. Parts of Port of 
Menteith and Kilmadock parishes included.  RHP.70

Kinnoull

[1772]  Mr Wood's garden lying at the east end of the new bridge at 
Perth through a part of which the Great Road leading from 
the bridge to the north is proposed to be carried. 
NO1223  No scale  54 x 37 cm.  
Plan of lands east of new bridge at Perth showing roads and 
houses. Detailed notes relating to ownership of lands. 
Coloured.  RHP.73  

UP. Innes Dur. W/2/5

Little Dunkeld

1786  A plan of the Hills of Birnam, slate quarries and other 
remarks on the hills. By Duncan McIliesh, land surveyor, 
Perth. 
NO0340  [1:11,600]  1 in. = 13 [Sc.]chs.  39 x 46 cm.  
Plan showing location of quarries on Birnam Hill including 
slate, sandstone and one in dispute. Dalpowie House and 
hospital, ruins of house on Hills of Neils, roads, stair dam 
and Birnam Wood noted. Engraved.  RHP.646

Logierait

1893  Highland Railway. General plan of Ballinluig station as 
on 17th July 1891. By William Roberts, engineer's office, 
Inverness. 
NN9752  [1:480]  1 in. = 40 ft.  258 x 52 cm.  
Detailed plan of Ballinluig station showing platforms, 
waiting shed, refreshment room, ground frame, loading bank, 
crane and goods shed. Signals shown in plan with all the
Logierait—contd.

positions in which they could be set. Another plan with detailed
drawing of train in elevation showing accident which took
place on 17th July, 1891—RHP.910/2.
RHP.910/1

EP. 29/8/1893

Longforgan

1799 See Fowlis Easter parish (Angus).

Moulin

1835 Plan of the division of commonties of Kinnaird. By Patrick
MacNaughton.
NW9559 [1:800] 1 in. = 1 Imp.ch. 95 x 43 cm.
Division of commonty plan with scheme of division shown in
colour. Kinnaird village and Burn noted. Table of contents
showing acreages of allocation. Adjacent properties named.
RHP.557

EP. 97/7/1835

Muckhart

1819 See Dollar parish (Clackmannan).

Muthill

1753

A plan of the estate of Pitkellony ... the property of Captain
David Drummond. Surveyed by William Winter in 1753. Copied
from the original dated 1765.
NN8615 [1:10,700] 1 in. = 12 Sc.chs. 41 x 51 cm.
Detailed estate plan coloured to show boundaries and land
use — infield, outfield, moor, plantings, common moor
and pasture. Farms and townships named — Pitkellony House,
Hardhill, Overhill, Milt Steps, Pett, Tennantree, Drumdowie
Parks, Westerton and Moorhead Lands. Kaims Castle [Roman
fortlet], mills and Muthill village noted. Names of adjacent
lands. Ornamental title.
RHP.964/1

Breadalbane muniments

Perth

[c.1780]

Plan of Pomarium and adjacent grounds.
N01123 [1:4000] No scale 53 x 43 cm.
Urban plan showing streets and buildings between Edinburgh and
Glasgow Roads, Perth. Forty-four features lettered and
numbered and explained in references including hospital, Bow
Butt playing field and commonty [loan] to burgh muir.
RHP.690

1787

A plan of the milns of Perth and the intended improvements in
the yards adjacent. By Henry Buist.
N01123 [1:450] 1 in. = ½ Sc.ch. 34 x 43 cm.
Industrial plan showing waulk mill, glue house, shade, old and
new flour mills, corn mill, baker's granary, malt mill, and barn.
Seven water-wheels noted. Properties facing High Street
included. Coloured.
RHP.123
Perth - contd.

1792 Plan of the property belonging to William Wright and John Menzies betwixt Georges Street and the Castle Gavel. By Henry Buist.
N01123 [1:360] 1 in. = 30 ft. 36 x 22 cm.
Engraved urban plan showing confluence of leads from Balhousie and Town's Mills with outline of buildings coloured. Wright shop, woodyard and tenements noted. Table of contents giving tenants' names.
RHP.689

1835 Copy of the survey of the grounds between the South Inch and Friarton Quay showing the land wanted for the site of the proposed harbour at Perth. By Robert Stevenson and Son.
N01222 [1:1800] 1 in. = 150 ft. 78 x 59 cm.
Plan of River Tay coloured to show ground proposed to be taken for new quay superimposed upon existing course of river. New quay, South Inch, ordnance depot, shipyards, cattle fold, ice house and Friarton village noted. Table of contents giving acreages and owners of land.
RHP.402

1847 The River Tay showing the Dundee and Perth Railway bridge at its crossing of the same at Perth. Copied from an Admiralty chart.
N01223 [1:600] 1 in. = 50 ft. 127 x 69 cm.
Plan of bridge showing suggested line of dredging. Depths and low water line noted. Thirteen cross-sections of river - RHP.229/2. Inventory of plans in causa Perth Harbour Commissioners v. The Dundee, Perth and Aberdeen Junction Railway Company - RHP.229/3.
RHP.229/1

N01123 [1:480] 1 in. = 40 ft. 69 x 50 cm.
Railway plan of Perth General station showing offices, platforms, carriage loading bank, signal boxes and posts. Full details of trackwork noted.
RHP.403/2

Port of Menteith

1804 See Kincardine parish.

Redgorton

1830 See Scone parish.

Scone

1830 The course and channel of the River Tay opposite the lands of Rome and Scone's Haugh on the one side and East Haugh and Muirtown on the other shewing the jetties and other circumstances referred to in the question between the Earl of Mansfield and the Earl of Kinnoul and Lawson's trustees.
By George Buchanan.
N01026 [1:1800] 1 in. = 150 ft. 99 x 56 cm.
Plan of River Tay at confluence with River Almond showing islands, banks, jetties, Derders ford and old ferry boat hole.
Scone - contd.

RHP.120

Tibbermore

1830  See Scone parish.

Weem

1804  Plan of the lands of Derculich, belonging to James Stewart, Esq. By P. MacNaughton.
NN8851  [1:1800]  1 in. = 2 Sc.chs.  52 x 122 cm.
Estate plan coloured to show land use - arable, pasture, woodland, gardens and orchards. Steadings shown including Laigh (Leach), Middletown, Milltown, Newton, Balnasuim, Wester and Easter Toberandonich. Field boundaries, roads, Burn of Derculich and River Tay noted. Adjacent lands and owners named.
RHP.335/2

1846  Plan of the lands of Derculich, belonging to Alexander Stewart, Esq. By W. McPherson.
NN8851  [1:1600]  1 in. = 2 Imp.chs.  62 x 137 cm.
Estate plan showing Derculich House and policies in detail. Steadings at Laigh, Upper Derculich, Middletown, Milltown, Newton, Balnasuim, Wester and Easter Toberandonich shown. Land use indicated - arable, pasture, orchards, gardens and plantations. Field boundaries, school ground, farina mill, Tulaich 'n Deirg, roads and River Tay noted. Adjacent lands and owners named. Coloured.
RHP.335/1

RENFREWSHIRE

Eaglesham

1789  Plan of Eaglesham. By John Ainslie.
NS5751  [1:1800]  1 in. = 2 Sc.chs.  47 x 32 cm.
Town plan showing buildings, gardens and tenants' names. North and South Streets, bleaching green, glebe, Moat Hill, Kirkton Burn, Town Area (arable land) and toll road noted. Coloured. Relief by grey wash. Pencilled additions relating to feus.
RHP.3/90

1789  Plan of the town lands of Eaglesham. By John Ainslie.
NS5751  [1:3600]  1 in. = 4 Sc.chs.  47 x 32 cm.
Plan of Eaglesham and adjacent lands. Coloured to show land use - arable, pasture, plantations and yards. Field boundaries shown with field-names and acreages given in table of contents. Glebe, houses and toll road noted. Names of adjacent lands.
RHP.3/91
Eaglesham - contd.


Eastwood

1789 Barony of Eastwood. By John Ainslie, land surveyor, Edinburgh. NS5657 [1:5400] 1 in. = 6 Sc.chs. 47 x 69 cm. General plan of barony of Eastwood with farms named and boundaries shown in colour. Land use indicated - arable, pasture, plantations and yards. Field boundaries, buildings and roads noted. Names of adjacent lands and owners. Relief by grey wash. Table of contents. MS. addition: "Glasgow 29th August 1810. This is the plan referred to the articles of roup of the estate of Eastwood signed by me of this date. Eglinton." Also the following farm plans, scale [1:3600]: (3/137) Hillhead; (3/138) Hendry's Croft; (3/139) Washwalls; (3/140) Giffnock; (3/141) Braidbar; (3/142) Orchard; (3/143) Birkenshaw; (3/144) Eastwood Mains; (3/145) Cleugh; (3/146) Bagabout; (3/147) High and Low Davieland; (3/148) Slaitis; (3/149) Rookend; (3/150) Brocklees; (3/151) Wood of Eastwood and Hollows; (3/152) Croslies; and (3/153) Thorny Bank. Each has inset coloured view of farm.

Erskine

1774 A plan of Erskine policy, belonging to the Rt Hon. Lord Blantyre. By Charles Ross. NS4572 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 [Sc.]chs. 81 x 60 cm. Estate plan on parchment coloured to show Erskine House and policies. Land use indicated - arable, meadow, parks,
Erskine - contd.
RHP.1043 Presented by Messrs Doig, Wilson and Wheatley, W.S.

Greenock

1799 The subjects in Crawfords Dyke, belonging to Daniel and John McLachlan, merchants in Greenock. By C. Buchanan.
NS2875 [1:240] 1 in. = 20 ft. 48 x 70 cm.
Urban plan showing buildings and street in Greenock.
RHP.182

1863 The grounds lying between Greenock and Gourock adapted for feuing.
NS2577 [1:1800] 1 in. = 150 ft. 158 x 76 cm.
Feuing plan showing proposed layout of roads south of Bay of Quick. Existing buildings with owners' names and magazine noted. Coloured.
RHP.107

NS2875 [1:370] 1 in. = 33 ft. 102 x 56 cm.
Plan showing scene of accident at junction of Dellingburn Square and Chapel Street noting railway lines, harbour and street-lamps.
RHP.311

1887 River Clyde at Cartsdyke Bay, Greenock. By James Deas.
NS2876 [1:2500] 25.344 ins. = 1 mile 103 x 65 cm.
Copy of D. and T. Stevenson's plan of 18th March 1885 showing harbour system from Garvel Point to Albert harbour including West, East India and Victoria harbours, James Watt dock, Garvel graving dock and ship-building yards of Robert Steele and Company, Russell and Company, and Scott and Company. Greenock bank, buoys and Garvel lightship noted.
RHP.295

Lochwinnoch

[c.1790] Plan of the roads from Kilbirnie by Lochrig and Kerse and Kerse Bridge to Beith and from Kerse to Lochwinnoch etc.
NS3546 [1:9900] 1 in. = 11 [Sc.}chs. 48 x 30 cm.
Plan of roads between Kilbirnie and Lochwinnoch showing road in dispute and county boundary coloured. Buildings shown include Kilbirnie, Ladylands House, Stonieholm farm, Lochridge (Lochrig) township, Kersehall, Lord Alva's house, Beith church, Lochhead, Little Lochhead and mill. Plantation, moss and Kilbirnie coal-pit noted. Part of Kilbirnie parish (Ayrshire) included.
RHP.609
RENFREW

LIST OF PLANS

1783

Plan of the roads in dispute betwixt Robert Pollock and John Gilmour .... By James Barry. Engraved by A. Bell.
NS4854 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 [Sc.]chs. 23 x 36 cm.
Plan of roads between North, South and High Walton farms. Steadings noted.
RHP.659

1797

A plan of the Broom Burn describing the old and new courses with the adjacent grounds. By C[harles] R[oss].
NS5437 [1:900] 1 in. = 1 Sc.ch. 65 x 46 cm.
Plan of the lands south of Capelrig showing the bleachfields of Shiellhill with boundary coloured. Boiling, drying and washing houses, old and new courses of burn, road bridge and plantations noted. Explanation.
RHP.1035

Paisley

[1545]

Paisley, 1490 to about 1565, from the Abbot's Chartulary. Lithographed by W. Ballantyne, 1820.
NS4864 [1:5800] 1 in. = c. 160 yards 34 x 50 cm.
Town plan of Paisley copied from one found in the Abbot's Chartulary dated c. 1545 showing Monastery, Castle Head, mill and town. Bridge of Paisley, Roman pretorium, roads, commons of Paisley Moss and Leigh noted. Occupants' names given for all plots of land. Place-names a mixture of French, Latin and English.
RHP.543

1786

NS4462 [1:450] 1 in. = 50 links 72 x 51 cm.
Mining plan showing the workings south of Elderslie Engine Pit as far as the lands of Auchinlodoment. Wall faces shown with dates of working. Wastes, levels, old quarry, and engineman's house noted. Numerous annotations related to survey. Also section between Elderslie pit and Auchinlodoment with coal seams coloured showing Engine Pit and levels.
RHP.656

1787

Plan of the coal pit and workings in Auchlodmont coal with the march dyke betwixt the grounds of Elderslie and Auchlodmont .... By John Lawrie. Engraved by George Cameron.
NS4462 [1:600] 1 in. = 50 ft. 46 x 35 cm.
Mining plan showing encroachments between the lands of Elderslie and Auchinlodoment showing wall face of underground workings, Elderslie Engine Pit, engineman's house and quarry.
RHP.657

1788

Plan produced by George Houston, Esq., in Mr Corse's process against him. By James Ramsay.
NS4263 [1:1440] 1 in. = 120 ft. 38 x 52 cm.
Plan of Corse's and Houston's mills on right bank of Black Cart Water at Johnston showing mill lead with items serially lettered and explained in references. Johnston bridge, old corn mill, washing green and James Brown's feu noted. Also additions since proof was taken, conform to Patrick Hume's measurement. Engraved.
RHP.658/2

UP. 1 Currie Dal. C/9/1
Plan produced for Mr Corse. [By Charles Ross].
NS4263 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc. chs. 48 x 33 cm.
Plan of the mills and lead on the right bank of Black Cart Water with boundary of cotton mill ground coloured. Smithy, plantation, Johnston bridge and washing green noted.
RHP.276/3

1790
No title. By William Bell.
NS4263 [c.1:1600] 1 in. = 130 ft. 61 x 30 cm.
Plan of Corse's and Houston's mills beside the Black Cart Water at Johnston showing buildings, bridge, mill dams, sluices and leads. Elevation of Johnston bridge showing level of water in river and lead. Longitudinal section along mill lead with section of both mills and waterwheels.
Section [1:120] of Corse's waterwheel. Table of references.
Ms. addition: "This is the plan referred to, and promised to be produced by my deposition given 16th January 1790 before James Orr, Esq., commissioner, in the process before the Lords at the instance of Robert Corse, Esq., against George Houston, Esq., Ch. Abercrombie." Copy engraved by William Bell - RHP.658/1.
RHP.276/1

1790
West front of Mr Corse's mill. [By William Bell].
NS4263 [1:200] 1 in. = 16 ft. 33 x 18 cm.
Side elevation of mill with plan of upper and offset leads.
RHP.276/2

1792
The bark mill and ground sold by the town of Paisley. By Robert Owen.
NS4863 [1:120] 1 in. = 10 ft. 50 x 39 cm.
Urban plan showing junction of Orchard Street, Gorden's Loan, Burn Row and Sawhill bridge. Names of owners and road to Sawhill mill noted. Explanation relating to road in dispute.
RHP.482

1798
The lands of Greenlaw, near Paisley, which belonged to the deceased Robert Corse. By Charles Ross.
NS4964 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc. chs. 66 x 44 cm.
Estate plan showing farm and field boundaries coloured. Mansion house, stable and gardens noted. Field-names and acreages given in table of contents. Title bordered with conventional floral decoration.
RHP.243

1798
Plan of part of the Marquis of Abercorn's lands known by the name of Barskivan marching with Mr Spiers' lands of Newton and Mr Spiers' coal workings towards and through the Marquis' march. NS4563 [1:600] 1 in. = 2 chs. 1 48 x 39 cm.
Mining plan showing encroachments with boundaries of properties coloured. Road to Mr Spiers' pits, including Engine, Gin and Stair, noted. Note: "Monkton 5th September 1798. This is the plan which refers to our report of this date.
Geo. Stiell. John Grieve."
RHP.244
Paisley - contd.

NS4461 [1:4500] 1 in. = 5 Sc.chs. 44 x 61 cm.
Engraved mining plan of coal workings on Mr Spiers' lands of Elderslie, near Johnstone, showing underground workings with faces in 1781 and December 1805. Boundaries of estates of Auchinlodoment (Auchlodefment) and Elderslie coloured. Roads, geological outcrops and adjacent owners noted. Table of distances.
RHP.68 UP. Innes Dur. H/7/6, UP. Innes Dur. C/5/32

1849 The coal wastes or workings in the lands at Hurlet, belonging to the Rt Honourable the Earl of Glasgow. For conjoined actions, the Hurlet and Campsie Alum Company and partners against the said Earl and Messrs John Wilson and Sons. Lithographed by Maclure and Macdonald, Glasgow.
NS5059 [1:4800] 1 in. = 600 Imp. links 85 x 63 cm.
Mining plan coloured to show extent of waste with proportions accessible and inaccessible for working alum ore. Divided into numbered sections. Many pits noted including those open but not in use, ventilation, and filled-up. Nitshill and Hurlet alum works, Lightbody copperas works, Fenezeze and Crossmill printworks shown. Hurlet and Nitshill villages, roads, field boundaries and Glasgow, Barrhead and Neilston Direct Railway with branch to Victoria Pit noted. Adjacent owners named. Table of contents.
RHP.140

1852 Newton coal workings.
NS4563 [1:4800] 1 in. = 40 ft. 92 x 58 cm.
Mining plan showing ventilation in stoop and room workings. Levels, roads, trap-doors and furnace noted. Also elevation of trap-door - RHP.154/2.
RHP.154/1

Port Glasgow

1808 The property of Mr David Brown. By William Kyle.
NS3174 [1:3500] 1 in. = 29 ft. 70 x 39 cm.
Plan of property north of Greenock to Port Glasgow road showing line of old shore road.
RHP.463/5

1813 Copy of a part of a plan of the channel at Port Glasgow, by Mr John Ainslie, dated 1799. By William Kyle.
NS3174 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 66 x 38 cm.
Plan of shore between Newark Castle and Green Island with sandbanks and channel coloured. Mr Brown's new wall and property shown. Kingston limekiln, powder house, harbour and chapel noted. Depths of water in Greenland and Upper Roads given in feet. Notes. Inset copy of part of a chart published by R. Sayer and J. Bennet, London, in 1781, and titled, "A new chart of the West Coast of Scotland, etc., being a continuation of the hydrological survey made by Captain Joseph Huddart."
RHP.453/4, 411 UP. 1 Inglis B/6/5

1814 Plan of the property of Mr David Brown and Mr Archibald Campbell at the west end of Port Glasgow. Surveyed by William Kyle in 1808 and 1814.
NS3174 [1:360] 1 in. = 30 ft. 60 x 40 cm.
Port Glasgow — contd.

Plan of properties beside Firth of Clyde showing amount of land reclaimed on property of Mr Brown. Balfour and Shore Streets, road from Greenock to Port Glasgow, shipbuilding yard belonging to heirs of Mr J. Wood and dwelling houses noted. Engraved copies — RHP.204/1, 411, 463/3.

RHP.204/2

UP. 1 Inglis B/6/5

Renfrew

1800 No. 1 plan. By William Kyle and copied by George Martin in 1855.

NS5068 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 62 x 47 cm.

Plan of former course of River Clyde showing property of burgh of Renfrew and outlet of Pudzeoch. Clyde Navigation Trust's property, ferry house, quay and Renfrew Canal noted. Village of Yoker and toll bar in Old Kilpatrick parish (Dumbartonshire) included.

RHP.296

1851 Plan of a part of River Clyde as in 1851. By Thomas Kyle, Glasgow.

NS5068 [1:2400] 1 in. = 200 ft. 66 x 49 cm.

Plan of River Clyde at Renfrew showing north and south banks, London works, Henderson's dock and shipbuilding yard, railway station and the burg lands of Isle and Meadowside noted. Yoker lodge and Clydebank in parish of Old Kilpatrick (Dumbartonshire) included.

RHP.293

1853 No. 2 plan of part of the River Clyde, extending from Marlingford to the River Cart, showing the present state of the feu of the burgh of Renfrew. By George Martin, engineer, Glasgow.

NS5068 [1:4800] 1 in. = 6 Imp.chs. 95 x 50 cm.

Plan of lands beside River Clyde at Renfrew showing little detail. Swing and Inchinnan bridges and Scotstoun and Elderslie Houses noted. References. Part of Old Kilpatrick parish (Dumbartonshire) included.

RHP.294

ROSS AND CROMARTY

Avoch

1816 See Cromarty parish.

Cromarty

1816 Reduced plan of the survey of the commons of Millbuie, Cromarty, etc. By Peter Brown. Lithographed by James Anderson, Edinburgh, in 1819.

NH6861 [1:14,500] 1 in. = 16 Sc.chs. 39 x 161 cm.

Detailed plan of the commony of Millbuie extending from Muir of Ord to Muirton [NH7465] showing the arable lands of
Cromarty - contd.

Balvaird, Turradale, Spital, Garguston, Upper Kinkell, Knockbain, Coldhome and Black Well. Numerous other farms shown. Land use indicated - arable, pasture, moor, moss, improvable ground and woodland with types of trees given. Names of tenants and adjacent owners. Roads, quarries, schools, cairns and wells noted. Parts of Urquhart and Logie Wester, Killelearnan, Knockbain, Avoch, Resolis, Rosemarkie and Urray parishes included.

RHP. 4045

1850

Hand sketch of the stake nets erected by Sir George G. Munro and Mr William Hogarth, referred to in the answers for the latter. NH7265 [1:2600] 1 in. = .72 yards 23 x 36 cm. Plan of small section of shore on south-side of Udale Bay showing two lines of stake nets. Coloured. Lacks scale but distance between nets given.

RHP. 159/3

1851

Plan referred to in report by D.G.F. Macdonald, NH7265 [1:1600] 1 in. = 2 Imp.chs. 108 x 68 cm. Plan of small part of Udale Bay showing high water mark, stake nets, road and store house. Disputed sea lines shown. Ownership of coastal properties noted.

RHP. 159/2

1851

Plan referred to in report by D.G.F. Macdonald, land surveyor, Dingwall, to the Hon. the Sheriff of Ross and Cromarty. By D.G.F. Macdonald. NH7568 [1:15,800] 1 in. = 20 Imp.chs. 86 x 66 cm. Chart of Cromarty Firth from Invergordon to Cromarty coloured to show high and low water marks, banks of Udale Bay and the Sands of Nigg. Disputed areas shown. Stake nets and Invergordon and Cromarty ferries noted. No details on landward side.

RHP. 159/1

Dingwall

1763

A plan of the Water of Connan from the Crives of Devil, being uppermost part of the fishing places belonging to the government, down to the shore at Dingwall. By Alexander Sangster. Engraved by H. Gavin, 1777. NH5457 [1:17,800] 1 in. = 20 Sc.chs. 29 x 37 cm. Plan showing fishing pools of River Connan north of Connan House and the adjoining lands. Buildings at Cross Bog, Braken Ord, Ball Blair, Kildun, Ferrier's houses, Crives Cors House and part of Dingwall shown. Road, ford, standing stone and fisher's lodge noted. Table of references. Part of Fodderty parish included.

RHP. 678

Edderton

[1750] See Tain parish.
Fearn

1759

A plan of part of the lands of Ankervil and Meikle Allan and the passages of the different runs of water and all the other remarkable places therein. By Charles Ross and Alexander Sangster.

NH8175 [1:5300] 1 in. = 144 ells 76 x 54 cm.

Plan showing existing and proposed streams and drainage channels between Allan and Ankerville. Balinroich, Gome, Gairshouse, Duff’s house and Ballone farms, crofts, mill, dam and roads noted. Small elevations of Ankerville and Allan Houses. Coloured. Title with ornate decoration. Detailed references. Part of Nigg parish included.

RHP.239

1761

Sketch of the present and referred lines of march between Culles and Meikle Allan.

NH8277 No scale 85 x 20 cm.

March dispute plan showing the boundary between the lands of Cullisse (Culles) belonging to Inverchassly and the lands of Meikle Allan belonging to Mr Munro. Present and intended course of march burn shown. Field boundaries, acreages and arable noted. Detailed notes on straightening burn attached to plan. Part of Nigg parish included.

RHP.219

Fodderty

1763

See Dingwall parish.

Killearnan

1816

See Cromarty parish.

1832

See Inverness and Bona parish (Inverness-shire).

Kilmuir Easter

1851

See Cromarty parish.

Knockbain

[ca. 1800]


NH6348 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 Sc.chs. 53 x 37 cm.

Plan showing boundaries of disputed commonties in Kessock Forest coloured. Crofts shown with tenants’ names and acreages of infield lands. Easter Kessock, Coldwell, Drumsmital, Hilltown, Travally, Bailluedon, Milltown and Croftmacriech townships, roads, schoolhouse, mill, dam, lead and pier noted. Names of adjacent owners.

RHP.117/3

1816

See Cromarty parish.

1832

See Inverness and Bona parish (Inverness-shire).
Lochbroom

NH0284 [1:44,500] 1 in. = 50 Sc,chs. 52 x 41 cm.
Estate plan with boundary coloured. Townships, paths and woodland noted. Relief by hachures. Names of adjacent lands. Reverse: MS, addition giving details of rents, leases, public burdens, stipend and upset price. RHP.978

Logie Easter

1879 Shandwick. By John Allan, architect and surveyor, Stirling.
NH7875 [1:2500] 25,344 ins. = 1 mile 100 x 65 cm.
Estate plan coloured to show plantings and roads. House, gardens, parks and mains of Shandwick shown. Field boundaries, Campack Burn and Highland Railway noted. RHP.991 UP, 2 McNeill B/9/4

Nigg

1759 See Fearn parish.

1761 See Fearn parish.

1763 Plan of the Hill of Nigg as divided. Engraved by A. Bell.
NH8372 [1:15,400] 1 in. = 15 Sc,chs. 35 x 29 cm.
Division of commony plan with boundaries of scheme of division coloured. Buildings shown include Pitcalzean (Pitculin), Kirk of Nigg, Culnauld, Culnaha, Kindace, Ankerville, Knockgaigsach, Culderrery, Knockbreck, Wester Rarichie and various crofts with tenants' names. Bayfield Loch (Kindace dam), Loch Annat and roads noted. Names of adjacent lands. Relief by hachures. Title with decorative border. RHP.680 EP. Dal. 28/2/1760

Resolis

1816 See Cromarty parish.

Rosemarkie

1816 See Cromarty parish.

Tain

[1750] A plan of the boundaries of the burgh of Tain with march marks thereof. By J. Maxwell from original by Alexander Sangster, dated 1750.
NH7782 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 Sc,chs. 65 x 79 cm.
Plan of Tain and surrounding lands with boundaries of properties coloured. Individual buildings in Tain, cross and roads shown. Steadings at Plaids, Pithogarty, old houses of Balkeith, Balcherry, Inverethie, Balnagall, Locheye, Hilton, Aldie, High Milns of Tain, Tarlogie and Cambuscurrie, other farms, crofts and townships, St Catharine's Cross, mills, enclosures, mosses, fir park, quarries and commony to south of Morrich More noted. Table of contents listing marks on
Tain - contd.

Perambulation of marches. Extension of plan - RHP.275/2. Photostat copy of original plan by Alexander Sangster, dated 1750, in possession of Town Clerk, Tain - RHP.275/3. This is a more accurate plan showing, in addition to above copy, lands in Edderton parish including Kirk of Edderton, Mill and Milltown of Westray, Andrew Seer's house and vestiges of shielings beside Edderton Burn.
RHP.275/1

Urquhart and Logie Wester

1816  See Cromarty parish.

Urray

1816  See Cromarty parish.

ROXBURGHSHIRE

Hawick

1764  Map of Wilton Common. [Engraved by A. Bell].
NT4617  [1:4500]  1 in. = 5 Sc.chs.  32 x 34 cm.
Division of commony plan with scheme of division given with owners' names and acreages. Old and New Whitfield, Lee Heads, Stouslie, Cala Burn, mosses, springs, wells and roads noted. Small part of Roberton parish at Smasha and Pishgah Hills included.
RHP.181

1768  William Grieve's model of division of Hawick Common.
NT4811  [1:12,000]  No scale  33 x 41 cm.
Rough sketch showing boundary of common and mosses. Plantings, quarry for building stones for Hawick, Southfield, Dodburo and Hawick shielings noted. Names of adjacent lands and owners.
Reverse: memorandum relating to mosses to be divided.
RHP.722

1802  The inquest line of march between Mr John Allan's and Mrs Oliver's property. By James Elliot.
NT5014  [1:78]  1 in. = 6 ft. 6 ins.  48 x 39 cm.
Plan of some houses and yards in Hawick. Names of owners given. Another plan showing same lands in causa Scott v. Allan - RHP.562/17.
RHP.562/18

Jedburgh

1770  Plan of the subjects belonging to John Douglas and Thomas Turnbull particularly of the Middingstead in dispute between them. By Thomas Wilson, surveyor.
NT6520  [1:80]  1 in. = 80 ins.  53 x 42 cm.
Jedburgh - contd.

Plan of some buildings on east of Jedburgh Highgate Street.
Explanation.
RHP.682

Minto

1762
A reduced map of the lands of Hassendean Common. [By Archibald Jordon and Thomas Scott].
NT5220 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 116 x 84 cm. Plan showing Hassendean Common divided into sixty plots according to valuation with acreages given. Horsleyhill, Wester-houses, Cawfaulds and Alton farms, common loan, mosses and roads noted. Owners of adjacent lands given in table. Part of Wilton parish included.
RHP.180/2

EP. Mack. 22/7/1763

1762
A map of Hassendean Common. [By Archibald Jordon and Thomas Scott].
NT5220 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 115 x 67 cm. Division of commony plan showing boundaries of scheme of division coloured. Cawfaulds farm, Devil's Dyke, mosses and roads, including St Boswell's fair road, noted. Explanation relating to selling of shares of the commony. Highly decorative plan with compass rose, scale surmounted by pair of surveyor's compasses, ornamental border to title and highly coloured border to plan. Part of Wilton parish included.
RHP.180/3

EP. Mack. 22/7/1763

Roberton

1764
See Hawick parish.

Wilton

1762
See Minto parish.

SELKIRKSHIRE

Galashiels

[1780] A plan of the road in dispute betwixt I. Scott, Esq., of Gala and the feuars.
NT4836 [1:800] 1 in. = 1 Imp.ch. 40 x 30 cm.
Plan of land north of Gala Water at Gala bridge showing road in dispute coloured. Houses with owners' names, old and new mill dams, burial ground, spring, old dyke, turnpike road, toll barn, and Darling's Haugh noted. References.
RHP.681

Selkirk

[c.1780]

Plan of the Easter and Wester Long Mosses with the adjacent grounds. By William Bell.
NT4929 [1:5400] 1 in. = 6 Sc.chs. 51 x 43 cm.
Plan showing boundaries of estate of Greenhead, Lindean common and part of Selkirk common in colour. Nether Greenhead, old castle, ruins of Upper Greenhead and old watch tower, Murder Moss and hill-fort noted. Some land use indicated - arable, moss and pasture. Marl pits in Wester Long Moss, drains, roads and tracks shown. Names of adjacent lands and owners. Part of Galashiels parish included.
RHP,683

Stirlingshire

Airth

1779

Plan of land commonly called Clachan Park, part of the estate of Carnock, the property of Houstown Stewart Nicolson, Esq., and lately possessed by John and James Chrysties. By William Eadie, land surveyor, Falkirk. Engraved by William Bell.
NS688 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 35 x 39 cm.
Farm plan with boundary coloured. Steading, field boundaries and old quarry noted. Explanation.
RHP,699

1810

Plan of Airth Pow. By John Shaw.
NS9187 [1:1150] 1 in. = 1 Sc.ch. 30 links 64 x 97 cm.
RHP,49/1
UP, 1 Innes Mack. S/39/4

Denny

1818

Plan and division of Tarduff Burn Commony. By John Shaw, Falkirk.
NS7583 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 100 x 66 cm.
Plan of Tarduffburn Common from Tarduff Hill to cross-roads south of Overton showing scheme of division with acreages, proprietors and values given in table of contents. This plan is an accurate survey of allotments made out by Cumberland Lauder - RHP,538/2.
RHP,538/1, 538/3 EP, F.S.P. 31/7/1819

1849

[Plan of Muirhead farm]. By W. Hamilton, Callendar.
NS8181 [1:2400] 1 in. = 3 Imp.chs. 45 x 35 cm.
Farm plan coloured to show farm and field boundaries with fields serially numbered to correspond with acreages given in table of contents. Steading and track noted. Names of adjacent owners.
RHP,127/3
UP, Currie Dal. F/8/3
Drymen

N58189 [1:3150] 1 in. = 3 1/2 Sc.chs. 55 x 32 cm.
Plan of land of Easter Balfuning with disputed boundaries coloured. Balfuning House, arable land, roads including military road from Dumbarton to Stirling, gate and dykes noted. Relief by hachures. Explanation. Table of contents - RHP.694/2.
RHP.694/1

1825 Plan of the commony of Ballat ... By John Legate.
N55191 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 104 x 94 cm.
Division of commony plan showing scheme of division in colour. Jaffray well and burn, ruins of Badmuck, quarry and service roads to common. Names of adjacent owners. Table of contents giving acreages, valuation and scheme of division.
RHP.251

Falkirk

1771 See Grangemouth parish.

N58779 [c.1:3600] No scale 35 x 49 cm.
Estate plan showing house, formal gardens, meadows with boundary coloured. Field boundaries, canal, post-road, Maggie Wood road, Soapree House, Sheil Hill, and the lands of Arnot Hill noted.
RHP.695

1783 Eye draught and measures of part of the canal at Bainsford.
N58882 [c.1:3600] No scale 33 x 21 cm.
Rough sketch of bridge over canal at Bainsford showing Mr Rankin's warehouse and banks of canal. Explanation.
RHP.557

1792 Plan of a road running through part of the new divided lands of Callendar.
N58877 [1:900] 1 in. = 1 Sc.ch. 175 x 52 cm.
Plan of road between Cullochburn and Glen Burn showing cross-roads to Pirleyhill colliery. Coloured. Detailed explanation.
RHP.196

1794 Plan of the estate of Abbotshaugh and part of the estate of Daldersse, belonging to John Ogilvie, Esq. By Joseph Udny. Copied from William Bell's plan of Abbotshaugh, 1785, A. Shepherd's plan of Daldersse and William Edie's plan of Graham's muir.
N58981 [1:4200] 1 in. = 6 [Sc.]chs. 54 x 67 cm.
Estate plan with field boundaries, roads and land use shown in colour. Carron House, Bothkennar church and manse, Daldersse House, Bainsford village and Falkirk shown. Some owners and farms named. Canal to Carron works, part of Carron River, Forth and Clyde Canal with 3rd and 4th locks, Bainsford village, Daldersse Mill farm, salt pow, Carronshore.
Falkirk - contd.

and mill noted. Parts of Larbert and Grangemouth parishes included.
RHP.4

1823 See Slamannan parish.

1869 See Muiravonside parish.

[c.1869] See Muiravonside parish.

Grangemouth

1771 Plan of the cuts of communication from Carron works and river to the Forth and Clyde Navigation together with the line of that navigation from Burn-house to the sea lock at Grange Burnmouth. Engraved by A. Bell.
NS8982 [1:9600] 1 in. = 800 ft. 73 x 33 cm.
Plan of River Carron and Forth and Clyde Canal coloured to show lines of proposed canals to unite these waterways. Locks, temporary canal, Stenhouse mill dam and depths of river shown. Houses include Kerse, Mungal, Burn, Abbotsheagh, Carron and T. Kinnaird's old farmhouse. Explanation. North-west part of Falkirk parish included. Note: "This plan is relative to Carron Company's letter of the 29th October 1771 delivered to the general meeting of the Forth and Clyde Navigation at Edinburgh the 5th November 1771."
RHP.700 Carron Company records

1772 The survey and plan of the division of Reddingrig. By John Scott, surveyor.
NS9076 [1:2700] 1 in. = 3 Sc.chs. 180 x 72 cm.
Division of commonty plan showing scheme of division with valuations and acreages in table of contents. Shieldhill, Pirleyhill, Wester Newlands, Redding village, North and South Lochs, Polmontside, Middlerig, common mosses, drove roads, enclosures and part of common left for servitude heritors noted. Relief by hachures.
RHP.409 EP. Mack. 11/3/1773

1779 Sketch of the new road through Fleming's. By John and George Espie.
NS8983 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 37 x 50 cm.
Plan showing new road and bridge at Cauldcotes. Line of old road, Balgreen Burn, William Anderson's house and Old Crop Pit noted. Elevation of new bridge. Measurements from Kinnaird Engine and Cuttyford Pits.
RHP.702 UP. Adams Mack. B/3/53, Carron Company records

NS8883 [1:14,400] 1 in. = 400 yards 32 x 43 cm.
Plan of roads north of River Carron showing location of Fleming's 3, 4 and 5 Pits. Carron works, wagonway from Fleming's Pit to Carronshore, colliery engine, Kinnaird and Letham Houses, Towers, Stenhouse, quarry, collier's houses and ford noted.
RHP.701
Grangemouth - contd.

1789 See Bo'ness and Carriden parish (West Lothian).

1794 See Falkirk parish.

1797 Plan of Carron River from Carron works to Grangemouth. Surveyed and engraved by John Ainslie.
N59182 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 165 x 52 cm.
Plan showing old and new course of River Carron with dams, dykes, harbour and riverside industries including Carron works with branch canal, mills, brewery, limekilns, rope-works, timber yards, quarries and granaries. Part of Grangemouth, some buildings in elevation including Kerse House, Bothkenner church, Stenhouse and fire engine, Stenhouse Mill and lead, Potter's farm, Skaithmoor upper and nether mills, Cable Brae distillery, Carronside, washing green, Carronshore, warehouse, ford, Abbotshaugh, Dalbeath, Skinflats and Newton Pow noted. Names of landowners adjacent to river. Illustrated key. Part of Larbert parish included.
RHP.242  Carron Company records

1814 Plan of the improvement of the Forth and Clyde Navigation at Grangemouth.
N59282 [1:3200] 1 in. = 4 [Imp.]ch. 74 x 45 cm.
Engraved plan of Grangemouth and River Carron coloured to show proposed improvements including Mr Rennie's ship canal, cut for Grange Burn, wet-dock of 10 acres and Mr Baird's proposed railroad. Kerse offices, Carron Company's feu, dry dock, timber basin and Forth and Clyde Canal noted. Old meander of Carron River, island formed by New Cut in 1783 and old boathouse shown. Marked "proof copy".
RHP.575

1869 Redding Colliery. By Alex. Black, surveyor.
N59076 [1:2500] 25.34 ins. = 1 mile 320 x 119 cm.
Mining plan based on Ordnance Survey plan showing ownership of coal in Redding Muir and adjacent lands. Boundaries of mining concessions coloured with owners' names. Colliery railways added. Whin Ellrig and Universal dykes, boundary of former commonty of Reddington, common mosses and underground working beneath Weeding Common Moss noted. Another copy of this plan based on Ordnance Survey 6 ins. = 1 mile [1:10,560] coloured to show ownership of land and coal - RHP.408.
RHP.318

Kippen

N56435 [1:1600] 1 in. = 2 Imp.chs. 63 x 53 cm.
Plan of drainage channels between Kippen and River Forth. Some land use indicated - arable and moss. Features serially numbered and explained in references. Kippen village, Little Kerse, Blackhouse, turnpike, gates, Broich bridge, and roads noted.
RHP.43
1766
Copy plan of Kinnaird Main Coal. By James Fish.
NS8884  [1:540]  1 in. = 15 yards  181 x 113 cm.
Mining plan showing coal face, waste and horseways between 6th
August 1766 and 17th March 1769. Kinnaird, Proof, Dogger, Bye
and Engine Pits located. Coal for pans, gateside and Mr
Dundas's march noted. Crudely coloured. Note: "Coal wrought
on Kinnaird lands before Carron Company got the coal."
RHP.18

1774
Plan of the Main Coal workings in the estate of Kinnaird.
Surveyed by Mr Landers August 1769 and corrected to November
1774.
NS8884  [1:3600]  1 in. = 4 Sc.chs.  46 x 64 cm.
Engraved mining plan with Main coal coloured showing location of
Nos. 1 Engine, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, Old, New, Quarry
and North Pits. Underground workings shown including stoop and
room and wall faces. Kinnaird House in perspective with bound-
daries of parks, Red Row and Culleyfield noted. Inset detailed
plans of Crow coal and fire clay seams. Section from western
boundary of estate to Engine Pit. Detailed explanation with
production figures.
RHP.703/1

[1775]
No title. By A. Shepherd.
NS8884  [1:3600]  1 in. = 4 Sc.chs.  51 x 49 cm.
Engraved mining plan showing location of pits south of Kinnaird
House with wall faces of pits in colour including Nos. 1 Engine,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 Culleyfield, Inkerton, Old
Dip, Lairds, Old, Muir, Fleming's Stair, Fleming's Gin and Old
Crop. Some underground workings shown including stoop and room,
waste, faces, roads and levels. Kinnaird House and garden, Red
houses, Culleyfield, Widow Dicks and Caldecotes noted. Names of
adjacent lands.
RHP.703/2

1776
Plan of Kinnaird Main Coal workings at January 4th 1775 showing
also the space wrought from that period to 1st August 1776. By
A. Shepherd.
NS8884  [1:3600]  1 in. = 4 Sc.chs.  74 x 49 cm.
Similar to above plan but in addition showing section of Pits
Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4.
RHP.703/3

1779
Plan of Main Coal workings in the estate of Kinnaird. By James
Lander.
NS8884  [1:3600]  1 in. = 4 Sc.chs.  40 x 64 cm.
Copy of RHP.703/1 corrected to 1779 showing extension of main
coal workings in colour. Section and explanation. Separate
explanation giving very detailed description of workings -
RHP.703/7. Sections - RHP.703/6, 8.
RHP.703/5

[1779]  See Grangemouth parish.

1794  See Falkirk parish.

1797  See Grangemouth parish.
Logie

NS8295 [1:5600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 47 x 63 cm.
Estate plan coloured to show estate and field boundaries.
House, policies and farms shown including Manorneuk, Porterland and Craigend, East Farm and Powis Mains (West Farm).
Acreages added in pencil.
RHP.937 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers

Muiravonside

1847 Plan of the estate of Craigend. By Alexander Black, surveyor, copied from a plan of Craigend by Mr Sang.
NS9375 [1:7900] 1 in. = 10 Imp.chs. 53 x 37 cm.
Estate plan coloured to show land required for Shieldhall Branch Railway. Fisher's Muir belonging to Carron Company, steadings, plantations and roads noted. Names of adjacent owners. Table of contents giving acreages of ground required by railway company on the entailed part of Craigend estate.
RHP.127/2 UP. Currie Dal, F/8/3

1847 Plan of the lands of Boxton. By T. Carfrae, surveyor.
NS8873 [1:1600] 1 in. = 2 Imp.chs. 60 x 73 cm.
Estate plan with lands of Odd, Upper and Lower Boxton coloured. Fields serially numbered and acreages given. Steadings, ponds, plantations and roads noted. Names of adjacent owners.
RHP.127/1 UP. Currie Dal, F/8/3

NS9373 [1:2400] 1 in. = 3 Imp.chs. 81 x 50 cm.
Estate plan with farm and field boundaries coloured. Fields serially numbered to correspond with acreages and land use given in table of contents. Steadings, Ballenbriech mill, roads, Slamannan Railway and River Avon noted.
RHP.127/1 UP. Currie Dal, F/8/3

1869 See Grangemouth parish.

St Ninians

NS7284 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 103 x 79 cm.
Estate plan coloured to show estate and field boundaries. Field-names and acreages given in table of contents. Buildings, plantations, quarries and roads noted. Names of adjacent owners. Relief by pale grey hachures.
RHP.132

1838 Plan of a footpath from near Easter Livilands Gate through the lands of Braehead, Wester Livilands, and through the lands of Bizzetlands, which belonged to the burgh of Stirling, to the turnpike road from St Ninians to Stirling. By William Legate, Stirling. Lithographed by Banks and Company, Edinburgh.
NS7991 [1:1740] 1 in. = 145 ft. 55 x 67 cm.
Plan of footpath east of St Ninians showing Calton, Braehead,
1855
Plan of the estate of Wester Livilands, the property of James Morrison, Esq. By Francis Mackison, C.E., Stirling. NS7992 [1:2400] 1 in. = 200 ft. 55 x 64 cm. Estate plan showing mansion house, parks, offices and Braehead farm with new driveway and gate superimposed. Land use shown in colour - arable, pasture, gardens and woods. Field boundaries noted with acreages and land use given in table of contents. Names of adjacent properties and owners. RHP.425

1869
Feuing plan of Livilands Park, being the upper portion of the estate of Wester Livilands, the property of James Morrison, Esq. By David Rhind, architect, Edinburgh. Lithographed by W.H. McFarlane, Edinburgh. NS7991 [1:2400] 1 in. = 200 ft. 75 x 57 cm. Feuing plan with roads coloured showing layout of houses and gardens. Livilands House and St Ninians church noted. Elevations of Clifford and Bellfield gates. Note. RHP.882/2 J.K. and W.F. Lindsay's papers

Slamannan

1805
Sketch and accurate measurement of the distances between the southermost house and the northermost house, the eastermost house and the westermost house, in the parish of Slamannan. By John Shaw, Falkirk. NS8573 No scale 47 x 37 cm. Diagrammatic sketch of parish with some roads shown. Buildings noted include church, manse, Slate House, schoolhouse, Laigh Moat, Slamannan village, Loan Rigg, Gray Rigg and Easter Schoolhouse. Table of distances. Note on condition of roads. RHP.466/3 EP. Dal. 26/5/1807

1806

1823
Plan of Parkhall Colliery. Surface surveyed by Robert Maxton, present wallfaces by John Geddes, assistant to Mr Bald. The old workings copied from Mr Lauder's plan. NS8874 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 sc.chs. 96 x 64 cm.
Mining plan with underground workings coloured showing location of pits including No. 1 (Engine), No. 2 (Bye), Nos. 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 (Burn), 14 (North Hirst), 15, 16, 17, 18, 20 (Glenend), 21 and Air. Limits of faces shown between 9th May 1823 and 14th June 1832. Drove and coal roads, field boundaries, Greenwells, Cory, Glenhead and Glenend noted. Names of adjacent properties and owners. RHP.400

1869 See Grangemouth parish.

Strathblane

1782 The Strathblane and Milldavie roads. By James Lander. Engraved by William Bell. NS5679 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4½ Imp.chs. 48 x 32 cm. Plan of roads in dispute south of Blane Water. Some field boundaries, corn and lint mills of Milndavie, Nethertown smithy, Edenkiln township, Blue Risk, Dumbroch and Strathblane with church in perspective. Explanation. Also sections along Strathblane to Edenkiln and Milldavie roads - RHP.705/2. Another undated plan showing roads in dispute - RHP.697, RHP.705/1, 28/1

1841 Plan of Craigend estate ... belonging to John Smith, Esq. By John Livingston, Glasgow. Lithographed by A. Ritchie, Edinburgh. NS5477 [1:3200] 1 in. = 4 Imp.chs. 61 x 92 cm. Estate plan showing Craigend Castle and policies. Some land use indicated - arable, pasture, plantations, moor and heath. Buildings shown include Wester Mugdock, Milndavie corn mill and beetling houses, Drumbrough Lower and Upper bleachworks, Blane Water with reservoirs, dams, sluices and leads, Dumbrock Loch, Deil's Craig dam, field boundaries and some field-names noted. Many pencilled notes relating to leases, rents and improvements. Table of contents giving acreages of enclosures and plantations. Coloured. RHP.503/1

1867 Ownership in 1868 of the lands and estate of Ballagan, which were gifted by King James I to the bishops of Glasgow in 1430 and confirmed to them or to the convent of Grefriars, Glasgow, by Isabella, Countess of the Leveneles, by charter 1452, and held as church lands accordingly (except Easter Balemen, conveyed by Bishop Muirhead to Patrick, 7th laird of Buchanan about 1461) until the Reformation time or about 1580. By Alex. Galloway, Glasgow. NS5279 [1:10,560] 6 ins. = 1 mile 73 x 53 cm. Plan of lands adjacent to Strathblane village coloured to show different owners. Farms named. Mill of Milndavie, Dumbrock bleachworks, Blanefield printworks, line of railway, roads and Blane Water noted. Table showing state of the holdings in 1831 as entered in the Stirling County Roll of old valuations. Table of contents giving names of farms and proprietors with acreages added in pencil [indistinct]. RHP.503/2

1868 Craigend estate - Dumbrock bleachworks. By Alex. Galloway. NS5678 [1:250] No scale 50 x 36 cm.
Strathblane - contd.

Section showing fall of Dumbrock Burn from end of tunnelled tail race after passing lower wheel of Flockmills to River Blane. Also plan showing position of wheel at lower bleachwork - RHP.505/4.
RHP.503/3

SUTHERLAND

Creich

1768
A plan of the controverted grazings of Fionauld made out by order of the Lords of Council and Session. By Archibald Winter.
NC3525 [1:16,200] 1 in. = 450 yards 50 x 33 cm.

1792
Reduced plan of the farms of Daltarre, Langwell, Badditagart, Baddichrieve and Rossel, belonging to Colonel Ballie of Rosehall. By William Bell.
NC3817 [1:7900] 1 in. = 2 Imp. furlongs 120 x 37 cm.
Estate plan with farm and field boundaries shown coloured. Fields serially numbered and acreages of arable, meadow, milk cow pasture, wood and hill given in table of contents. Shielings, mill and types of woodland noted. Names of adjacent owners. Relief by symbolic grey wash. Note: "The above five farms of Daltarre, Langwell, Badditagart, Baddichrieve and Rossel were surveyed by me in summer 1792 by order of this court. The other lands of Rosehall, shaded round red from Rossel march all the way to the Burn of Invernauld was surveyed prior to that time by Mr Aiken and copied by me from his plan [now missing] in this plan. Will. Bell." RHP.183

WEST LOTHIAN

Abercorn

1822
See Kirkliston parish.

1822
Plan showing the ground occupied permanently by the Edinburgh and Glasgow Union Canal through Hopetoun estate from Pardovan to Auldcathy, the spoil banks, back cutting, etc. By James Horne, land surveyor.
NT0477 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 215 x 48 cm.
Canal plan showing cuts, spoil banks and bridges. Pardovan House, Camphill, Fans Park, Cockmuir, Paddockhall and Auldcathy farms with some tenants named. Field boundaries,
Abercorn - contd.

plantations, dam and Philpstoun mill noted. Coloured. Act for making and running a navigable canal (pp. 61) - RHP.167/2. Part of Linlithgow parish included. RHP.167/1

1837

Copy plan of estate of Duddingston. By [T.] Carfrae. NT0177 [1:4500] 1 in. = 5 [Sc.chns. 73 x 54 cm. Estate plan coloured to show land use - arable, pasture, parkland, plantations and gardens. Some field-names and acreages given. Buildings shown include Duddingston House, Butlaw, Banks, Crawstone, Totleywells, Lawflat, Woodend, and Parkhead and Newton villages. Limekilns, old mill, old quarry, roads, paths and milestone noted. Table of contents giving acreages of arable, waste, roads and plantations. Produced as relative to entail of parts of estate of Duddingston by the Rt Hon. John Alexander, Earl of Hopetoun, 1849. RHP.540 Deeds 115, 116, 117 and 118 of June 1850

Bathgate

1870

Plan of the mineral workings in the lands of Torbanehill as leased by Messrs James Russell and Son 1852. Copied from plan furnished by lessees by William Robertson. NS9566 [1:1600] 1 in. = 2 Imp.chs. 137 x 57 cm. Mining plan of Torbanehall (Torbanehill) coloured to show argillo-bitumen and ironstone workings. Underground workings with longwall from 7th May 1861 to 23rd April 1870 shown. Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17, 18, Garden, Inchcross and Air Pits noted. Small area of ironstone working shown in north-west corner of plan. Location of bores relating to thicknesses of "torbanite" or Boghead gas coal. Torbanehall and Mains farms, gardens, field boundaries, plantations, turnpike and private roads noted. Names of adjacent property. Also 0.5. (1:10,560) plan marked with land and location of pits - RHP.421. RHP.420 Deeds 115, 116, 117 and 118 of June 1850 EP. 144/7/1868

Bo'ness and Carriden

[c.1780] No title. NS9980 No scale 35 x 22 cm. Engraved mining plan showing pits on estate of Grange including Bo'ness Engine, Old Engine, Chance, Blind, Balfours, Meltrams, North and Grange Engine. Some underground workings shown including waste and whole coal at Blind Pit. Geological section through estate showing coal seams. RHP.687

1789

A plan of the proposed navigation canal from the Forth and Clyde Canal to Borrowstowness. By Robert Whitworth. NS9680 [1:7900] 1 in. = 2 [Imp.] furlongs 67 x 25 cm. Canal plan coloured to show amount of canal constructed between Forth and Clyde Canal and Bo'ness. River Avon, Kinneill Castle, mills, kiln, engine, stables, salt pans, Bo'ness harbour, farms and field boundaries noted. Part of Grangemouth parish (Stirlingshire) included. RHP.177, 5541 UP. Adams Mack Misc/1/137, 1 Potts A/5/9
Dalmeny

[c.1790] See Kirkliston parish.

Kirkliston

[c.1790] Plan of the estate of Carlowrie, the property of David Falconar, Esq. Engraved by J. Ainslie.

NT1474 [1:7100] 1 in. = 8 Sc.chs. 33 x 44 cm.

Estate plan coloured to show farm boundaries including Puncheonlaw, Bourtreebush, Wester Carlowrie and Wheatlands. Fields serially numbered to correspond with land use and acreages given in table of contents. Dovecot, toll, milestone, roads and River Almond noted. Names of adjacent lands and owners including Cattelbuck and Loanhead belonging to Earl of Hopetoun. Part of Dalmeny parish included.

RHP.185

1822 Plan of the ground occupied permanently by the Edinburgh and Glasgow Union Canal from Myres to Lord Buchan's march, with spoil banks, etc. By James Horne.

NT0976 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 166 x 43 cm.

Canal plan coloured to show spoil banks, bridges and aqueduct. Part of Winchburgh, farm names and some field boundaries noted. Note: "Edinburgh 29th April 1826. This is the plan referred to in our decree arbitral of this date in submission between the Earl of Hopetoun and the Union Canal Company. George Brown, Thomas Lawrie."

RHP.167/3

1822 Plan of the ground occupied permanently by the Edinburgh and Glasgow Union Canal through Hopetoun estate from Lyrie Law west march to Almond River. By James Horne.

NT0971 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 117 x 33 cm.

Canal plan coloured to show line of canal, spoil banks, bridges and Almond aqueduct. Learielaw (Lyrie Law), Muirend and Broomflat farms and some field boundaries noted.

RHP.167/4

1851 Plan of lands said to have been flooded at Winchburgh station.

NT0875 [1:2400] 1 in. = 200 ft. 90 x 55 cm.

Plan coloured to show flooded lands adjacent to Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway line at Winchburgh station. Winchburgh village, Union Canal and associated drainage channels shown including Niddry Burn with Bell's Mill, Niddry Castle and Broomhouse with field boundaries and crops noted. Coloured.

RHP.160 UP. 2 Inglis S/13/27

Linlithgow

1781 Plan of the roads in dispute in the process depending before the justices of the peace of the county of Linlithgow, Sir William Hamilton against Mr James Andrew. By Joseph Udny.

NT0077 [1:10,800] 1 in. = 300 yards 58 x 22 cm.

Plan of roads from Linlithgow bridge to Pardovan including line of old march road at the back of Parkhead. Buildings shown include outline of Linlithgow with palace and church, Lochhouse, Parkhead, Jinkabout, Bonnytoun, Bonsyde, Flask, Boghall, Loch-Hall, Burghmuir (Barrow Muir), Kingsfield, Sunnyside, Park, Glenco, Champfleure and Pardovan, Walkmilintown, Little, St Ninians, Loch, Haugh and Burron mills.
Linlithgow - contd.

shown. Field boundaries of Parkhead and plantations of Loch House noted. Table of contents giving distances of roads.
RHP.686

1822

See Abercorn parish.

1861

Plan of the lands of Boghall and Magdalenes, the property of William Wilkie, Esq. By Carfrae and Clouston.
NT0177 [1:2000] 1 in. = 2\(\frac{1}{2}\) Imp.chs. 108 x 61 cm.
Estate plan showing fields coloured with acreages and land use given - arable, gardens and plantations. Buildings of Boghall, Magdalenes and part of Linlithgow shown. Line of Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway, roads and part of Linlithgow Loch noted. Two fields marked 'sold'. Table of contents. RHP.748

Livingston

1861

Strang v. Steuart. Plan of thorn hedge and ditch between the lands of Wester Breich, belonging to pursuer, and farm of Breichdyke, belonging to the defender, and adjacent grounds.
NT0064 [1:1200] 1 in. = 100 ft. 101 x 71 cm.
Drainage plan showing main title drain between the lands of Wester Breich, Breichdykes and Gootle. Plantations, roads and Bickerton Burn noted. Coloured. Longitudinal and cross-sections of ditches - RHP.424/2.
RHP.424/1

1886

Plan showing relative position of Deans oil works and Barracks farm. By John R. Williamson, Edinburgh.
NT0267 [1:1600] 1 in. = 2 Imp.chs. 90 x 69 cm.
Plan showing Deans oil works including spent shale bing, drain, chimney stack and retorts. Barracks farm with steading, field boundaries and some field-names shown. Line of North British Railway, Livingston station and plantings noted.
RHP.334

Uphall

1821

Plan of the village of Broxburn, the property of the Rt Hon. the Earl of Buchan.
NT0872 [1:1800] 1 in. = 2 Sc.chs. 78 x 51 cm.
Detailed plan of Broxburn village showing houses, gardens, mill dam and Union Canal. Buildings serially numbered with tenants' names given in table of contents.
RHP.879/1 J.K. and W.P. Lindsay's papers
Leswalt

NX0561 [1:3600] 1 in. = 4 Sc.chs. 86 x 67 cm.
Plan of Sheuchan Parks estate (Stranraer Park) coloured to show estate and farm boundaries. Land use indicated - cornland, arable, meadow and moss. Fields serially numbered and acreages given in table of contents. Hillhead feus, part of Stranraer, Callowhill and hill-forts noted. Names of adjacent lands and owners.
RHP.171

Portpatrick

NX0451 [1:8900] 1 in. = 10 Sc.chs. 88 x 114 cm.
Estate plan with farm boundaries coloured including Kildonan, Meoul, North and South Port of Spittal, Barmore, Barnchallock, Awhirk, Criagenlee, Challoch-hill, High and Leigh Tibbert, North and South Knockglass, Auchenree, Crailloch, Ouchtrie-makain, Killantringan and Craigslave. Town of Portpatrick shown in some detail with adjacent fields. Roads, sea mill, mill park, ruins of Dunskey Castle, Carstone, castle in ruins at Kildonan, The Common, glebe, Castle Croft, Cow Parks noted. Names of adjacent lands and owners. Relief by light grey wash. Part of Stoneykirk parish included.
RHP.338

Stoneykirk

1804 See Portpatrick parish.

ZETLAND

Cunningsburgh

1839 Plan of Cord Keotha and Bremer .... By Andrew D. Mathewson, land surveyor.
HU4329 [1:1600] 1 in. = 2 Imp.chs. 93 x 103 cm.
Cunningsburgh - contd.

Plan of division of commonty with scheme of division shown in colour. Owners' names and acreages given. Roads, buildings and Society's school noted. 

RHP.77 EP. 22/3/1842

Lerwick

1787 Street plan of Lerwick from Mr Innes's to Mr Yorston's inclusive. By Andrew Bolt. Engraved by John Ainslie, Edinburgh.

HU4741 [1:600] 1 in. = 50 ft. 62 x 55 cm.

Three plans showing street, houses, landing place and pier in Lerwick. Disputed area coloured. Owners' names given. 

RHP.68/4/1-3

Nestings

1833 Plan of the scattald or common of the island of Whalsay. By William Mathieson.

HU5563 [1:6500] 1 in. = 8 Imp.chs. 64 x 136 cm.

Division of commonty plan showing scheme of division with valuation in separate report by William Merrylees and James Strong - RHP.210/2. Weetrick of Skaw, schoolhouse, Booth of Marrister and Sodom noted. Many lochs and hills named.

RHP.210/1

Northmavine

[c.1780] Draught of the north part of Northmavine from Uyea to Brebister.

HU3690 [1:40,000] 1 in. = c.1100 yards 23 x 28 cm.

Engraved map showing settlements including Uyea, Brevligarth, Sandvoe, Flugarth, Isbister, Houll, Benigarth and Amsland Brebister. Anchorages, landing places and lodges [fishermen's summer huts] noted. Courses of boats to fishing grounds shown. Inset plan [1:6000] of Fethaland and Brebister.

RHP.685

1859 Plan of the Ness of Hillswick .... By Roderick Coyne, C.E., Edinburgh.

HU2775 [1:3200] 1 in. = 4 Imp.chs. 64 x 97 cm.

Division of commonty plan with scheme of division coloured. Hillswick House, steading, church, manse, glebe and mill noted. Coastline shown in detail with many place-names. Relief by grey wash.

RHP.532 EP. 34/1/1861

Tingwall

1851 Map of survey of the scattald or commonty of Weisdale, Zetland. By Andrew D. Mathewson.

HU3954 [1:6300] 1 in. = 8 Imp.chs. 190 x 241 cm.

Division of commonty plan showing arable and pasture lands of townships including Stromfirth, North and South Huxter (Huckster), Cott, Nether and Upper Sound, Houll, Kurkigarth, Heglibister, Gillaburn, Cuckron, Stenswall, Tuslafield, Graven, Hamrigarth, Scarpigarth, Housegord, Hoove, Houllscarpa, Touby, Skurron, Setter and Kergord. Lots serially numbered.
Tingwall - contd.

with valuation per acre given. Ruins of church of Sound, Weisdale school, mills, plantation and roads noted. Names of adjacent scattalds including Whiteness, Sandsound, Girista, Catfirth and Olnaefirth. Relief by grey brush hachures.
Published in The Land of Britain, edited by L. Dudley Stamp (Part 5, Zetland by A.C. O'Dell), 1940, p.283.
RHP.512 EP. 12/10/1860

1853 Map of the scattald of North and South Hammersland, Easthouse, Vatster and Wadbaster showing the valuation sections and scheme of division. By Thomas Irvine, surveyor.
HU4447 [1:3200] 1 in. = 4 [Imp.]chs. 108 x 120 cm.
Division of commonty plan with scheme of division in colour. Some buildings shown including North and South Hamarsland, Easthouse, Mill of Easthouse and schoolhouse. Roads, paths, mill, dam, pier, cattle pund and stone dykes noted. Relief by hachures.
RHP.508 EP. 16/3/1854

Unst

1843 Map of survey of the scattald or commonty of Balliasta. By Andrew D. Mathewson, Lerwick.
HP5909 [1:6300] 1 in. = 8 Imp.chs. 156 x 158 cm.
Plan of commonty of Balliasta showing scattald land coloured with acreages and valuation. Township lands shown blank with only a few buildings named including Hamars, Uregarth, Mary Park, Skibhoull, New Church and Hillside. Captain Thomas's Tower, water mills, chromate quarries, parish school, cattle pund, Cloven Stane, White Stone of Kaats, roads and tracks noted. Adjacent scattalds of Wick, South-the-Voe, Haroldswick, Cliff and Burrafirth named. Relief by grey wash. Table of contents giving total acreage of scattald.
RHP.273/2 EP. 22/4/1850

1846 Map of division of the scattald or commonty of Balliasta as altered under the commissioner's interlocutor of 15th April, 1846. By Andrew D. Mathewson, land surveyor, Lerwick.
HP5909 [1:6300] 1 in. = 8 Imp.chs. 156 x 158 cm.
RHP.273/1 EP. 22/4/1850

Yell

1839 Plan of the commonty or scattald of Reafirth. By Alexander Davidson, land surveyor.
HU5088 [1:6300] 1 in. = 8 Imp.chs. 197 x 103 cm.
Division of commonty plan with scheme of division coloured. Townships of Aywick and Yell, buildings and proprietors' names noted. Adjacent scattalds of Sandwick, Windhouse and Otterswick named. Table of contents.
RHP.236 EP. 87/8/1848
Yell - contd.

1855 Plan of survey of the scattald or commony of Houlland in the parish of North Yell in Zetland. By Andrew D. Mathewson. HP5002 [1:3200] 1 in. = 4 Imp.chs. 190 x 133 cm. Division of commony plan showing boundaries of scheme of division coloured. Lots serially numbered with acreages and valuation per acre given. Water mill, broch, Captain Thomas's pyramid, sheep pund, Yards of Setter and roads noted. Relief by grey wash. Table of contents.
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ABERCAIRNEY MUNIMENTS, 129*

Abercorn, 1st Marquis of, 144

Abercrombie, Charles, 144

Abercromby, Thomas, 24

Aberdeen, 3rd Earl of, 3

-- Railway, 14

Aberdeenshire Canal, 6, 10

Abercrombie, Thomas, 12, 16

Aberdeen, 3rd Earl of, 14

Abercorn, Sir Charles, 7

Abercorn, Marquis of, 7

Abercorn, William, surveyor, 14

Abercorn, 1st Earl of, 3

Abercorn, Alexander, 7

Abercorn, R., 14

Abercorn, 4th Earl of, 3

Abercorn, 5th Earl of, 17

Ade, Alexander J., surveyor, 114

Agnew, Robert, surveyor, 116

Andrew, James, 32

Anderson, James, 22, 23, 33, 34

Anderson, James, harbour engineer, 10

Aitch, John, 12

Aitken, Andrew, 16

Aithken and Fairlie, engineering lithographers, 90

Allan, John, architect and surveyor, Stirling, 103, 169

--., 159

--., Thomas, surveyor, 16

Almon works, 125

Anchorage, 15, 165

Anderson, James, Lithographer, Edinburgh, 146

--., John, 32

--., William, surveyor, 7, 122

--., 154

Andrew, James, 162

Angus of Halton Mains, George, surveyor, 117

Annandale, 3rd Marquess of, 33

Anstruther, Sir John, 82

Antiburgher Church, 77

Armed Roger, 73, 82, 162

Arable land, passim

Arbroath and Forth Bay, 12

Arbutheath, [?], 115*

Archeology: see Brochs, Camps, Castles, Earthworks, Forts, Fosse, Halt-forts, Moat, "Roman" remains, Ruins, Standing stones, Stone circles

Architects: see Allan, Black, Barrick, Bettes, Gillespie, Lyle, Maclean, Paterson, Railton, Rhind, Taylor, Thomson, Walker and Beattie, Wylie

Architectural plans, 12, 18, 45, 71. See also Buildings drawn in detail

Argyll, 5th Duke of, 27

--., Duke of (n.d.), 24

Assembly rooms, 87

Atholl, 4th Duke of, 130*

Ayr Bank, 32

BAG-Net FISHING, 120

Baillie of Rosehall, Colonel, 160

Baird, R., C.E., 54

--., Sir James, 71

--., Robert, surveyor, Airdrie, 157

Bald, Robert, surveyor, 78

--., William, surveyor, 22, 96*

--., [?], 136

Balfour, Thomas, Colonel, 44

Ballantine, R., lithographers, Edinburgh, 46, 82, 143

Banks, 26*, 132

Ayr Bank, 32

Barnes, 96, 144

Barley mills, see Mills

Barns, 5, 38, 138

--., malt, 39, 62, 73

--., teind, 73, 78*

Barracks, 16, 26, 71, 91*

Barry (Barrie), James, surveyor, 89, 143

--., John, manufacturer in Forfar, 16

Baths and bathing-houses, 59, 78

Battery, 76

Site sites, 113, 132

Bauchope, Robert, surveyor, 69, 109, 113, 117, 138

--., Thomas, surveyor, 103

Beaton, William, burgh surveyor's office, Leith, 73

Beattie, George, and Son, C.E., Edinburgh, 74

Bedford, C.E., Captain (R.N.), 28

Beelinghouse, 150

Begbie, Patrick, engraver, Edinburgh, 43, 46

Belch, John, 89

Bell of Huntmill, Benjamin, 69

--., Andrew, engraver, 15, 35, 85, 92, 106, 143, 149, 150, 154

--., John, surveyor, Edinburgh, 51, 61, 63, 66, 91, 98, 110

--., Robert, surveyor, 72*

--., Samuel, 57*

--., William, surveyor and engraver, 15, 16, 32, 47*, 48*, 49*, 51, 53, 64*, 66, 68*, 69, 80, 81, 100, 109, 123, 142*, 152*, 153*, 159, 160

Benett, J.: see Bogey, R.

Benny, William, schoolmaster, Kirkintilloch, 54

Berry, William, 80

Beveridge, Bruce, 97, 98

Birrell, John, surveyor, 96

Bisset, James, surveyor, 109

Blacks, Alexander, surveyor, 153, 157

--., James, surveyor of Eastsidebuilding, 102

--., Robert, architect, 87, 88

Blackadder, John, surveyor, 41*

--., John, and Son, surveyors, 17*

--., R., surveyor, Dundee, 19*

--., William, 12, 16, 57

Blacksmiths' shops: see Smithies

Blair, J.D., 164

Blake, Sir Francis, 42

Blantyre, 10th Lord, 141

Bleaching greens, 6, 9, 10, 80, 90, 92, 93, 128, 140, 145
Bleachworks, 55, 159*, 160
Blockhouse, 9
Bogle, Lieutenant (R.N.), 76
Boll, Andrew, surveyor, 165
Bone mill, 131
Boness Canal, 161
Burton, W., 106
Botanic gardens, 16, 90
Boulton, J., surveyor, 8
---, William, surveyor, Laurencekirk, 96
Boutcher, William, landscape gardener, 127
Boyer, Graham, 17
Bowling greens, 5, 9, 75, 79, 116
---, Alley, 74
Boyd, William, C.E., 108
Breadalbane, 3rd Earl of, 134*
---, 1st Marquis of, 23*, 27, 135
---, 2nd Marquis of, 26, 136
---, 4th Marquis of, 26
---, Marquis of (n.d.), 132
Breweries and brewing, 6, 9, 30*, 34, 37, 45, 70, 71, 85, 87, 91, 92, 94, 97, 155
Brick and tile works, 9, 11, 68, 89
Brickfield, 88
---, elevation of, 31, 144, 150, 162*
Brocka, 125, 147
Brodie of Brodie, James, 124
Brooke, William, surveyor, Edinburgh, 5
Brooks, John, surveyor, 24
Brown, Alexander, surveyor, 78
---, David, 57
---, 165*, 146
---, George, surveyor, 3, 10, 93*, 122, 123, 124
---, Gibbon, Still and Company, Montrose, 20
---, Hugh, surveyor, 24, 25
---, James, 143
---, Nicholas, 41
---, Peter, surveyor, 146
--- and Nelson, publishers, 33
Browne, George, surveyor, 114
Bruce, George, engineer, Edinburgh, 42, 83
---, and Cunningham, C.E., Edinburgh, 26
Buchan, 11th Earl of, 162, 163
---, of Cairdhouse, Thomas, 77
---, George, C.E., 185, 186
Buchanan of Balfuning, Walter, 153
---, C., surveyor, 142
---, clerk, surveyor, 61, 62, 71, 72, 113, 116, 139
Builder: see Rutherford
Buildings drawn in detail, elevation or perspective view, 12, 24, 50, 59, 67, 73, 74, 77, 85
Buist, David, surveyor, Perth, 150*, 153*
---, Henry, surveyor, 138, 139
---, Hugh, surveyor, 138, 139
Burgage strips, 5, 106
Burghead, 58*, 77, 82, 87, 128, 138, 146*, 147
---, G., surveyor, 138
--- Meeting House, 79
Burial grounds and cemeteries, 27, 43, 72, 92, 95, 124, 136
Burn, W., surveyor, 58
Burnett, James, 127
Burck, Frank, architect, Glasgow, 110
Bus, horse-drawn, picture of, 89

CALEDONIAN CANAL: see Canals
--- Ry.; see Railways
--- and Dumfriethshire Rdv., 56
Cameron, George, engraver, 36, 145
Campbell of Inverawe, Duncan, Major, 23
--- of Inverclyde, M.P., 27
--- of Lochschild, Charles, 136
---, Alexander, 135
---, Archibald, 145
---, Duncan, surveyor, 23
---, John, surveyor, Aberfeldy, 156
---, P., 24
Camp, 16, 23
Canals, 153
---, Aberdeenshire Canal, 6, 10
Caledonian Canal, 91*, 93*, 95
Carron Works Canal and River Carron, 153, 154*, 155*
---, Crieff Canal, 28*
---, Forth and Clyde Canal, 55*, 56, 90, 153*, 154, 155, 161
---, Glasgow, Paisley and Ardrossan Canal, 88, 90
---, Kennacap Canal, 72, 108
---, Saltcoats Canal, 37*
---, Spynie Canal, 119
---, Carding mills: see Mills
Carfrae, Thomas, surveyor, Edinburgh, 43, 73, 111, 131, 157*, 161
--- and Clouston, 165
Carver of Middleham, Margaret, 42
Carrick, J., and Sons, 73
--- Carron Company records, 154*, 155
---, Carron Works Canal and River Carron: see Canals
--- Cartographic decoration: see Cartouches, Coats of arms, Compass roses, Decorative and ornamental tiles, Engraved plates, Hand-tinted Litter, Illustrated keys, Lithographed plans, Pictorial scenes, Scales, Reference books
---, Cartouches, 13, 36, 37, 111, 123
--- ruins of, 25, 75, 81, 83, 118, 136, 152, 164
---, Cathedrals, 85, 120
--- Cattle shed, 4
---, Clay, William D., surveyor, 10
---, Cemeteries: see Burial grounds
---, Chambers, George, 79
---, W.J., surveyor, Perth, 83
---, Channels, harbours, etc., 94, 47*, 49*, 50, 77, 94, 118, 123, 124*, 145, 146, 147, 149, 150, 159, 159, 159, 162
---, ruins of, 33, 39, 75, 81, 83, 118, 136, 152, 164
---, Cathedrals, 85, 120
---, Charis, 145, 167
---, Castle, W., surveyor, Edinburgh, 43, 73
---, Chemical works, 14
---, Chromatic quadrants, 166
---, Churches (Rudish Parish Churches), 1, 5*, 7*, 8*, 9*, 14, 15, 16*, 18, 20*, 24, 27, 32, 35*, 35, 36*, 37, 38, 49*, 41, 42, 44, 46*, 47*, 55, 58, 59, 62, 63, 73, 75*, 76, 81, 84, 87, 92, 97, 99, 103, 103, 121, 125*, 127, 139, 133, 134, 136*, 142*, 149, 150, 158*, 159, 161, 166
--- ruins of, 76, 89, 150*, 166
---, Antiburgher Church, 77
---, Burgher Church, 77
--- Free Church, 84, 84*, 85, 128, 129, 132, 136
---, United Presbyterian Church, 108
---, see also Chapels, Klebes, H., see also Chapels, Klebes, H., see also Chapels, Klebes, H., see also Chapels, Klebes, H., see also Chapels, Klebes, H., see also Chapels, Klebes, H., see also Chapels, Klebes, H.
---, City of Glasgow Union Rvd., 90
---, Civil engineers (C.E.): see Baird, Beattie, Boyd, Bruce and Cunningham, Buchan, C., Findlater, Forman and McColl, Gibbs, Gordon and MacGreg, Udchin, Johnstone, Leslie, Leslie and Reid, Lynn, Mackson (I.), McCann, John, Martin and Dunlop, Milne, Peddie, Peddie and Kinnear, Sutter and Wright, Wylie, Wylie and Peddie. See also Engineers
---, Clanranald muniments, 96*
---, Clark of Flatfield, Andrew, 133
---, James, surveyor, Clackmannan, 45
---, Clay pits, 92, 93*, 94, 102. See also Brick-clay pits
---, Clelland, A.C., surveyor, 73
---, Clephan of Kirkness, Douglas, 98
---, Clervie, Walter, surveyor, 10
---, Clerk of Penicuik, John, 53
---, T., engraver, Edinburgh, 33, 118

FACTORY PLANS, 10, 37, 45, 55, 81, 87, 88, 163.

See also Industry

Fallconer, David, 162

Farina mill, 160


Farquharson, John, surveyor, 134, 135

Fenton, J., engraver, Dundee, 59

Ferguson, Walter, 69

Ferries, 14, 40, 55, 94, 132, 134, 139, 144, 146, 147

Fettes of Redcastle, Sir William, 94

—, [7], architect, Brechin, 14*

Feuing plans, 5, 14, 25, 26, 47, 54, 55, 57, 58*, 60, 62, 70, 74*, 78*, 79, 80, 89, 103, 114, 143, 158


Fife, 2nd Earl of, 39, 122—

-, 1st Duke of, 122

Findlater, Patrick, C.E., 60

Fire station, 74

Fish, James, 156

Fishing, 9, 80

—, bag-net, 120

—, eel, 15, 16

—, hats, lodges, 9, 10, 14, 122, 147, 165

—, peals, 147

—, raise-net, 49*

—, rights, 47*, 77, 94

—, ping-net, 42

—, salmon, 10, 14

—, stake-net, 94, 147*

—, stall

Flaxworks, 6, 55. See also Mills, lint

Dams, lint

Fleming, Peter, surveyor, 101

Fletcher, Thomas, surveyor, 10

Flint, James, surveyor, 118

Flour mills: see Mills

Fields, 65*

Footpaths, 76, 115, 132, 157. See also Rights of Way

Forbes, 16th Lord, 5

—, of Echt, William, 3*

—, of Haddo, John, 40

Fords, 3, 4, 9, 40, 57, 54, 92, 99, 101, 109, 116, 120, 131, 139, 137, 139, 147, 154

Forests, 2, 4, 139, 135, 136, 140

Forfeited Estates, 92, 132, 133

Forman and McColl, C.E., Glasgow, 90

Forrest, William, surveyor, 84, 113, 158

Forrester, A., Lithographer, Edinburgh, 8, 25, 41, 87, 95, 96*

—, B., Lithographer, Edinburgh, 13, 14

—, and Company, Lithographers, Edinburgh, 2, 8

Forrester and Nichol, Lithographers, Edinburgh, 21*, 27

— and Morrison, Lithographers, Edinburgh, 61, 75

Forth Bridge Railway, 76

Forth and Clyde Canal: see Canals

Forts, 10*, 91*. See also Hill-forts

Fosse, 16

Foster, Colin, surveyor, 135

Foundries, 6, 11, 57

Fountains, 20

Fraser of Lovat, 12th Lord, 94

—, William, 95

—, J., surveyor, 28

Free Church: see Churches

Freeston Quarry, 58

Fullerton of Buckwick, Robert, Lieut., Gen., 3

Furlong, William, 105

GAELIC CHAPEL, 87

Gaelic place-names, 24, 129, 134, 136, 160

Gale, James M., surveyor, 98

—, William, surveyor, Glasgow, 56

Galloway, Alexander, surveyor, Glasgow, 159*

—, James, surveyor, 133

—, 44

Galloway: see Gibbets

Galt, G., surveyor, Hamilton, 106*

Galloway, William, surveyor, Laurencekirk, 52*, 39

Gardens, 8, 55*, 127, 134*, 153

Gardner, John, surveyor, Glasgow, 86*

Gasworks, 5, 28, 29, 59, 83, 88*, 90*, 132

Gates, 12, 32*, 33, 75 (Citadel port), 142, 153, 158

Davie, H., engraver, 49*, 56, 133, 147, 154

Geddes, John, assistant to Mr Bald, 158

Geeke (Gickle), William, 17

—, [7], surveyor

Gellatly, John, lithographer, Edinburgh, 10, 40, 52

Gibb, Alexander, C.E., 10

—, and May, lithographers, Aberdeen, 3

Gibbets, 9*, 12, 123

Gill, [7], surveyor, 104

Gillespie, James, architect, 70

—, 1, 65*

Gilmour, John, 143

Girudow, George, lithographer, Dundee, 15

Glasgow, 7th Earl of, 165

—, Barrhead and Neilston Direct Rwy., 145

—, Bothwell, Hamilton and Costrbridge Rwy., 109

—, Craigmillar and Costrbridge Rwy.: see Railways

—, Paisley and Airdrossan Canal: see Canals

—, Paisley and Ayrshire Rwy., 35

—, Paisley, Kilmarnock and ayr Rwy., 88

Glasgow, 60, 60, 67

Glebe, 1, 3, 7, 8, 13, 14, 20, 29, 32, 33, 35, 38, 46, 50, 51, 55, 64, 65, 77, 81, 92*, 103, 113, 125*, 127, 129, 130, 135, 140*, 142, 164, 165

Glenennie, Professor, 10

Golf-courses, 35, 77, 82, 83

Gordon of Fyvie, William, Colonel, 4

—, of Gight, George, 4

—, of Gordontoun, Sir Robert, 119

—, Sir William, 119

—, of Rothiemay, James, surveyor, 9

—, of Wardhouse, John D., 4

—, David, surveyor, 7

—, MacBeg, surveyors, 118, 124

Graham, James, 49

Graham of Gartmore, W. Cunningham, 155

Eagling, Thomas, surveyor, 75, 112

— and Miller, engineers, Edinburgh, 13*, 70, 102

Grenaries, 138, 155

Gravel pits, 40, 47, 94

Gray, Charles, 16

—, David, brewer in Forfar, 16

—, George, 59*

—, Robert, 59

—, William, surveyor, 109

Great North of Scotland Rwy.: see Railways

Gregg, James, 52

Grieve, John, 144
Ministry of Transport records, 28, 91, 93, 94, 95
Mitchell, Alexander, surveyor, Perth, 130, 131
\[ \rightarrow \]
Robert, surveyor, 75, 83
Moat, 140
Moir of Longmyne, William, 7
Monsasteries, 143
Munkland Canal, 55, 87, 108
\[ \rightarrow \] Kirkintilloch Rwy., 102
Montrose, 4th Duke of, 35
Monuments, 22, 55, 167
Moore of Blairston, Robert, 36
\[ \rightarrow \]
J. Ralph, surveyor, 108
Moorland, passim
Moray, 11th Earl of, 70
Morison, James, surveyor, 97, 98, 129, 157
\[ \rightarrow \]
Robert, 97
\[ \rightarrow \]
William, surveyor, 68, 92
Morrison of Bognie, Alexander, 40
\[ \rightarrow \]
R. surveyor, 91, 94
\[ \rightarrow \]
James, surveyor, 4
\[ \rightarrow \]
[7], 61
Norton, 1st Earl of, 75
\[ \rightarrow \]
17th Earl of, 112, 114
\[ \rightarrow \]
18th Earl of, 76
\[ \rightarrow \]
uninscribed, 22, 73, 75*, 76*, 77, 92, 111, 112*, 114*, 116*, 117*, 118
Noss, passim
Nosses (named), 48, 51, 52, 67, 100, 107, 109, 111, 119, 120, 129*, 159, 158
Nou and Tod, lithographers, Edinburgh, 149
Nowbray, William, 103
Nuirnhead, Emily Eliza Du Vernet Crosett, 108
Nunro, Sir George G., 147
Nurray of Abercairny, James, 128
\[ \rightarrow \]
James, mathematician, Blairlington, 21
\[ \rightarrow \]
John, surveyor, Portsay, 39
\[ \rightarrow \]
[7], 115
NAVIGATION: see Anchourages, Canals, Channels, Charts, Dockyards, Drydocks, Ferries, Forths, Harbours, Hydrographers, Lighthouses, Lights, locks, Quays, Rivers, Ships, Shipbuilding yards, Tides and water marks
Neave, David, surveyor, 57
Neill of Easter Balfouring, William, 155
Nicoll, Robert, 57
Nicolson, Houston Stewart, 152
North British Railway: see Railways
Norton, Baren, 69

OBSERVATORY, 90
Ogg, Alexander, surveyor, 10
Ogilvie, George, 22
\[ \rightarrow \]
John, 53
Oil mill, 10
Olive, Mrs., 150
Ordinance depot, 137
\[ \rightarrow \]
Survey maps, 22, 73, 74, 76, 114, 122, 133*
Orkney, Earl of, 31
Or of Barrowfield, John, 86
Owen, Robert, surveyor, 144

PALACES, 71, 162
Palaceyard, 79
Pamure, Earl of, 12
Panton, William, surveyor, Alyth, 17
\[ \rightarrow \]
[?], surveyor, 18
Paper mills: see Mills
Parish plans, 158
Parlane, Walter, 90
Pasture lands, passim
Paterson, Charles, 86
\[ \rightarrow \]
Robert, architect, Edinburgh, 78
\[ \rightarrow \]
Roy, Bennie, I., and Paterson, T.L., 89
Patton, John, surveyor, 31
Peat, 3, 7
\[ \rightarrow \]
banks, 3, 38, 45, 44
\[ \rightarrow \]
roads: see Roads
Peck, W. and Son, lithographers, Edinburgh, 72
Peddle, James, C.E., Edinburgh, 115
\[ \rightarrow \]
[7], 71
phill, Thomas, engraver, Edinburgh, 123
Pictorial scenes, 1, 2, 4, 9, 25, 27, 29*, 31, 32, 35*, 36, 38, 42, 43, 50*, 52, 60, 66, 121, 141
\[ \rightarrow \]
Piers: see Quays
Pigeon houses, 2*, 5, 43, 62, 105
\[ \rightarrow \]
Dovecots
Place-names: see Field-names, Gaelic place-names
Plantations, passim
Playfair, William, 70
Pollock, Robert, 145
Pond, 68
Poorehouses, 60, 74, 90
\[ \rightarrow \]
Workhouses
Post Offices, 97
Post roads: see Roads
Putteries, 9, 68
Powder magazines, 71, 145
Printworks, 37, 90, 145, 159
Prisons, 13, 33, 85, 91
\[ \rightarrow \]
Tolbooth
Public houses: see Inns
Publishers: see Brown and Nelson, Sayer and Bennett, Waterson and Sons
Pulteney (Pultney) of Selwynbank, William, 47, 49*
Pumps, 7
Punds, sheep and cattle, 166, 167

QUARRIES, 6, 7, 12*, 14*, 16, 18, 19, 20, 24, 25, 26, 39*, 41, 42, 44, 46, 50, 52, 56, 57, 58*, 62*, 69*, 71, 72, 73, 78, 80, 86, 105, 105, 106*, 108, 111, 114, 115, 116*, 127, 128, 143*, 147, 149, 150, 152, 153, 155, 157, 158, 161
\[ \rightarrow \]
Freestone, 38
\[ \rightarrow \]
Limestone, 23, 35, 37, 38, 46, 55, 61, 82, 106, 114, 117
\[ \rightarrow \]
Marble, 23
\[ \rightarrow \]
Slate, 4*, 25*, 137
\[ \rightarrow \]
Whinstone, 81
Queensberry, 6th Marquis of, 53

RAE, SIR WILLIAM, 80
Railton, J.J., architect, Kilmarnock, 37
Railways, 18, 37, 75, 87, 88, 90, 157*, 159
\[ \rightarrow \]
colliey, 34, 58, 79, 88, 106, 110*, 155
\[ \rightarrow \]
private, 7, 14, 34*, 76, 108*
Aberdeen Rwy., 14
Arbroath and Forfar Rwy., 12
Caledonian Rwy., 11, 90, 90, 106, 115, 142
Caledonian and Dumbartonshire Rwy., 36
City of Glasgow Union Rwy., 90
Crief Junction Rwy., 131
Deeside Rwy., 7
Dundee and Arbroath Rwy., 12, 15*, 14, 59*, 60
Dundee, Perth and Aberdeen Rwy., 139
Edinburgh and Dalkeith Rwy., 71
Edinburgh and Glasgow Rwy., 71, 89, 90, 102*, 162, 163
Edinburgh, Leith and Granton Rwy., 72*
Edinburgh, Leith and Newhaven Rwy., 72
Edinburgh and Northern Rwy., 60
Edinburgh, Perth and Dundee Rwy., 78
Forth Bridge Rwy., 76
Glasgow, Barchead and Neilston Direct Rwy., 145
Glasgow, Bothwell, Hamilton and Coatbridge Rwy., 109
Glasgow, Garrock and Cowlbridge Rwy., 87, 89, 102
Glasgow, Paisley and Ayrshire Rwy., 33
Glasgow, Paisley, Kilmarnock and Ayr Rwy., 88
Great North of Scotland Rwy., 4, 9, 10, 123
Highland Railway, 122, 137, 149
Kilmarnock and Troon Rwy., 34*
Loch Lomond Rwy., 94
Monkland and Kirkintilloch Rwy., 102
North British Rwy., 40, 45*, 90, 105, 110*, 113, 163
Scottish Central Rwy., 129
Scottish Midland Rwy., 16
Wood, John, surveyor, 33
Woodland, passim
Woodyards: see Timberyards
Wool mill, 158*
Workhouse, 9. See also Poorhouses
Wright shop, 139
Wright, William, 139

Wylie, Henry, C.E. and surveyor, 26, 53, 56, 76*
-- and Peddie, C.E., 115

YORK BUILDINGS COMPANY, 63, 64
Young, William, 114